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Asher’s ambition
Itchyfeet’s rising star is making global waves
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Let us take your property
to new heights.
Contact us for aerial photography of your property.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com
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HOMEGROWN
...IN THE CARIBBEAN

Because our roots are deep, our customers enjoy extensive coverage and
competitive premiums on every personal and commercial insurance product.
Auto • Home • Marine • Liability • Business • Contents

Rated A- (Excellent) Positive at A.M. Best Company

+1 (268) 484 2900 • www.caribbeanalliance.com
Head Office: Caribbean Alliance House, Cnr. Newgate & Cross Streets, St. John’s

•

Falmouth Harbour Branch: Antigua Yacht Club Marina Commercial Centre

Anguilla • Antigua & Barbuda • Ascension Island • Barbados • Dominica • Falkland Islands • Grenada • Montserrat • St. Kitts & Nevis • St. Lucia • St. Vincent & The Grenadines • The British Virgin Islands • Turks & Caicos
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TESTIMONIALS: ‘ An amazing family experience!’... ‘Stingrays are wild
but extremely gentle’.... ‘One for the bucket list – this was the highlight of our trip’
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Enjoy a Unique Experience
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Come and enjoy the unique experience of touching and feeding a southern stingray, together with
snorkelling amongst magnificent coral reefs and colourful tropical fish. Our rays are without
doubt the brightest in the Caribbean – wild but very friendly and gentle.
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Stingray City

Whether you choose to stand or swim you’ll have the unique opportunity to touch, feed and play with
stingrays during your encounter, while learning all about these amazing and captivating creatures.
Enjoy a snorkel afterwards, before finishing up your visit with a complimentary rum or fruit punch.

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com for more information
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VANILLA DIAMONDS®
14K STRAWBERRY GOLD®

TREND:
GLADIATOR KNOTS
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Letter from the Editor

G

we know that before you make a financial commitment you want
a genuine glimpse into life in our beautiful country. I am delighted
to present to you our sixth biannual edition of Luxury Locations The
Magazine. This vibrant ‘look, listen, live, eat’ issue celebrates the
sights, sounds and savours of our enchanting twin island nation.
Antigua & Barbuda may be small but we’re teeming with
talent. From culinary champions to musical maestros, we introduce
some of the superstars who call here home - and their artistry
that’s helping cement our spot on the map. Whether looking for a
charming hole-in-the-wall or a relaxing spot for a leisurely lunch,
check out our guide to the country’s best dining experiences. We
have no shortage of musical legends within our 108 square miles
either. Rocker Eric Clapton, The Who guitarist Pete Townshend
and German producer Torsten Stenzel are just some of the big
names who live and vacation here. Don’t miss the chance to
meet our homegrown virtuosos, like Asher Otto, LogiQ Pryce and
Calypsonian King Short Shirt.
And, in the unlikely event you’ve ever wondered what it might
be like to row across the Atlantic, our feature on the two bodacious
Brits who did just that – and survived to tell the tale – can be found
within these pages too.
So please enjoy, absorb and spread the word. As we say in
Antigua & Barbuda, the beach is just the beginning.
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ood things apparently happen in threes. And the last six
months have seen a holy trinity of auspicious events for us
here at Luxury Locations.
First and foremost, there are few economic indicators more
meaningful than the housing market. The recent upsurge in our
local real estate sector has been characterised by an unprecedented
hike in large scale developments, most notably the multi-resort and
residential scheme earmarked for the north-west coast. A huge leap
too in general sales enquiries is encouraging for anyone looking to
sell, while still relatively low prices mean more and more people
are in a position to purchase.
Somewhere among the Christmas festivities we also welcomed
increased airlift to the islands in the shape of a seasonal direct
weekly service from Manchester, UK. Thomas Cook’s inaugural
touchdown was marked with a celebratory water spray to
the delight of its festive passengers (with the exception of my
octogenarian grandmother who happened to be on board and
thought the plane was on fire).
Finally, much as we hate to brag, it would be remiss of us not to
mention our success at November’s prestigious Overseas Property
Professionals (OPP) Awards in London. Less than five years after
setting up business we were thrilled to be named the best real estate
agency in the region and third best in the world.
Today’s property buyers are a discerning bunch. Many
destinations can boast of bewitching beaches and kindly climes, but

Gemma

If you would like to advertise in Luxury Locations. The Magazine, or have any editorial content that you feel would benefit our
audience, please contact either advertising@luxurylocations.com or editorial@luxurylocations.com
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Enduring elegance
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Swiss watchmaker Longines was keen to
create a collection of timepieces equally as
distinguished.
The recently launched Conquest Classic
line offers contemporary yet timeless style,
befitting to the excitement of the parade
rings at Chantilly, Hong Kong or Dubai.
With a nod to the chronographs created
back in 1881 for equestrian enthusiasts
in New York, it is dedicated to a new
generation of style-conscious race-goers.
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ew sports encapsulate tradition
and elegance as pertinently as
horse racing. With roots that can
be traced all the way back to ancient
Greece, Babylon and Egypt, it’s one that has
withstood the test of time and the whims of
fashion to remain as popular today as ever
– whether in the grandstand at Royal Ascot
or right here in Antigua.
So as sponsor of several of the globe’s
most prestigious horse racing events, luxury

All fitted with self-winding calibres,
the Conquest Classic is available in three
sizes with ladies’ models offered in steel,
rose gold or a combination of the two.
The black or silvered dial has applied
12, 6 and 9 numerals, lending a truly
sporty look. For an extra air of refinement,
there’s a mother-of-pearl dial set with 12
diamonds. The chronographs are fitted with
a special column-wheel movement created
exclusively for Longines.
Crafted with exquisite taste and
exceptional expertise, the Conquest Classic
is worn with pride – both on and off the
track. n
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Available at Diamonds International,
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 481-1880.
www.longines.com
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Fun Facts about
Antigua & Barbuda
2 Carbon dating shows that Antigua and
Barbuda is believed to have been inhabited
as long ago as 3100 BC.

2 In February 2014, during the
hosting of the One-Day International
between England and the West
Indies, Richie Richardson, Andy
Roberts and Curtly Ambrose became
the only Antiguan cricketers to
be knighted other than Sir Vivian
Richards.

Lo

2 The national dish, pepperpot (a stew of
salted meats and veg), was first used by the
Amerindians as a means of preserving food.
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You already know we have a beach for every day of the year, worldfamous sailing regattas and cricketers, a tropical climate and vibrant
Carnival festivities. We’re fairly confident you’re not reading this due to
a lack of access to Wikipedia. So, here are a few things you may not...

ry

2 Scuba divers take note. Our reefs are
teeming with intriguing shipwrecks like the
Andes, a three-masted merchant ship that
sank in 1905 and now rests in less than 30ft
of water in (ahem) Deep Bay.
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2 The secret to our iconic, multi-award
winning rum lies in the fact our distillery is
the only one in the Caribbean that still uses
traditional continuous column copper stills.
The use of copper, rather than stainless
steel, is credited with the superior flavour
and smooth texture of the world-famous
English Harbour rum.

2 The highest point in the country is
Mount Obama (formerly Boggy Peak) at
402 metres. OK, so it’s not Everest, but how
many mountains can claim to be named
after a President of the United States?
2 Despite having a free, two-party
electoral system, the country was led by
the same party – the Antigua Labour Party
– for a 28-year-stretch until 2004. That’s a
Caribbean record.
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2 More than 100 sugar mills remain on our
islands, a throwback to the once thriving
industry. Large scale plantations were
started here in the 1680s by Christopher
Codrington.

Fun Facts about Antigua
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Say what?
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Now you’re speaking my language
English may be the official language here, but don’t be surprised to hear a local
patois version. Antiguan dialect is a wonderful mix of broken English interspersed
with a handful of African words. Here’s a little lingo to get you started:

Marning, wah a gwarn?

Look yah

I’m well

What is going on?

Me yah/me a mek out

Ahwahdee/da joke yah tarl

I’m going to work

Give credit where credit’s due

Me a go a wuk

Gi jack ee jacket
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2 Antigua is a second home to several
celebrities, including former Italian Prime
Minister Silvio Berlusconi, British nightclub
owner Peter Stringfellow, James Bond actor
Timothy Dalton, talk show host Oprah
Winfrey, fashion designer Giorgio Armani,
rock star Eric Clapton, and Virgin Atlantic
mogul Richard Branson.

Come here

ca
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2 Some of the world’s biggest yachts
are regular visitors to English Harbour,
including the 88-metre high sailing vessel,
the Maltese Falcon, commissioned and
formerly owned by American venture
capitalist Tom Perkins, and the dizzying
119-metre US$300m Motor Yacht A, owned
by Russian oligarch Andrey Melnichenko.

Good morning, how are you?

This tastes good

Everyone takes care of his own
first

Eh bang good

Parson christen ee pickney fus

I don’t like it

I told you so

Me nah lub um
A dey ee day
No/not at all
Taal

Whose dog is that?
Ahhuffadaagdat?
Who does this belong to?
Who fusudd’n tis?

Smile
Skin teeth

(Disclaimer: The editor accepts no
responsibility if using any of the above
results in a blank look and some head
scratching).
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A foot in the past, an eye on the future
In addition to the Great House, the
property includes the original sugarmill
which remains in excellent shape and
even contains the wheel and some engine
parts. There is also the boiling house, estate
manager’s house – currently used as a guest
cottage – and various other outbuildings.

“

Sailor Prince.
“The plantation has always remained
as a family home and has never been left
empty. Thanks to this it has kept its unique
characteristics.”
Spanning 26 acres of land which
stretches all the way to the ocean, the
plantation is ideal for development by
a visionary investor – perhaps as an
exceptional boutique hotel and resort - and
has no planning restrictions.
History buffs will delight in the
furnishings, most of which date back
several hundred years. All furniture is either
imported from England, or from other
plantation houses as was the way in those
days.
The house is accessed by a stone
courtyard, flanked by mature tropical
gardens. All rooms have multiple doors
and large windows which keep the interior
light and breezy. The main floor houses a
lounge and reception area which gives way
to a magnificent dining room with original
candle sconces on the ceiling and walls.
Electricity was not installed until the 1990s
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Entering the property via
its long tree-lined lane and
iron gates, even the air
appears to hold the aroma
of yesteryear.”

Built by the Watkins family in the 1670s,
the residence sits on a limestone bluff
overlooking a beautiful archipelago
of islets. It is constructed of Cotswold
stone brought from England as ballast on
merchant ships.
Janey Howell, whose family have
owned the estate since the 1970s, said:
“Legend has it the Great House was built
in the shape of a ship to honour the visit of
the Duke of Leeds who was known as the
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t’s not often a visit to a private family
home feels like an impromptu history
lesson that leaves one distinctly
over-awed and thoroughly richer for the
experience.
With its original 17th century buildings
– complete with period furniture and curios
– you’d be forgiven for mistaking Mercer’s
Creek for a meticulously created museum.
It is in fact a wholly authentic relic, barely
untouched from its centuries-old heyday.
It also has the prestigious honour of
being Antigua & Barbuda’s only remaining
sugarcane plantation house.
Among its graceful surrounds, offset
by scarlet bougainvillea and towering
mahogany trees, it’s easy to lose oneself in
a reverie of romance and swashbuckling
adventure.
Entering the property via its long
tree-lined lane and iron gates, even the air
appears to hold the aroma of yesteryear.
It wouldn’t be a complete surprise if King
Charles II himself breezed through; close
your eyes and you may just catch the sound
of the Merry Monarch’s Persian-heeled shoes.
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Mercer’s Creek – Antigua’s only remaining plantation house
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furnished, except the four-poster beds.
The one-bedroom former estate manager’s
home is fitted with modern appliances and
has a shower en-suite.
Memories abound within these elegant
walls, not least of the affluent visitors who
have passed through over the years. Indeed
Princess Margaret was due to honeymoon
here after marrying Antony Armstrong Jones
in 1960, until her impending sojourn was
leaked by the press and she was instead
whisked off to Clarence House in English
Harbour.
Ms Howell said the plantation was no

stranger to such exclusive guests. Others
included Richard Burton, Greta Garbo and
the Kennedys.
She added: “The history of Antigua
remains alive and the romance of the
Caribbean lives on in Mercer’s Creek. What
it needs now is someone who will put back
the life and the laughter.” n

Mercer’s Creek is listed for sale at
US$8.25m. For more information
or to arrange a viewing call Luxury
Locations on (+268) 562-8174.
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– and in fact the candles provide enough
light to render the switches unnecessary
here.
The dining room leads into a stunning
drawing room with piano, an abundance
of splendid paintings, antique knickknacks,
and a 1930s bar set into the wall.
This floor also has two vast double
bedrooms, both with en-suites, a separate
guest washroom, and a pretty verandah
overlooking the gardens.
The square compact kitchen, with
modern appliances and scenic views on
both sides, was a later addition. It backs
onto the original cookhouse which would
have been a detached structure in its day,
due to the prevalence of fires, and still
contains the original charcoal burner and
cupboards.
Downstairs are two more behemoth
bedrooms including the master suite which
boasts three-foot thick stone walls and
would have been used as a refuge from
pirates and hurricanes alike. There are
two more bathrooms on this floor. All four
bedrooms are air-conditioned.
Outside is a large swimming pool, deep
enough to dive, with a bar and terracotta
sundeck. There is also a small jetty on the
water’s edge which could be extended.
The entire property is for sale fully

LIVE.
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A foot in the past, an eye on the future
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Treat yourself to a pampering spa treatment...
...with special local resident discounts from our menu

Blue LUXE

Simply Massage

Blue Paradise

Blue FOR MEN

Enjoy our 50 minute West Indian
Massage along with a pedicure.

West Indian Massage 50 minutes.

A Honey Mango Scrub followed
by a 30 min Back Massage will
have you floating on air. In
addition, have your hands and feet
pampered with a manicure and
pedicure. This 2 hour treatment is
a wonderful tonic to refresh and
rejuvenate.

Men, we have not forgotten
you! Our signature Men’s Nature
Bisse Facial, with a pedicure is the
ultimate treatment for you.

Regular a la carte price is
US180
Your price is US$130

Regular a la carte price is
US120
Your price is US$90

Regular a la carte price is
US$180
Your price is US$160

Regular a la carte price is
US$215
Your price is US$180

Please call 484-0000 ext. 4126 to make an appointment
Please ask our Receptionists about Blue Spa gift vouchers
All prices are in US dollars and are subject to 10% service charge and 15% government tax

LOOK.

Supersonic superyacht
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- The speed demon that’s as sleek as a feline
We get up close and personal with the world’s fastest charter boat
unlike this one, you understand) usually
used to portray the champagne lifestyle that
sets the yachties apart from the muggles.
It may have been a hit among the
unabashed fanbase of fly-on-the-wall
dramas. Among the yachting fraternity,
however, it was about as welcome as a
tornado.
The reason? It didn’t just cross the line;
it stamped all over it, laughed in its face
and possibly erased it for good. The illusion
that unctuous crew are ecstatic at being
hauled out of bed at 3am to pop open
another bottle of Dom Perignon – and that

guests who pay through the nose for the
privilege are untouchable – was well and
truly debunked.
This may go some way then to
explaining my utter failure to convince
Chris Sherlock, captain of the uber-chic
Leopard 3, to divulge the scandal aboard
his amphibious abode so we may regale
readers with juicy anecdotes. Sadly, my
dogged attempts are flatly rebuffed one by
one.
What he is happy to disclose are the
‘no-nos’. As in, guests and their activities
which have no place on this family-friendly
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ast year’s sensational US reality
TV show ‘Below Deck’ offered
salacious viewers a rare glimpse
into life as a crew member aboard a luxury
yacht.
Shamelessly dishing the dirt on
‘upstairs downstairs’ relationships, it lifted
that hermetically-sealed lid to expose the
collisions and calamities of the ‘put-upon’
staff as they tended to their demanding,
well-heeled guests.
It was a depiction far away from the
superlative-littered brochures and lustrous
photo spreads in glossy magazines (entirely

15
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floating retreat. These fall mainly into
two categories. The first: nudists. Guests
are required to remain clothed, at least
partially, for the duration of the charter.
“We had a request for a nude charter
once,” he imparts, face slightly screwed at
the memory. “I don’t want people sitting
all over my boat with no clothes on, it’s
unhygienic.”
Russian magnates can take a flying one
too. “They’re not the type we want on this
boat. They’re uncouth, they have no class,
no sophistication.”
So yacht charters are strictly for people
who know the proper way to hold a knife
and fork?
“Not at all,” he laughs, relaxing a little.
“This is a sporty boat for people looking for
an action-packed holiday with fast sailing.
It’s been set up to cater to families – mum,
dad, kids, grandkids. If you want to sit and
drink gin and tonic all day, this is not the
boat for you.”
Now this may not be a superyacht in
the strictest sense. It’s only 100ft long for
a start which hardly puts it on a par with
Roman Abramovich’s ‘Eclipse’. What makes
this baby ‘super’ is its speed. Leopard 3
claims the notable distinction of being the
fastest charter boat on the planet. And it
leapt at the chance to demonstrate precisely
that at this year’s Antigua Sailing Week.
Sleek as the beast for which it was named,
it nabbed the coveted line honours out of

ns

Supersonic superyacht
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Leopard 3 claims the notable
distinction of being the fastest
charter boat on the planet.”

is pretty much what Manolo Blahnik is to
shoes.
Elegant yet modern, she’s light and airy,
filled with home comforts and impossibly
plush with rich cream leather seating in
the spacious saloon accessed by broad
carbon steps. Up to eight guests can be
accommodated in her three luxurious, ensuite double cabins and two singles.
The latest family member in the handful
owned by London property developer
Mike Slade, the British flag-bearing sloop
was created in 2007 by Farr Yacht Design.
Slade’s instructions were for an opulent
signature charter yacht with both oodles
of room for relaxation and race-winning
capabilities.
The resulting paragon of excellence
allows Leopard 3 to offer a holy trinity
of charters. They comprise corporate or
private functions for up to 20 guests;
Caribbean cruises for groups up to eight;
and racing charters for a limited number of
people who prefer their vacations whiteknuckle and intoxicating to join the boat’s
professional crew on selected contests. The
latter sees the saloon’s soft furnishings fully
removed for ‘race mode’.
The standard cost of 50,000 euros
(US$69,000) a week helps keep the riffraff
at bay (and Chris happy), while remaining
competitive within the market. The allimportant cuisine is whipped up fresh each
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39 entrants in the Yachting World Round
Antigua Race.
It was the latest conquest in a string
of maritime triumphs which also includes
several records. The most recent was in June
2013 when Leopard 3 smashed the fastest
time for a monohull to circumnavigate
the Isle of Wight in the JP Morgan Round
the Island Race. She stomped to victory
completing the 50 nautical mile course in
a cool three hours 43 minutes – shaving
almost 10 minutes off her own record set
back in 2008.
Comprising one heady conglomeration
of bright spanking white, gleaming chrome
and smooth neutral tones, Leopard 3 boasts
top speeds to make your toes curl. Around
40 knots to be precise.
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The reason behind her impressive
agility is her canting keel, Chris explains,
which means she shifts a whopping 20 tons
of ballast weight from side to side.
“She’s unique, no other boat does that.
Most have lifting keels,” he continues.
“We can match boat speed for wind speed
comfortably and safely, so if the wind is 20
knots, we can go 20 knots.”
If there’d been any trepidation over
her ability to handle inclement conditions,
they were put to rest during an unexpected
storm on the way to New York from Antigua
six years ago. Despite 70 knots of wind
and 40ft waves, which Chris admits were
“concerning”, the boat tackled the squall
with ease.
Leopard 3 is equipped with a motor
for getting in and out of harbours, a
towering 47-metre mast, twin dagger
boards mounted on hydraulic rollers, and
a single rudder. She has the ability to take
aboard up to six tonnes of water in the
transom area enabling the bow to lift in fast
downwind conditions.
Her stylish air-conditioned interior
is the work of Mark Tucker of Design
Unlimited, who, in the yachting industry,

17
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Elegant yet modern, she’s light and
airy, filled with home comforts and
impossibly plush with rich cream
leather seating in the spacious saloon
accessed by broad carbon steps”
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Supersonic superyacht
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abundant supply of elbow grease. And
alas – thanks to the reality show’s bawdy
betrayals – sign strict confidentiality
agreements. Just one scurrilous tweet or
unsanctioned Facebook photo can mean
immediate sacking for gross misconduct.
“It’s hard work but, like anything you do
in life, it pays off,” Chris says. “It’s a great
way to earn a living and see the world. You
just need an understanding partner because
you’re away so much!
“If I had my time again I’d choose the
same path, although the road to becoming
a captain is a lot more difficult these days
than it used to be.
“The common analogy about life
on a superyacht is that you’re living a
champagne lifestyle on beer wages,” he
adds.
“And it’s absolutely true.” n
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“The downside is that there’s not
enough time off,” he laughs. “I have a wife
and two kids in the UK so I make sure I
never go away longer than three weeks at a
time.”
Unlike the beleaguered ‘Below Deck’
cast, the Leopard 3 team undertake a
maximum of two charters a month - and
never back to back – to prevent burn-out.
“When no guests are on board, the
crew sleep in the guest cabins. It helps
keep everyone fresh – otherwise it’s like
camping.” A quick recce of the coffin-like
staff berths reveals he’s not exaggerating.
One area highlighted by the reality
show that no one’s refuting is the tough
daily grind.
Aspiring crew members need to be
team-orientated, prepared to start at the
bottom, and come equipped with an

Lo

day by chef Charlotte Jones who’s firmly
proved her culinary mettle with her mouthwatering marinades, inspired seafood
dishes and unbeatable barbecued lobster.
“Guests love the fact that our charters
are always active,” Australian-born Chris
says. “We have a young, energetic crew
who help create a fun, lively atmosphere.
I’m a Divemaster so we do a lot of diving –
the best site I’ve found in Antigua is Sunken
Rock on the south coast.”
Leopard 3 was one of more than
100 entries from 21 countries in this
year’s Antigua Sailing Week which is fast
returning to the halcyon days of its wellattended past. As most nautical enthusiasts
will testify, the island offers ideal conditions
for the sport. The sunny climes mean wet
weather gear is usually left languishing in
an alcove, as dejected as a Christmas tree
on Boxing Bay.

LOOK.
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Aspiring crew members
need to be team-orientated,
prepared to start at the
bottom, and come equipped
with an abundant supply of
elbow grease.”

Lu
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“With 15–20 knots of wind, the weather
is perfect. There’s good race management
and the races are short and sharp. Antigua
is a very hospitable place with good
services and there are always numerous
parties throughout the week.
“It offers something different to other
destinations in the region which are too
busy, or too Americanised. Antigua still has
that Caribbbean charm and is a great place
to drop off and pick up charters.”
Chris worked as a sail-maker back
home in Perth until the age of 23. He
visited the UK in the early 90s for a yacht
race, a trip that was due to last just three
weeks but would eventually see him offered
a job as a mate on Ocean Leopard, the first
of Slade’s four vessels.
“The best part of being a captain is
you’re pretty much your own boss – as long
as you work for a nice owner. The Leopard
3 owners are great.
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World without borders
national development fund, or a minimum
US$400,000 purchase in a governmentsanctioned real estate project.
Successful applicants are not required
to sacrifice their current citizenship. They
also benefit from exemption from a number
of local taxes, including personal income,
net worth, gift tax and estate duty.
In addition, they enjoy visa-free travel
to around 130 countries worldwide,
including the UK, Canada, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Europe’s borderless
Schengen area.
In October 2013, the country’s fledgling
Citizenship by Investment Unit opened its
doors to business, issuing its first passport in
February.
We put your questions to its head, Don
Myatt.

Lo
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rom the lakes of Latvia to the plains
of Paraguay, there is no shortage
of countries willing to hand out
citizenship – at a price. For the savvy
investor, a second passport can spawn a
wealth of advantages including visa-free
travel, international tax planning, even
a safe haven during times of unrest back
home.
For many, dual citizenship also means
no government has sole control over their
life – or their assets.
Last year, Antigua & Barbuda became
the latest nation to sign into law a route for
citizenship by investment. But while other
jurisdictions offer something ostensibly
comparable, few make it as speedy,
seamless or affordable as our twin island
paradise.
With a stable and growing economy,
limited taxation, easy accessibility, low
crime rate and a thriving tourism product,
it’s little surprise experts are predicting
uptake to be as swift as snapping a
mugshot.
The three avenues for gaining an
Antigua & Barbuda passport include a
US$1.5m investment into an approved
business, a US$250,000 donation to the
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Holding an Antiguan passport can trim tax and ease travel

2 What other benefits can Antiguan
& Barbudan citizenship offer?
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“Many sophisticated high end applicants
are attracted by the fact that there’s a lot
of business opportunity here if you have
access to capital. Wealthy people who
want to work will find a lot of investment
opportunities.
“And it’s tax favourable too, as one’s
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worldwide income is not taxed. You can
keep your earnings out of Antigua, and
have a business identity that’s not subjected
to scrupulous political observance in your
home country, for example, nations which
may be economically unstable.”

2 Which countries do most
applicants hail from?
“Around half of applicants are Chinese.
Most of the remainder are from the Middle
East, particularly the Emirates, Egypt and
Lebanon. There’s also a small number of
Europeans and North Americans.”

World without borders
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2 How many applications does the
unit expect to receive per annum?

“When we’re in full swing we anticipate
150 applications a year, and up to 200 later
on.”

Lo

2 How long does the process take?
“By law we have to make a decision within
three months; that’s a big selling point.
The applicant then has a month to make
the investment before the passport process
starts which can take another month.
“So it’s generally just five months from
the application being submitted to actually
getting the passport.”

ns

2 Why so many Chinese investors?
“China is traditionally the largest source
of people seeking economic citizenship
around the world. China has a large middle
class – people who are not fabulously
wealthy but have a few million dollars and
are looking for economic security for their
future. If they have to travel regularly for
business they can spend months getting
visas. And they’ll need multiple visas if
passing through additional places in transit.
“Travel with a Chinese passport can
be a huge hindrance; you can’t just fly
to London for a business meeting. An
Antiguan passport is an attractive solution
for mobility purposes.”

2 How likely is an application to be
successful?
“Most will be successful as long as they
have no criminal convictions and have
never been refused an immigration visa
from a country to which they would enjoy
visa-free access with an Antiguan passport.”
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2 Are there any conditions attached?
“We have no economic conditions, unlike
Canada and the UK. All that is required is
that they maintain their investment for five
years – which is the length of the passport –
and they have to reside here for a minimum
of 35 days during the five years. Provided
they do that, they then automatically get a
renewal.
“There is also no cap on the number of
people who can apply for a passport each
year.”

2 Can successful applicants bring
their families with them?

“Our programme is for an unlimited
number of dependents. They can bring
all children under 18, all those over 18 if
they’re full-time students, and their parents
too if they’re over 65. It’s very attractive for
family-oriented societies.
“For an average nuclear family with two
children, the cost is roughly US$700,000
including processing fees.”

LIVE.

Are any nationalities prohibited
from applying?
“There are no nationalities restricted from
applying other than some conditions
affecting Iranians. Iranians must be resident
outside of Iran for more than a year and
have their business and source of funds
from outside of Iran.”

revenue helps the government meet its
expenses and the programme stimulates
development of the tourism industry.”

Which of the three routes for
getting a passport is proving most
popular?
2

“Almost all applications received so far are
via a donation to the national development
fund; it’s simple, direct and good value.
People not so pressed for time will look at
the real estate option.”
2 What mechanisms are in place
locally to ensure the process is
undertaken scrupulously?
“The programme is established under
the law, the office that manages it
is an independent body, self-funded
by application fees, and we have an
independent management team who are all
qualified professionals reporting directly to
the Prime Minister.”

2 Will successful applicants be
eligible to vote?
“As long as they comply with regular
legislation governing voting eligibility they
are citizens so they can vote.”

What are the benefits of an
economic citizenship programme to
Antigua?
2

“There are a lot of financial benefits. The

Luxury Locations is an authorised
representative of the Antigua Barbuda
Citizenship by Investment Scheme
Contact info@luxurylocations.com for
further information or
see www.cip.gov.ag
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Life’s Little Luxuries – Leisurely Lunches
2 Ana’s On The Beach, Dickenson Bay

2 Boom! Pool, bar and restaurant, English
Harbour

ca
tio

Mouth-watering Mediterranean cuisine, personable service and
super chic surrounds are all to be found beyond Ana’s fabulous
hot pink doors. Add some signature cocktails, an open-air bar,
beach cabanas and lounge beds and you may never want to
leave.
Open daily 10am–1am.
Visit www.anas.ag, call (+268) 562-8562

ns

Antigua has no shortage of tranquil eateries perfect for whiling away a few hours to
nourish both body and soul. We lunched far and wide to find the prime places for
ladies that do, business associates who can, and friends that just love to…

Does life get any better than tantalising tapas, burgers,
sandwiches and seafood served up poolside against the
charming waterfront vistas of Nelson’s Dockyard? Saunter on up
and see for yourself. Pamper yourself further with a spa treatment
from the sanctuary of your sunbed.

Lo

Open daily 11am–6pm in season.
Visit www.admiralsantigua.com, call (+268) 460-1027
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2 Siesta y Sangria, Jasmine Court,
Friars Hill Road
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Most eateries build a reputation on the food alone.
For a lucky handful, the charm of its utterly engaging
owners is as much a draw as the first-rate fare.
Enjoy homemade burgers with 100 per cent natural
ingredients, and favourites like Spanish omelette,
croquettes, seafood pasta, or cockles in wine sauce.
Wash it down with a
signature sangria and
revel in an ambience as
laidback as the name
suggests. Rambunctious
cellphone users beware:
This is a work-free zone.
Muy bueno indeed.
Open Monday to
Thursday 11am–7.30pm,
Friday 11am until late,
Saturday 6pm until late.
Call (+268) 562-7517
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2 The Custard Apple, English Harbour
Couched between historic Nelson’s Dockyard and an expanse of open sea,
The Custard Apple may be oceans away from the multi-award winning
Cotswolds eateries also owned by the affable British duo who threw
open its doors to business last December. What they have in common,
however, is a firm focus on highly creative, seasonal fare, locally sourced
and whipped up from scratch on site. Tuck into traditional Sunday roast or
inspired dishes like cumin
spiced lamb meatballs,
goat roti parcel and iced
coconut parfait.
Open Wednesday to
Saturday from noon to
10pm, Sundays from noon
for a long lunch. Visit
www.thecustardapple.com
call (+268) 562-8519

Life’s Little Luxuries – Leisurely Lunches

2 Sheer Rocks, Cocobay Resort

With lovingly prepared food against a backdrop of rolling ocean,
it’s little wonder this winsome plantation-style bistro has earned
widespread international acclaim.
From its breezy, chiffon-curtained verandah, it’s as cosy as
dining at someone’s home. Its namesake, Swedish former model
Cecilia Nord, is the perfect hostess while the smooth sounds of soul,
jazz and R&B complement the mellow mood. Must-tries include the
Swedish hash beef tenderloin, warm smoked Scottish salmon fillet,
and wahoo carpaccio with arugula.

This stylish west coast hangout offers more than 40 different
tapas dishes - salt-baked Cajun potato skins, Tuscan panfried pizzas and tempura pumpkin flowers are just three.
Reserve a daybed, bring some friends, dip in the plunge
pool and stay all day. The inventive cocktails and cool beats
are the perfect accompaniment to the incredible sweeping
views. Don’t leave before dusk – the sunsets are not to be
missed.
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2 Cecilia’s High Point Café, Dutchman’s Bay

Tapas lunch from 12 noon every day – except Tuesday – all
year round. Dinner every evening from 6pm, except Tuesday
and Sunday.
Visit www.sheer-rocks.com, call (+268) 464-5283

Lo

Open for lunch Thursday through Monday, and dinner Mondays and
Thursdays. Visit www.highpointantigua.com, call (+268) 562-7070
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2 Boxer Shack, Old Road
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Whether due to the incredible views where the Atlantic meets
the Caribbean Sea – or the traditional Sunday roast which is
even a hit with fussy Brits who think Yorkshire pudding can’t be
recreated outside the UK – this easygoing beachside eatery is a
winner with locals and visitors alike. The upcoming season will
see the addition of English real ales like Abbot Ale, India Pale Ale,
Speckled Hen, plus Thatchers cider. Recommendations include the
famed lobster salad, to-die-for fillet steak, mussels with Thai curry
sauce, and seared tuna with wakame and rice noodles.
Open from September from 11am for lunch and dinner Wednesday
to Saturday, and lunch only Sundays. Call (+268) 723-5143

2 Beach Limerz, Fort James Beach
Some nationalities call it a party, for Antiguans it’s a
‘lime’. And there are few places better to kick back than
this wonderfully unpretentious barefoot beach bar. The
authentic Antiguan experience extends well beyond the
use of local lingo and into famously fabulous fare like
saltfish-stuffed fungee
balls, corn soup,
and the monstrously
massive handcrafted
‘nyamburger for the
very hungry’. Consider
that a challenge.
Open from 11am until
late night, seven days
a week. Visit www.
beachlimerz.com, call
(+268) 562-8574
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There’s no better place to while away a few hours than Cecilia’s at Dutchman’s Bay.
Located on the water’s edge with fabulous ocean views and easy access to the soft
sandy beach, this Café/Bistro will capture both your imagination and your tastebuds.

Lo

cecilias@highpointantigua.com
call (+268) 562-7070 / 764-7070
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Relax in an eclectic array of comfy chairs and tables on the wooden deck – while the soothing
sounds of jazz, R&B and Café Del Mar provide the perfect complement to our delectable dishes.
Just 5 mins from the airport, it’s the prime place to enjoy your last few hours in paradise.
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Open for lunch Thursday through Monday, and dinner Mondays and Thursdays. Reservations are a must.
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Unveiling the country’s first high-end
mega resort development
Singulari – where serenity, seclusion and splendour reign supreme
By Luxury Locations Real Estate

Big league developers were reported to
have their sights set on a sizeable chunk of
the island – and the rumours were correct.
Spanning 1,600 acres, the Singulari
development, as it is currently known,
is the largest of its kind in the Caribbean
with a land mass 50 percent larger than
Nassau’s hotly anticipated Baha Mar resort.

It incorporates luxurious private residences,
hotels, marinas, duty free shopping, an
entertainment district, signature golf
courses, business centre, and the region’s
biggest casino and equestrian project.
With more than US$1 billion being
ploughed into the local economy to
facilitate it, it’s the latest feather in Antigua
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ou may have heard a whisper in
recent months about something
major stirring in the north-east
corner of Antigua. The buzz emanated
somewhere around our alluring coastline,
rippled through a series of private islands,
cascaded through the country and is now
causing a flurry across the region.
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Unveiling the country’s first high-end mega resort development

“

Serenity, seclusion and
splendour are the leitmotif of
this exquisite scheme, set out
across multiple private islands
totalling 700 acres”

Guiana Island

The largest of the private isles of Singulari,
Guiana Island is just a stroll away from the
mainland. Guiana Island stretches over
3km into the east coast waters, culminating
in a crescent moon-shaped beach with soft
white sand and low hanging palm trees for
the real Caribbean beach experience.
While the finer details of the design
are still being composed, what we can
disclose is that a series of stunning private
residences will be constructed here.
Cherished for its powder-soft sand and
picture-postcard scenery, Guiana Island is
fronted by breathtaking pockets of coral
reef which form a plethora of pristine
beaches.
The natural environment will be
preserved to enhance the overall splendour
of the already breathtaking ambience and
to protect the pristine nature of the North
Sound.

ry
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Crump Quay

This mainland area of 900 acres will form
the central hub of the development and
provide access to the private islands. Here,
exhilarating nightlife, first-class shopping
and luxurious accommodation can be
found against the sublime backdrop of
Antigua’s world-famous turquoise ocean.
Whether you prefer a deluxe hotel bedroom
on the beach or a plush apartment in the
heart of the action, Crump Quay will offer
unparalleled comfort, sophistication and
entertainment.
A fully-serviced marina complex, with
unrivalled restaurants, electrifying live
shows, casino, wine bars and nightclubs,
will combine the intoxicating ambience of

28
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As with Guiana Island, residents of
these hillside homes will have private docks
connecting them to Crump Quay.
With pioneering architecture and
ecofriendly designs, Singulari is tipped to
provide unsurpassed quality and elegance,
with first-class amenities. So who, you
might ask, is behind this exciting new
development?
At its helm is Yida International
Investment Group from China, led by
eminent businessman Yida Zhang. The
Group’s 30 sq km Beijing integrated
development acts as its headquarters,
located by the beautiful Qinglong Lake in
western Beijing.
The Group is known for taking a
holistic approach to its endeavours, with
‘integration of wise investment and natural
preservation for the benefit of all’ as its
mantra.
With a diverse background, the Group
covers many international investments in a
multitude of industries including residential
and commercial real estate, leisure,
equestrian, healthcare, renewable energy
and metal mining. Over the years, it has
secured strategic partnerships with leading
global firms across four continents for its
international projects.
The Group pays particular attention
to its corporate and social responsibilities
and is actively involved with community
reinvestment schemes by providing
educational scholarships, healthcare and
other forms of support to surrounding areas.
The Antigua-based mega resort
represents not only the pinnacle of the
high-end development capabilities of
the Group and its global partner alliance
but also the social and environmental
responsibilities toward our beautiful islands
and their inhabitants. Investors plan to
recruit as many local people and utilise as
many local resources as possible.
Singulari is not however the Group’s
first venture into leisure resorts. It has
partnered with Merlin Entertainments
Group to build Legoland Beijing starting in
2015. Furthermore, the Group is currently
working with the Guards Polo Club,
represented by Her Majesty the Queen, to
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First-rate corporate facilities being
key in today’s society, a complete on-site
business centre will be created as part of a
special economic zone. And residents and
visitors will never be more than a stone’s
throw away from premium healthcare,
thanks to the provision of a private spa
hospital too.
Planning is still in the early phases
but we can reveal some details of this
outstanding project designed to flow in
harmony with the spectacular natural
environment.

South Beach with the organic charisma that
Antigua is known and loved for.
Crump Quay will offer access to and
from the private islands and other areas
of the development via a purpose-built
marina. Away from the water’s edge, a
state-of-the-art hospital, complete with spa
treatments, is set to boost health tourism
to the country, while golf and equestrian
facilities will lure in sports fans.
Further inland, the peninsula
will feature a business district and
light industrial area focussing on the
development of locally available resources.
For the benefit of future generations, Crump
Quay will also have an international school
boasting exceptional resources for all ages.
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& Barbuda’s tourism cap and further
proof of ever increasing confidence in our
magnificent twin isles. In fact, just one day
after taking up office, new Prime Minister
Gaston Browne signed a memorandum of
understanding between the government and
investors paving the way for the nation’s
first mega resort.
Serenity, seclusion and splendour are
the leitmotif of this exquisite scheme, set out
across multiple private islands totalling 700
acres, plus a mainland area of 900 acres
bordering the azure blue Caribbean waters.

Crump Island
The second largest island with its higher
elevation gives exceptional views of
Guiana Island and the Atlantic Ocean. This
contemporary colonial retreat will blend
authentic Caribbean accents with luxuriant
modern living.
The unique topography allows the
homes to have unique cliff-side views of
the surrounding areas and neighbouring
islands.
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“

Luxury Locations has been
a major player in introducing
this magnificent multi-resort
complex”
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The spokesperson continued that the
Group is “very aware of the potential
environmental impact” that a large
development may have. “With this in mind
we will be undertaking special measures
to ensure that the natural beauty and
ecosystems of the North Sound area of
Antigua remain unspoilt for generations to
come,” he added.
Luxury Locations has been a major
player in introducing this magnificent multiresort complex to the island and is looking
forward to imminently showcasing the
scheme’s incredible first homes.
In the meantime, as the plans gather
pace, the eyes of the watching world
will remain firmly focussed on Antigua &
Barbuda, where tantalising tableaus and
organic charm have paved the way for a
development every bit as exceptional as its
name. n
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facilitate an exclusive division of the entity
in Beijing.
A company spokesman said the firm
had “a special interest in working closely
with Antigua & Barbuda’s communities”,
and was committed to sustainable
development and the employment of local
labour. Its philanthropic efforts can already
be seen taking effect locally; this summer
Mr. Zhang agreed to personally fund the
tuition of over 100 students who were
unable to afford their fees at Christ the King
High School.

ns

Unveiling the country’s first high-end
mega resort development

“There is but one – Singulari”
Visit www.luxurylocations.com for more
information.
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unprecedented global challenges.
“We are delighted to receive
recognition at the highest level for the
incredible efforts of our talented team.
Since our launch in May 2009, we have
risen to become a local market leader,
today representing some of the country’s
most exclusive addresses.
“Over the last six months we have
seen a welcome surge in large scale
developments here in Antigua, plus more
sales enquiries than the last five years
combined. It’s proof indeed that investor
confidence in our islands is well and truly
on the up and we can all look forward to
continued growth.”
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ompetitive, cut-throat and
precarious are all adjectives
commonly applied to the real estate
industry. Which makes Luxury Locations’
recent feat all the more remarkable.
In November we fought off challengers
across the globe to be named the best
agency in the region – and third best in the
world – at the prestigious OPP Awards for
Excellence.
Luxury Locations claimed bronze in the
‘world’s best small agency’ category and
gold for ‘best agency in Central America’ –
less than five years after setting up business.
The Overseas Property Professionals
Awards are held each year to honour
the finest agents and developers in 34
categories. The glittering ceremony took
place on November 28 at London’s Natural
History Museum, attended by 450 of the
sector’s biggest hitters from more than 20
different countries.
The win is not just a feather in the cap
for us but also puts Antigua & Barbuda
firmly on the map as a major player in the
international real estate sector.
Luxury Locations’ founder Nadia
Dyson said: “Receiving these awards is
a huge honour – particularly at a time
when our industry is still recovering from
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Luxury Locations named third best
in world
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“

We are very passionate about
our work and always looking
to go the extra mile for all our
clients.”
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An OPP spokeswoman said Luxury
Locations had impressed the judges as
an “earnest small agency working hard at
building their reputation” in an esoteric
market. “We were most impressed by their
methodology for ensuring consistent quality
and service,” she added.

Luxury Locations’ CEO Sam Dyson chats to ABS TV’s Laurisa Francis

Luxury Locations’ CEO Sam Dyson
said: “We are very passionate about our
work and always looking to go the extra
mile for all our clients.
“Because we are a small firm we’re
able to maintain close contact with our
clients to get a real understanding of their
needs and requirements. Our unique and
innovative marketing strategy has proven
to be exceptionally effective over the last
year,” he added.
Launched in 2004, OPP is the only
dedicated trade magazine and website
for the international homes industry. The
awards are judged each year by a panel of
leading experts. OPP Group CEO Xavier
Wiggins described 2013’s event as a
“huge success”, celebrating not only the
achievements of the best in the industry but
also the surge of confidence in the future of
real estate. n

Luxury Locations’ founder Nadia Dyson accepts the awards from OPP
chiefs at the ceremony held at London’s Natural History Museum
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From must-haves to just-wants, we searched the island to
find you the coolest, sexiest and most stylish items worthy
of the Luxe List.

ns

The Luxe List

2 MARINE PROTECTOR
US$3,885

It’s not often you can splurge on a luxury
item and give the planet a helping hand at
the same time. The lovely eco-friendly people
at Omega have pledged to donate a portion
of the proceeds from this specially designed
Seamaster Planet Ocean watch to help protect
mangroves, seagrasses and coral reefs. Waterresistant to 600 metres, it’s perfect for aquatic
adventures while the extra bright orange
aluminium GMT hand means you can keep
track of time in two different zones. The warm
fuzzy feeling is free of charge.
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2 FREEDOM RIDER
Price on request

It may be the smallest ‘Freedom’ in the Grady White stable but there’s nothing paltry about
this nifty little mover. Powered by a 200hp four-stroke Yamaha outboard, the 19ft Freedom
192 is both economical and powerful, whether fishing, wakeboarding or riding the waves.
With passenger capacity of eight, there’s room for the whole family – or two.
Various Grady White boats are available at Outdoor World in Old Parham Road, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 460-7211.
www.outdoorworldantigua.com
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Available exclusively on island at Abbott’s
Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay,
St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.
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2 EXQUISITE ARTISTRY
Bracelet US$3,800, ring US$1950

Inspired by David Yurman’s fascination with knots, the elegant Labyrinth collection is the first
created by the American designer, his wife and son in partnership. The single loop ring and
bracelet in sterling silver and 18K gold feature interlocking links of classic cable and pavé
diamonds. Definitely on our Christmas wish list.
Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.

2 PERSONAL STYLE
EC$75

Delight your little darlings – or someone else’s
– with these impossibly cute handmade door
plaques. Created by local artist Jane Seagull,
they’re perfect for adding a dash of singular
style to the bambinos’ boudoirs. Can’t find
the initial you’re looking for? Panic not, Jane
will be delighted to craft you your very own
bespoke design.
Available from Art at the Ridge gallery at the
Sugar Ridge resort, Jolly Harbour area, or
www.janeseagull.com.
Tel: (+268) 734-8945.
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2 VOGUE VERSATILITY

As any style-conscious lady on the go will testify, a flawless transition from corporate daywear to evening
glamour is paramount. These stunning magnetic earrings from Diamonds International’s Day 2 Night
collection offer exquisite elegance for any occasion. And their unique composition means they can be
worn in a variety of ways.
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Available exclusively from Diamonds International & Tanzanite International in Heritage Quay
and Redcliffe Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 481-1880.
www.diamondsinternational.com

2 SUAVE SIGNATURE
Price on request
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If modern technology means your handwriting has less finesse than it did in
third grade, there’s all the more reason to add some polish to your penmanship
with this Pluma Fuente Meisterstuck. This debonair nib from Mont Blanc
is as cool as the alpine glacier from which the brand took its name. First
manufactured in Hamburg in 1924, the anniversary edition (reference 110060)
comes with red gold plating and a special ‘90’ commemorative design. A must
for any distinguished gent.

Price on request

Avant-garde design meets classic style
with this sublimely gorgeous pink gold
and ceramic necklace from Bulgari’s
B.Zero1 collection. For 130 years, the
Italian brand has set the pace for style
and put the F into fabulous. Whether
office-bound, lunching with the ladies
or out on the tiles, it’s the perfect
complement to your couture.
Available now from Diamonds
International, Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 481-1880.
www.bulgari.com
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Available now from Diamonds International &
Tanzanite International, Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 481-1880.
www.montblanc.com

2 PRETTY IN PINK

2 OPTICAL ALLURE
From US$70

Whether a sporting fan, wildlife worshipper or people watcher, you won’t miss a minute of
the action with these super snazzy hi-tech Bushnell Permafocus 12X50mm binoculars. The
unique ‘focus free’ design means you never have to adjust them to get perfect vision. And
they’re especially suited to bright conditions too – ideal for Antigua’s abundant sunshine.
Available now from Aqua Sports, Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3474.
www.aquasportsantigua.com

2 SUMMER SIZZLE
EC$1395

Al fresco living is another happy bonus of Antigua’s genial climes. With this snazzy Char-Broil
three-burner gas grill, your kitchen may soon feel as neglected as George W Bush’s dictionary. With
480 square inches of cooking space you can baste, mop and spritz to your heart’s content. And the
stainless steel control panel means it looks pretty good on the decking too.
Available now at North Coast Hardware, Friars Hill Road, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 463-6245.
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Blazing a trail across Antigua
headrests, automatic transmission in 2WD
and 4WD, cup holders and lights, it runs
on petroleum and is licensed for the road
just like a standard car. And with options
including windscreen, fender flares, grab
bars, stereo and speaker pods, it doesn’t
feel entirely dissimilar to one either.

“
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Potholes, puddles, brushland
and beaches are no match
for this three-seater highway
hero.”

Aboard this multi-terrain machine, low
emissions don’t mean sacrificing vim and
vigour. The high-tech liquid-cooled engine
pulls hard through the rpm range whether
traversing tarmac or blazing a trail through
the bush.

An added bonus is the specially
designed doors which help keep the mud,
water and dirt on the track where they
belong.
Ideal for everything from recreational
off-roading to the weekly grocery shop,
Antigua’s oft-lamented pocked highways
mean the vehicles are already proving a hit
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ove over traditional ATVs.
There’s a new kid on the block.
And it’s meaner, mightier and
more resilient than any of its plodding
predecessors. The Yamaha Viking has
stormed onto island and is ready to conquer
whatever comes its way.
Potholes, puddles, brushland and
beaches are no match for this three-seater
highway hero, equipped with a robust
proven 686cc fuel-injected engine, power
steering and tough acceleration.
But this is far from a gas-guzzling,
testosterone-inspired toy aimed at
meatheads who spend their weekends
perfecting their handbrake turn. Hell, with
enough safety features to make a mobility
scooter look risky you can even bring the
kids on board.
Fully kitted out with seatbelts, padded

ns

The new Yamaha Viking is revving up hillsides and battling bush. We find out why this mighty
machine is taking no prisoners.
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with long-suffering motorists the length and
breadth of the island.
The Viking can transport up to 600
pounds of gear in the open back (which
comes with tie-down hooks as standard and
optional covers), while the heavy-duty hitch
is capable of towing up to 1,500 pounds.
Glynn Grummett, manager of Outdoor
World – the only authorised dealer for
Yamaha on island – said the Viking is
equally comfortable both on and off the
road.
“You can drive it anywhere and it’s built
for anything, which makes it ideal as either
a workhorse or a plaything. The fact that
it has three-seats across, sets it apart from
other side-by-sides.
“It’s also wider, more stable, higher,
longer, and you can carry more. They are
suitable as an everyday run-around, for a
weekend trip to the beach or for a jaunt up
Boggy Peak.
“It switches from two-wheel to fourwheel-drive just like on a car, except that it
will go anywhere a normal car won’t go or even a normal ATV. The Viking is built to
conquer and it does.”
In addition to selling them, Outdoor
World’s Old Parham Road store offers
servicing, repairs and maintenance too.
Glynn added: “To anyone considering
getting one, just think of the fun you will
have.”
With more Yamaha Vikings due to
arrive on island soon, it’s time to buckle up
and prepare for the ride of your life. The
smiles are free of charge and 100 per cent
guaranteed. n
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Blazing a trail across Antigua

The Yamaha Viking is available from Outdoor World in Old Parham Road,
St John’s. Visit www.outdoorworldantigua.com or call (+268) 460-7211.
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Itchyfeet’s rising star is making global waves

redirected to an adjacent empty table to be
eaten later. If she’s hungry it plays second
fiddle to impeccable manners.
At 20 Asher has a worldly wisdom
about her eyes, offset by the guileless
resolution of one aware of the obstacles on
the rocky road to international success but
eminently focussed nonetheless.
Music’s in her soul. She grew up
listening to international staples like The
Beatles, she imparts, thanks to her mother’s
US upbringing. In fact it was precisely
her broad musical knowledge that first
impressed Paddy on the fateful day they
met in November 2011.

Lo

“

under his belt, he founded his own record
company in London which he ran for 20
years. Itchyfeet was born in 2008 out of a
shared enthusiasm by a group of expats.
“I was very happy to be playing in a
pub band,” he says. “I mean I’m 50 and
someone pays me to strap on a guitar and
play for three hours and pretend I’m 17
again. What’s not to enjoy?
“And then I met Asher and I thought,
‘wow, this is someone who really deserves
to be here’. We were very lucky to have
the combination of my experience and her
talent. From the first time I heard her sing I
thought she had a good voice and potential
– but that wasn’t what impressed me,” he
continues.
“What impressed me was that she came
over and started talking to me, she knew
our set and had a broader range of musical
knowledge than anyone else I had met
here.”
Asher’s musical tastes depend largely
on her mood, she says. “I like all kinds of
music – R&B, rap, soul, hip hop, a bit of
everything. Growing up, my mom played a
lot of different music. I love Beyonce, Amy
Winehouse, the Fugees. But I’m just trying
to be myself and make my own style.”
If there’s one thing she wants people to
know, it’s that she writes all her own songs.
“I get inspiration from everything I see
and do. For example, when LogiQ came to
me with his rap, he really wanted people to
see the struggle he’d been through. I knew
him anyway and the words just flowed.”
The artistic collaboration garnered
additional exposure through pan-Caribbean
TV channel Tempo.
“My mom cried when she saw the
video,” Asher smiles. “She watches Tempo
all the time. In fact if you call my mom and
ask her when it’s likely to be on, you will
get a list of the exact times because she
watches it non-stop.”
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shaft of light casts its beam over a
young girl, supine in a bedroom,
eyes closed, earphones eliminating
the needling of an irked mother. It’s a
familiar scene, mirrored by tenebrous teens
and long-suffering parents the world over.
Except that this is not the story of your
average youngster. And Asher Otto is far
from ordinary.
When the music video to ‘All 4 Love’
went viral earlier this year, it drew gasps
of breath from audiences moved by
Asher’s euphonic voice, the haunting rap it
accompanies, and the poignant depiction
of life in Antigua’s back streets away from
the bright lights of our five-star resorts.
The video itself is a work of art,
showcasing not just the remarkable talent
of this unassuming girl from Yorks, but that
of rapper LogiQ Price - her compatriot,
collaborator and friend – and its local
directors and producers.
Stark cinematography takes us on a
journey through the muddy alleys of Point,
and the austere reality of a home with
no running water, as LogiQ gives us an
impassioned glimpse into his humble roots.
And then Asher’s voice cuts in.
Unforced. Raw. As rich and resonant as
an oboe. She has the sweet solemnity of
Lauryn Hill with a compelling flavour that
is entirely her own.
It’s her intriguing presence and
harmonious vocals which never fail
to draw an audience, regardless of the
venue or day of week. And which have
propelled ubiquitous live act Itchyfeet from
unobtrusive ‘pub band’, as manager and
guitarist Paddy Prendergast modestly dubs
it, to something quite special.
In person, an hour before Itchyfeet
are due to perform at Jolly Harbour eatery
Al Porto, she’s unfeigned, younger and
shyer than the on-stage persona would
imply. Pizza arrives mid-interview and is

ry

Her rare talent is one that
resonates long after the
show’s over, the punters
have left and the lights
turned out.”

Now, more than two years later, he’s
adopted something of a fatherly role
towards his protégé from the vantage point
of one fully au fait with the whims and
quirks of the minefield-laden industry.
A keen songstress from childhood,
Asher enjoyed sporadic appearances on
ABS TV after graduating from Antigua Girls’
High School.
“One day they called me in to perform
and Itchyfeet were playing too. I sat and
watched them, and they sat and watched
me,” she recalls. “We got chatting and
Paddy asked me if I wanted to sing a few
songs with the band. I’d never had that kind
of experience before so of course I did. He
asked me to join after that.”
It’s now nine years since Ireland-born
Paddy made Antigua his home. Prior to that,
with both a music degree and a post-grad
qualification in recording and production
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Asher’s ambition
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It’s her intriguing presence and harmonious
vocals which never fail to draw an audience.”

Asher wears clothing from
Cattleya and jewellery from
Diamonds International
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Coupled with her recent hosting of
Tempo programme Caribbean Countdown,
the appearances have had a dramatic effect
on her erstwhile relative anonymity.
“A few months ago I could walk into
town and perhaps see a couple of people
I knew. Now people are saying, ‘hi Asher,
you’re the one that has that video out’.
“I feel really lucky and blessed to be
here,” she continues. “It’s all I wanted, just
to reach people and touch people with
my writing. To hear that people love my
original music is the best reward I could
have.”
Work is now well advanced on a
number of tracks set to form her debut
album. Meanwhile, the hunt for a suitable
record deal continues, one ‘bad fit’ having
already been turned down.
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Asher’s ambition

Photo by Justin Nation
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Whatever lies ahead for Asher,
one thing is for sure. Her rare
talent is one that resonates
long after the show’s over.”
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“It’s about finding a relationship and
finding people you can trust, who want
what you want, someone who recognises in
Asher a real opportunity and a real artist,”
Paddy says.
“It was always felt from word go that
Asher will have a career in music, no ifs
or buts about that. The only question is,
at what level? Like any talent it all comes
down to luck and a lot of hard work. And
much of that is putting yourself in the way
of opportunity.”
Doing so from a small island is a
double-edged sword.
“She has done 200 gigs in two years
and been paid to do so,” he continues. “If
she lived in New York, the chance of that
would be nil. Social media means we can
reach beyond Antigua relatively quickly
and cheaply but we really need to be going
to big cities and playing before big tough
audiences, wooing them and the critics.”
Asher admits it’s stressful balancing
almost nightly gigs with rehearsals, and still
finding time to write songs.
But this, Paddy states, is all good
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training for later on.
“You have to go on stage looking your
best and being your best, you get home
between midnight and 2am, and then, after
four hours sleep, it’s time to get up for a TV
appearance. Even though you’re enjoying
it it’s hard work. That’s when you dig deep
inside and ask yourself how much you
really want to do this.”
To Itchyfeet’s adoring crowds however,
there’s little sign of the exertion taking its
toll on its rising star.
Paddy adds with a laugh: “People come
up to me all the time and say, ‘you know
what, she’s really special’. And sometimes
they say, ‘you’d better do right by that girl
or there’ll be trouble’.”
Whatever lies ahead for Asher, one
thing is for sure. Her rare talent is one that
resonates long after the show’s over, the
punters have left and the lights turned out.
Until then it’s time to leave them to take to
the stage once more.
After some pizza. n
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Vincent ‘LogiQ’ Pryce – one lyric at a time
were as constant a feature as saltfish and
homework.
“I was born into music,” he says. “My
parents are music lovers and had dozens
of cassettes and records. I would play them
over and over, especially on weekends, and
learn all the songs word for word - until I
started to rewrite my favourite tunes in my
version using my own lyrics.”
He credits his humble roots to a selfsufficiency that has endured all the way to
adulthood.
“My father is a fisherman and my
mother a housewife so we didn’t have
much growing up. Being the first of four
children I had most of the chores around
the household. Plus, with no money to
throw around, I had to get side jobs, from
helping out in a neighbourhood grocery to
sweeping the floor in a tailor shop.”
It was an interminable refusal to take
life at face value that earned Pryce his stage
name, ‘LogiQ’.
“My peers in school used to tease me
when I asked teachers questions like, ‘why

is water wet?’. And, how could they be sure
what they were teaching us in text books
was even factual,” he laughs. “They called
me ‘logical’, always trying to make sense of
everything, and the name ‘logic’ just stuck.”
Roadside trucks loaded with turntables,
MCs and DJs to form an impromptu
street party have long been a staple on
the Caribbean music scene. It was while
hanging around these ‘sound systems’ in
the early 90s that Pryce formed a friendship
with the musician Kem Hodge, aka
Kemistry, who also ran a barbershop.
“I would go cut my hair on Sundays
and listen to hip-hop greats like Rakim, Big
Daddy Kane, and Run DMC.”
It was those musical greats that inspired
Pryce and some like-minded friends to form
a hip-hop/dancehall group, the first of its
kind in Antigua. Da Rock 1761 travelled
as far as Europe, opening for a number of
major acts including Stevie Wonder, Mary J
Blige, Shaggy, Morgan Heritage and Wyclef
Jean.
In 2012, Pryce became the first male
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orging a successful career as a
musician is the stuff teenage dreams
are made of. For very few does it
become a reality. And for one growing up
in the ghetto of a tiny Caribbean island the
odds were stacked even higher.
Today Vincent Pryce is one of Antigua’s
proudest exports as a multi award-winning
rapper and hip hop artist, whose talent and
tenacity have earned him acclaim from the
tumbledown streets of Point to the bright
lights of LA.
Music’s in his blood, coupled with an
innate creativity which finds a multitude of
avenues along which to flourish. Whether
rhyming lyrics in his head or pursuing his
passions for sketching, graphic design and
cooking, it provides a constant soundtrack
to his life. It’s the beat to his stride, the
backing vocals to his existence, the
cadence to his aspirations.
And it’s a love that can be traced all
the way back to that north-west village
three decades ago where the sound of
calypso and country, reggae and soul

In the music business, success doesn’t
come overnight. I have lost money,
romantic relationships, friendships,
time and energy.”
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vocalist to be signed to LA-based music
project Sweetbox. A collaboration with
Japanese singer Miho Fukuhara for the
single ‘Zeitgeist21’, with its superbly stylish
video, proved a major hit on YouTube.
Earlier this year, his single, ‘All 4 Love’,
featuring his compatriot songstress Asher
Otto, was another internet smash. The
fourth released from last year’s Sweetbox
album, it gave viewers a glimpse into
Pryce’s childhood through stunning
cinematography laying bare the realities of
growing up in Point, offset by some spinetingling lyrics.
He is currently hard at work on his
solo debut album, with a number of
international producers including Antigua’s
Justin ‘Jus Bus’ Nation.
Since 2011 Pryce has been an official
face of telecoms provider Digicel. Last
year’s impossibly catchy Caribbeanwide TV ad featuring Pryce performing
‘Digicel makes you smile’ to the tune of
‘Gangnam-Style’ has further propelled him
to household name-status.
If he hadn’t been a musician, Pryce
thinks he’d probably have been a full-time
chef. The father-of-two recently launched
his own high-end catering firm, preparing
dishes such as his favourite steamed fish for
luxury villas and cocktail parties.
But music is never far from his mind.
“I am always making music, there’s
always a song being created in my head.
I could never explain it but even when
cooking I’m rhyming.
“Sometimes I’m chilling on a hill or
a beach somewhere or hiking with my
friends, which is a good way to get the
battery recharged, but we usually end up
making music anyway.”
For Pryce, the fact that he is today
making a living from what he loves to do
most is a special kind of joy. “Not many of
us get to do that so I am grateful for such a
blessing.”
He admits it hasn’t been easy pursuing
music as a full-time career.
“It takes a lot of patience and sacrifice.
In the music business, success doesn’t
come overnight. I have lost money,
romantic relationships, friendships, time

and energy.
“But if you want it bad enough you
will find a way; you just have to believe in
yourself.”
Despite a string of awards - best
ambient song in the 2012 Hollywood
Music in Media Awards being one - Pryce
has remained true to his roots.
“I am a humble, down to earth
individual. Despite the flashing lights and
TV cameras I’m really just a lover of life
and all it has to offer.”
Out of all the rave reviews and
accolades, when asked for his proudest
achievement there’s one that stands out like
a beacon.
“When my mother told me I did a good
job on my last music video and single,”

Photo by Justin Nation
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he says. “I’ve had a hard time convincing
her that what I do is not just a hobby but
my way of life, so that has to be it, that
compliment from her.”
And that, he adds, means more than
anything. n
41
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Putting the Nation on the musical map
2 What did you want to be as a child?
“I had no clue. I was never one of those
children that stood up in class and said ‘I
wanna be a fireman or a dentist’.
“I went through all sorts of ways to
express myself, including break-dancing,
before I got to where I am now. But let me
tell you the day I figured out I could make
music I knew exactly what I wanted to do.”

used at the time. After that it was a wrap.
“I kept fiddling and pushing and
clicking until I got the hang of it, day by
day, night by night, hours on top of endless
hours of constant practice. Over a number
of years of pretty much living a gypsy life,
in and out of different studios and creative
establishments, with the encouragement of
a few friends, I taught myself piano, graphic
design, photography and song writing.
“I am now singing and have been
working on my own material for the last
three years with the help of Torsten Stenzel
(Antiguan-based veteran composer and
producer) who helped me find my voice as
an artist.”
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2 How did you get into music?
“I always loved music. I’m friends with
a producer from St Kitts by the name of
Jevon, aka Smiff, and he showed me how to
make a beat one day with the software he

Lo

f the name ‘Jus Bus’ is not instantly
recognisable as the moniker of an avantgarde music producer and songwriter,
then watch this space. The self-taught
talent, now hard at work on his debut
album, is causing bigger waves than a
category five hurricane.
At the age of 30, he’s already worked
with a multitude of greats from Jamaican
reggae stars Jah Cure and Tanya Stephens
to US heavy-hitters Snoop Dogg and Bobby
Brown.
Here the publicity-shy Texan-born,
Antiguan-raised artist chats exclusively to
Luxury Locations The Magazine.
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Justin ‘Jus Bus’ Nation talks motivation, inspiration and the pain and gain of a musical life in a micro-society
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2 What inspires you?
“Everything. Life’s ups and downs, highs
and lows, nature, people, culture and my
surroundings. Just life in general.”
2 How would you describe Antigua’s
music scene in three adjectives?
“Seasonal, frustrating and segregated. And,
on the flipside, creative, fun and diverse.
Two perspectives, six adjectives.”
2 Any advice for young musicians just
starting out?
“Yeh. Put your seatbelt on; this race is
not for the swift but for those who can
endure. It’s a long journey filled with
disappointment but it’s also filled with lots
of great opportunity if you work hard.
“Patience, persistence, dedication, hard
work, understanding and empathy can all
help to make you not only a better person
but ultimately a better artist and musician.”
2 How can we ensure young up-andcoming artists get the attention and
resources they deserve?
“By supporting them, spreading the word
and encouraging them to be great. It’s also
up to the artists to not settle for mediocrity
in their work and put in the hours so

“
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2 What are the pros and cons to
producing music on a small island?
“There is so much beauty within this
island’s people and culture that can be
useful when trying to be creative and
inspire yourself. Sometimes my friends and
I take hikes up into the hills or to a beach
just to jam out with acoustic instruments
and tap into our surroundings that way.
“Some of the cons are, you’re
isolated to the 108 square miles and your
opportunities are slim unless you network
outside the country, online and build solid
relationships over time.

ns

that when they showcase their work it’s
undeniable and can make an impact on
people and inspire them.
“If people can connect with it then
it will spread on its own. It’s a process,
things don’t happen overnight and you just
have to keep going at it and believing in
whatever it is you strive to be.”

chances then an infrastructure could be
made for year-round arts and music on a
more realistic economic level for people instead of this fairytale, ‘movie star’ illusion
that’s being fed to young kids through TV
and internet.”
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There is so much beauty
within this island’s people
and culture that can be
useful when trying to
be creative and inspire
yourself.”
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“I also feel like the government doesn’t
really support artists on a large level. The
industry here is still pretty boxed up into
one genre of music, at one time of the
year. But year-round there are loads of
young musicians, writers and creative types
actively working at all sorts of genres of
music, poetry and art.
“I think that if we help to support this
type of creative behaviour, musically and
artistically, our culture in the music and arts
sector can evolve greatly. A lot of people
get discouraged because from a young age
they are being told that they can’t succeed
at their dream because it’s not the normal
doctor or dentist stereotypical job that their
parents see fit for sustainable income.
“If the government and more people
took it seriously and equally took risks and

2 How has social media changed the
dynamics for musicians?
“Social media allows the independent artist
who has no budget to broadcast and stream
their music to the world at the touch of a
button, free of cost, which is a great tool if
used the right way.
“The downside is that you can easily
get distracted in the many different
mediums available, not to mention all the
content shared on the internet. You can get
lost for hours just looking at stupid memes
and YouYube videos.
“The fact there are so many social
media and instant messaging applications
results in you having to constantly be on
your Smartphones and electronic devices
which results in you becoming addicted
through habit and you don’t even realise
how it affects your ability to self-reflect, feel
emotions and have a healthy attention span.
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“It can also affect the younger
generation’s perspective on what’s really
important as an artist or musician. So
many different illusions are being created
for them on wealth, fame, grandeur that
they get attached to that idea, so instead of
becoming great individuals who can inspire
each other to be better human beings, they
mimic what they see on TV, on the internet
and social media, which affects their
development on a very negative level.
“My advice – don’t be a zombie, get
out, experience life and strive for better.”
2 What’s your biggest regret and proudest
achievement?
“I don’t have any regrets; life is a journey
and I believe everything happens for a
reason. As for my proudest achievement,
I would have to say just being alive and
being able to express my creativity in so
many ways now, considering my odds
growing up.”

To read the full uncut interview visit
www.luxury-locations-magazine.com
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Sugar Ridge Feature

The beauty of a self-built Sugar Ridge home
Antigua’s fashionable south-west coast has
forged a firm status as one of the country’s
most acclaimed vacation spots.
Those who wish to extend the holiday
indefinitely by purchasing one of its 54
fully-serviced home sites, all with stunning
sea views, can buy a pre-designed property
or draw up their own.

“

to its central location in the Caribbean
archipelago making it easily accessible and
convenient for island hopping.
A search for accommodation started
with a perusal of travel website TripAdvisor.
“Sugar Ridge is highly rated and was
just what I was looking for as our group
wanted to wind down and be pampered
after our very active sail. It certainly lived
up to its reviews,” Jenn recalls.
“While we were there we noticed
a building project above the resort. We
made some inquiries and that’s when we
found out about the Sugar Ridge housing
development.”
The couple arranged a tour of the first
completed house, Villa Seaglass, with
Luxury Locations’ Nadia Dyson. Jenn says:
“We were stunned by the view and the
house design.”
When the couple, who work in the
retail industry and have two teenage
children, learned the villa was available for
rent, holiday plans for the upcoming year
were set without hesitation.
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Antigua’s fashionable southwest coast has forged a firm
status as one of the country’s
most acclaimed vacation
spots.”

Lo

very year, more and more people
choose to bypass conventional
house-hunting in favour of
designing and creating their own home.
Starting from scratch comes with a
wealth of advantages: a bespoke design
that meets your needs - rather than those of
a developer - and the potential to reduce
costs, are just two.
When complete, most self-built
homes are worth considerably more than
the building expenses. And the extra
effort poured into overseeing the project
and making the crucial decisions that
accompany each step of the process, is
offset by an incredible sense of pride and
achievement.
With its idyllic location, overlooking
the charming township of Jolly Harbour
and a magnificent expanse of aquamarine
sea, the Sugar Ridge resort ticks most boxes
in the ‘dream holiday home checklist’ on
positioning alone.
And with a plethora of luxurious
amenities, the uber-chic complex on
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For one Pennsylvanian couple, the
option to create without compromise and
retain control over everything from the
structure to the finishes was cardinal.
Yves, 54, and Jenn, 48, first visited
the island in 2012 to enjoy a few days’
relaxation after a strenuous sailing trip
through the Grenadines. Antigua was
an obvious choice for a sojourn thanks
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Starting with a blank slate

Sugar Ridge Feature
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That next fateful vacation set the wheels
in motion to planting some permanent
roots.
“During our stay at Seaglass we had
meetings with Sugar Ridge developer Aidan
McCauley, and Nadia,” Jenn continues.
“Those meetings kickstarted the dream
becoming a reality.”
Research into market prices around
the region revealed Antigua to be excellent
value for money. Work is now well
underway on the couple’s three-bedroom
single-storey villa, with pool and Jacuzzi,
and detached one-bedroom guest cottage.
Completion is due next spring.
“There’s something to be said about
starting with a blank slate. You end up with
a house that reflects your personality, not
your builder’s,” Jenn says.
“The view from our new home is
indescribable so the most important factor
for us was how best to ‘bring the outside
in’.”
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The interior will be a
vision of natural elements
complemented by a beachinspired palette, while rich
tones in the furniture will lend
tasteful splashes of colour.”

“And the taxi rides are always
exhilarating!” she continues with a laugh,
“The drivers can dodge anything and still
get you there safely.”
Sugar Ridge’s stylish boutique hotel
is complemented by a high-tech gym, a
luxuriant spa offering various avant-garde
massages and treatments, a pool and vast
sundeck against a verdant backdrop of
emerald hills, and two restaurants including
the esteemed fine dining establishment
Carmichael’s.
Once complete, the couple’s elegant
new holiday home will be available for rent
- as well as providing an exclusive retreat
for their Stateside loved ones.
“Our friends back home are very
excited for us and are hoping to be on
the ‘A’ list of initial invites to experience
Antiguan island life.”
Jenn continues with a smile: “But
our children still have no idea. We plan
to pretend to rent a house for a family
vacation. We’ll walk in the front door
and I will have their names on two of the
bedroom doors. The reaction should be
priceless.
“As for us, Antigua will give us what we
don’t have in Pennsylvania. It will complete
us.” n

Two years since their first auspicious
trip to the island, Jenn and Yves are staunch
advocates of the country’s unique qualities.
“Antigua is breathtaking, welcoming
and therapeutic,” Jenn says. “Most of all we
love the views of the ocean, the weather,
the beaches, the interesting topography and
its lushness.
“I love the island’s tagline: one beach
for every day of the year. The people are
warm, friendly, quick to offer a helpful
hand and generous in their information and
advice.
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process whether you are an Antiguan
citizen or not. Keep asking questions and
getting answers from start to finish.
“Building a home in Antigua has the
same intricate system of licences, fees,
legalities and contracts as any other
developed country.”

Lo

Sugar Ridge’s specially made Italian
sliding glass walls ensure not a millimetre
of the spectacular sweeping vistas from
its hillside vantage point is forfeited.
Doors and windows will be thoughtfully
placed to allow the gentle trade winds
to flow through from all directions. The
interior will be a vision of natural elements
complemented by a beach-inspired palette,
while rich tones in the furniture will lend
tasteful splashes of colour.
With a carte blanche to design their
home free of restrictions, and professional
assistance from Sugar Ridge’s development
team every step of the way, the process to
date has been largely headache-free.
“The initial stress is the learning curve
of building a home as a non-citizen. And
you need to master patience and diligence.
‘The devil’s in the details’ is the quote to
live by. But the final reward makes it all
worth it,” Jenn says.
“To anyone else looking to self-build, I
would suggest talking to others who have
done the same; their opinions and advice
are invaluable. Ask this magic question:
What do you know now that you wish you
had known when you were building your
home?
“Research in depth the entire building
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The global professionals
with local presence.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com

EAT.

For the love of food
produce. Our streets are profuse with
hand-picked fruit and veg stalls, our back
gardens are alive with the scent of vineripened tomatoes, sweet peppers and herbs,
and our meadows pulsate with fecundity.
Tropical fruits like mouth-watering mangoes
and melons, tiny tangy limes and buttery
papayas sprout from trees with verdurous
abandon.
Our unique seasoning peppers help
create a taste quite unlike any other,
complemented by the unsurpassable
flavours of freshly-picked thyme, ginger,
chives and basil. And there’s barely a dining
table considered complete without a bottle
of the iconic Susie’s Hot Sauce, a staple
condiment since its creation by Susannah
Tonge in 1960.
In our beautiful twin island nation,
cottage industries which have elsewhere
fallen victim to soulless superstores are
alive and well, ensuring the survival of the
cooking and baking methods of yesteryear.
Local ‘sugarcakes’ – like peanut brittle,
coconut fudge and peppermint creams –
are prepared in homes nationwide and sold
in greengrocers and pharmacies alike.
Our national fruit, the Antigua black
pineapple, is said to be the sweetest of its
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kind in the world. It’s enjoyed in myriad
forms from sauces to smoothies and fritters,
or simply plucked straight from the plant.
Year-round, there are various highlights

to the gastronomical social calendar. They
include the annual Mango Festival in July.
Set against the magnificent backdrop of
Christian Valley, this wonderful grassroots
event allows visitors to sample the
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hey say there’s no love sincerer
than the love of food. And rarely
is the adage more apt than in
Antigua. Here, where the cuisine is fresh,
hearty and oozing with flavour, our dishes
take time to prepare – and they’re done so
with passion.
This is indeed a nation of foodies,
evidenced in the ubiquitous informal stalls
that line our streets, markets, parking lots
and sports grounds, filling the air with
their seductive aroma and tantalising the
tastebuds with the promise of comestible
bliss.
Characterised by their fabulously nofrills names (‘bull foot soup’ anyone?), they
are equally devoid of the preservatives and
additives that plague contemporary fare in
other parts of the world.
From roadside shacks to five-star
resorts, our cuisine comprises a delightful
medley of traditional Creole recipes,
passed down through generations, infused
with choice tidbits from our Caribbean
neighbours, and topped off with morsels
from oceans away.
Antigua & Barbuda’s rich fertile soil
sets us apart from other islands, giving
rise to a plethora of home-grown organic
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Prepared with passion, filled with flavour, eaten with elation

countless ways the succulent tropical fruit
can be enjoyed.
Seafood fans should make a point of

attending the Francis Nunes Jr Memorial
Tournament and Seafood Festival in
Nelson’s Dockyard in September. And for
a real taste of authentic home cooking, the
Independence Day food fair in November is
not to be missed.
Whatever your tastes, whether lucky
enough to live here or just visiting, there’s
a sumptuous smorgasbord of dishes and
delicacies to be discovered from every
corner of the globe.
If you’re jubilant about Japanese, fussy
about French, or longing for English-style
fish and chips or the perfect Italian gnocchi,
you’ll find somewhere to satisfy the craving.
Over the coming pages, we present
a small sample of some of the country’s
prime dining experiences, from roadside
barbecues and backyard cook-ups, to
luxury restaurants and private chefs.
Our only regret is that technology has
not yet commercialised a way for you to
smell the heavenly aromas.
So for now, please imagine, savour and
absorb as we take you on a culinary tour of
Antigua’s edible bounty – broken down into
small, digestible morsels. n
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Waterfront deck bar & restaurant
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“A custard apple is heart shaped, sweet and a
West Indian delight – a fruit that must be tasted
to be appreciated.”
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Come and enjoy a delightful dining experience at our waterfront restaurant – we are putting our heart into it – and
you will taste our menu flavours and be able to appreciate the local and international ingredients prepared with that
special Custard Apple flair. Taste our signature cocktails, wines and champagnes with lunch or dinner, or sample a
platter of small bites at the 5pm daily cocktail hour.

We look forward to meeting you, giving you the best service and
sharing our beautiful view of the historic Nelson’s Dockyard

We are open Tuesday–Sunday (November–April) and Friday–Monday in the summer months for lunch and dinner,
plus a small plate selection. The deck bar is open all day! Our live music begins at 7pm every Saturday night.

Custard Apple – Antigua Slipway, English Harbour

Lo

Call (268) 562 8519 for reservations and information or
email info@thecustardapple.com
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Cream of the crop at Colesome
Farmers’ Market

M
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odern consumers are a
discerning bunch. To make it
onto Antigua’s most exclusive
dining tables, fruit and veg must be
seasonal, freshly-picked, organic and local.
Just some of the reasons why Colesome
Farmers’ Market has burgeoned into a
thriving enterprise in its five-year history,
supplying everywhere from major
restaurants and superyachts to private villas
and prudent passersby.
Here, in the heart of All Saints, nature’s
bounty bursts forth in all its fructiferous
might from the three-acre site which lights
up Jonas Road like a bucolic beacon.
Owner Delrie Cole, born and raised in
the area, has been farming for more than 30
years and is a staunch advocate of the ‘buy
local’ ethos.
“Antigua has one of the best climates
for food and our soil is so rich some people
have told me they think it’s the best in the
world. These days we are seeing a change

in eating habits as people become more
cautious about where their food comes
from – and what happens to it after it’s
picked. They want to know that what they
eat is healthy.
“Here we are all about maintaining a
local brand. We help backyard gardeners
too – if they produce too much we will buy
it from them.”
Produce grown directly on site includes
everything from juicy tomatoes, romaine
lettuce and bell peppers, to aromatic
arugula, tarragon and parsley. Papayas as
big as newborn babies vie for space among
oranges, bananas and watermelon, plus
avocadoes, eggplant, yam and squash, and
of course, our national fruit – the coveted
Antiguan black pineapple.
Delrie’s one-stop nutritional shop also
sells all-natural sauces, jams and honey,
various ‘superfood’ grains like millet,
bulgur wheat and black rice, and an array
of homemade healthy snacks such as

delicious energy-boosting date sweets.
“I love making my customers happy,”
Delrie adds. “Seeing how excited they get
over my produce is what makes me want to
get up in the morning.”

Colesome Farmers’ Market is open
Mondays to Saturdays 7am-7pm and
Sundays 7am-2pm.
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Living la dolce vita
The extensive menu – coupled
with a wine list painstakingly chosen
to complement every dish – features an
abundance of both traditional plates and
inspired creations, such as the grilled
octopus salad in green herbs sauce with
fennel and arugula, and Angus tenderloin
with rosemary potato, asparagus and beef
reduction.
Oozing with ambience and bustling
with hungry punters on a Wednesday night,
the family-like atmosphere enveloped us
from the moment we set foot inside. This
was further enhanced by a warm welcome
from owners Christina and Diego Taibi.
From our table just steps away from
the ocean and with views over adjacent
Nelson’s Dockyard, we revelled in the
wonderfully authentic décor and tucked
into the complimentary fresh bread and
mouth-watering tapenade with glee.
A recent addition to the menu is the
‘raw bar’. While this does nothing to assist
the already agonising decision of choosing
a meal from the myriad standard options,
it’s relished by aficionados of such delights
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as fresh oysters. I opted for beets carpaccio
with goat’s cheese infused with pistachios,
and sprinkled with ‘drunken grapes’
which set the tastebuds off into spasms of
delirious joy. My companion chose mahi
mahi ceviche with fresh cilantro which she
declared divine.
After much deliberation I next plumped
for homemade ravioli stuffed with pear
and ricotta, in a delicious butter and sage
sauce, the fruit proffering an unexpected
smattering of sweetness among the
flavourful medley. Pure magic indeed. I am
ashamed to admit the sauce was so enticing
it positively begged to be wiped clean from
the bowl.
My companion’s spaghetti with
butter, white wine, truffle oil, parmigiano
and lobster was a vision of succulence,
cheerfully polished off with impressive pieeating-contest speed.
Never one to be deterred by the fact
I am in fact already full (what’s a little
belt loosening between friends?), I chose
tiramisu from the restaurant’s selection of
delectable-sounding desserts while my
companion picked vanilla gelato smothered
in espresso coffee.
Just in case the caloric intake wasn’t
enough, we topped off with scrumptious
Irish coffees complete with brown sugar
and cream.
And that, in a nutshell, is how we came
to find ourselves emerging giggling from the
restaurant at 11pm, bursting at the seams
and giddy with sugar and whisky (although
I prefer to blame the grapes).
Thankfully the paparazzi were nowhere
to be seen. n
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ocialites beware. Paying a visit to
Ristorante Paparazzi will not result in
a fusillade of camera flashes, or even
so much as a mention on Page Six.
The superstars here are entirely
comprised of the eatery’s amiable servers
and innovative chefs who are blessed with
culinary alchemy – the rare and celebrated
art of turning base ingredients into gold.
In just three years, from its prime
waterfront location, Ristorante Paparazzi
has muscled its way ahead of the
competition and forged an oregano-scented
path all the way onto some of the globe’s
most esteemed food pages.
It’s also garnered more accolades than
you can shake a breadstick at – third best
restaurant in English Harbour and best
wood oven pizza in the Caribbean being
just two.
Judging by the number of ‘fantastico’
reviews on Trip Advisor, it would appear
it’s pretty popular with Italians themselves
– proof indeed that its claim to ‘home-style
cuisine of the old country’ is as genuine as
its gorgonzola.

ns

Why foodies are smitten with Ristorante Paparazzi
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Private chefs make dining a piece of cake

ingredients, gently spiced with turmeric,
coriander and cumin.
In fact 90 per cent of all ingredients
Chefs 2 U uses are sourced locally, many
from St John’s Market. “Most of it’s organic
and it’s as fresh as it gets,” Calvin says.
“People tend to think Caribbean food is very
spicy but it’s not, it all depends on the chef.
“Antiguan food in particular has a lot of
heart in it. We take our time to cook it - and
enjoy it!”
It’s now 11 years since the talented
homegrown chef set up his thriving firm.
After completing a two-year training course
at the island’s Hospitality Training Institute,
it was during a six-year stint as a sous chef
at the exclusive Jumby Bay resort that his
career took a sudden and unexpected turn.
“I was cooking a
private dinner for a
homeowner... I think it
was rack of lamb,” he
recalls with a smile.
“He liked it so much he
asked me to come to
Ohio, California, to work
in his restaurant.”
Antigua’s premiere
Calvin didn’t think
catering company
twice.
offering
full custom
“I was surprised but I
catering for all
took the chance. I never
expected my career
occasions.
would change like that. I
got the chance to do a lot
of wine pairings and later
moved to a winery in
San Diego. I lived there
for 10 years and went
to culinary school in
California before moving
With a variety of menu options,
back home in 2003.”
from Indian; Asian; Caribbean; Italian
That was when
Calvin spotted his first
or Classical cuisines.
niche – hospital food.
Our services also include private chef,
That may be something
décor, rentals and staffing.
of an international joke
but in Antigua it’s no
www.chef2ueventsltd.com
laughing matter. The

Chefs 2U
events Ltd.
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reparing to host a dinner party is
not only challenging and timeconsuming, one study revealed
most of us find it more nerve-wracking than
attending a job interview. From devising
dishes to suit diverse palates, to synchronising
cooking times and ensuring the soufflé is a
specimen of celestial splendour, the most
innocuous-seeming event can suddenly seem
like a herculean task.
And all that’s before you’ve had time to
set the table and transform yourself into a
vision of unruffled elegance.
So if you’re unconvinced you can knock
up a dumpling like Delia Smith or flambé
like Fanny Craddock, despair no more.
Whether a corporate function or intimate
soiree, a wedding or a plain old ‘can’t-bebothered-to-cook-day’, Chefs 2 U takes the
fuss out of food with its bespoke private
chef service.
Award-winning cuisinier and company
founder Calvin Francis discovered the local
niche during Antigua Sailing Week 2012.
“Most of the big yachts have their own
chefs on board but we found many wanted
to try local food, so we ended up catering
for some of them. Then we realised there
were a lot of private villa residents on island
who wanted that service too,” he says.
“We offer the full package; we come to
the villa, and prepare and serve the meal.
We can do breakfast, lunch, dinner, kids’
meals, whatever they want.”
Clients are sent a sample menu,
featuring a wide range of Antiguan and
international fare, to tempt the tastebuds
before Calvin pays a personal visit to design
an individually tailored feast.
His passion for his work is clear. “It’s
the personal aspect of it I like the most,”
he continues, “I enjoy meeting with the
clients, getting to know them and creating
dishes I know they’re going to love.”
One of his signatures is Antiguan
staple, fungee – a thick cornmeal paste –
with curried conch. Together they forge a
wonderfully nutritious meal of wholly local
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Moveable feast		

Heartbeat Café at Mount St John’s Medical
Centre, manned by the firm’s 32-strong
workforce, serves up a mouthwatering
menu of delectable comestibles day and
night, seven days a week, to patients and
passersby alike.
It wasn’t long before the firm branched
out into catering for weddings and
functions. Today, it provides a diverse array
of services from stocking the pantries of
private properties, to cooking lessons and
culinary tours.
“We’ve had a huge amount of positive
feedback since we started the private chef
service two seasons ago. At the last house
we cooked for, they asked if they could
take the chef home with them,” he laughs.
But with a booming business and a
solid reputation as an expert outlet with
delicious and reasonably priced fare, this
time Calvin was staying put.
He adds with a grin: “I politely told them
we’d still be here next time they came back.”

admin.chef2ueventsltd.com
728-3343 or 484-2762

EAT.

An A to Z of Antiguan food – dissected, digested, divulged

Johnny cake (aka ‘bakes’)
This subtly sweet, fried bread, similar to a
small doughnut, is made of cornmeal, water
and a little sugar and salt. Its roots may lie
in the ‘journey cakes’ brought to the region
by settlers centuries ago as sustenance on
long sea voyages.

Fungee
A thick, cooked paste of cornmeal and
salted water, similar to Italian polenta,
fungee is eaten for breakfast or with an
entree such as pepperpot.
Pronounciation is key here. Tip: Adopt a
Steven Tyler pout, elongate the first syllable
and soften the G. (It should not rhyme with
a leap from a bridge attached to a sturdy
piece of elastic.)

Lo

Bamboola
A traditional bread made of cassava. Also
known as ‘cassava cake’ or ‘bammy’, the
cassava is grated, squeezed of its juice and
crumbled, before being formed into patties
and cooked in an un-oiled frying pan.

Ducana
A dumpling of grated sweet potato,
pumpkin puree, coconut, cornmeal, sugar
and spices. This sweet and salty mixture
is steamed in banana leaves and usually
served with tomato-based saltfish stew.
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ome of the names could do with
a sprinkling of PR magic (‘blood
pudding’ may not sound like the most
appealing item on the menu) but don’t let
off-putting titles deter you from pulling
up roadside and sampling some authentic
local fare.
Antiguan food is fresh, largely additivefree and flavoursome. Experiencing the
following dishes is a must for any culinary
explorer.

Goat water
Island-wide, the word ‘water’ is used to
describe many a local dish. Fear not: watery
broths, these are not. Rather, a rich, spicy
stew seasoned with hot peppers and notes
of cloves and cinnamon. Goat water can be
found at almost every roadside food stand,
each with its own special recipe. Variations
include conch water and cockle water.

ry

Bull foot soup
A soup of resourcefulness, the ingredients
in this tasty meal vary according to what’s
at hand. Chopped up cow-heels are cooked
with split peas and hearty vegetables like
sweet potato, cassava, pumpkin and okra.
Strong flavours are provided by fresh thyme,
garlic, ginger and hot peppers.

Conch fritters
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Chop-up
A soft vegetal mash of spinach, eggplant,
okra and pumpkin, chop-up is a side
dish served with breakfast or as an
accompaniment to saltfish. For some extra
oomph, add a dash of Susie’s Hot Sauce.

Conch fritters
A favourite appetiser featuring the
ubiquitous sea snail. Fresh conch meat,
often combined with onion, bell pepper,
celery and garlic, is dipped in a thick batter
and deep fried. Want to avoid sounding like
a tourist? Do not, under any circumstances,
pronounce the ‘ch’. It’s ‘conk’.
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Grassroots gastronomy

Sugarcake

Grassroots gastronomy

Pepperpot
A thick stew of salted meat, yam, squash,
okra, onions, eggplant, spinach, plantain,
pumpkin, spices and seasonings, boiled to
a soupy finish. A vegetarian version uses
beans instead of meat. Pepperpot, with
a side of fungee, is Antigua & Barbuda’s
national dish.
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They’re esoteric, authentic and a paragon of traditional home cooking. Our team
ventured far and wide to bring you these top picks of charming, off-the-beaten-track
eateries.

2 Heartbeat Cafe, Mount St John’s Medical Centre
Hospital food is no joke here. This delectable and diverse array of local dishes comes
with extra emphasis on healthy cooking techniques, in comfortable air-conditioned
surroundings. The best news? You don’t have to be sick to gain entry. Open for
breakfast, lunch and dinner seven days a week.

2 Francisco’s Indian Restaurant, Market Street, St John’s
OK so it’s not Antiguan fare but the cheery display of flags and national tartan
tablecloths imply a generous dollop of patriotism served up with each kofta, tandoori
and tikka. The cuisine here is so divine it begged for inclusion. Open Monday to
Saturday for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Authentic cuisine at Francisco’s
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Rice pudding
Also known as ‘blood pudding’ this could
not be further from the dessert staple of
1980s school lunchrooms. Take a deep
breath; you have been warned. It’s instead
a sausage made by cooking pig or cattle
blood with fat and rice until thick enough
to congeal when cool. It’s then stuffed into
a pig’s intestine, boiled and served as a
Saturday afternoon delicacy.

In-The-Know Nosh:
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Local breakfast
Do not be fooled by its generic name. Your
plate will not contain a single rasher of
bacon. A fried egg is unlikely too. This is
a swift departure from the cardiac arrestinducing morning munch of its US and UK
counterparts. Super healthy, it comprises
an appetising array of saltfish, chop-up,
fungee, plantain, Johnny cake, avocado and
a hard-boiled egg.

EAT.
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Souse
A light soup, served cold, of pickled pig
trotters in a clear broth, flavoured with
hot peppers, onion, garlic and other
seasonings. Often eaten as an appetiser.

Sugarcake
No prizes for guessing the key ingredient
here. Sugarcake is a generic term given to a
variety of sweet treats such as fudge, peanut
brittle and sticky coconut patties infused
with fresh ginger and cinnamon.
Tamarind balls
This traditional sweet snack is loved for
its tangy, peppery taste. Pulp from the
delicious seasonal fruit is mixed with
brown or white sugar, formed into balls and
rolled in granulated sugar.

2 Cavell’s Cook Shop, Crabbe Hill
From seafood water to curried conch, steamed fish to baked chicken, this no-frills
roadside hut offers mouth-watering meals as organic as its premises. Open daytimes
Tuesday to Saturday.
2 Emily’s, Friars Hill Road, near Billy’s Food Mart
If you’ve ever driven down Friars Hill Road and wondered about the lingering queue
seen here on Saturday afternoons, it’s comprised of hungry islanders for whom
nothing but Emily’s traditional hot fare will do. Open every Saturday from lunchtime
to late evening.
2 Lion Pavilion, East Bus Station, St John’s
A welcome retreat for all the long-suffering vegetarians set to spontaneously combust
if one more enquiry about non-carnivorous options prompts a helpfully suggested
‘salad?’ Serving delights like sweet ‘n’ sour tofu, coconut dumplings and black bean
stew, it’s open for breakfast and lunch Monday to Saturday.
2 Backyard, Sir Vivian Richards Street, St John’s
As the name suggests, this is indeed a private backyard converted into a wonderfully
hospitable bar and restaurant, bursting with ambience. Dishes like beef roti, grilled
fish, lobster and rice pudding are on offer Friday evenings and from lunchtime until
evening every Saturday.
53
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The only thing better than the
view is the food

W

most popular, and longest-standing, menu
items. The key to its heavenly flavour and
toothsome texture, he reveals, is in the way
it’s marinated.
“The pork must be nicely marinated for
at least four hours before cooking, then I
cover it, cook it at a high heat, and finish it
off by cooking slowly.”
Stuffed with pesto, sundried tomatoes
and Havarti cheese, the meat is wrapped in
bacon and served with a toasted pine nut
bordelaise sauce, sweet potato mash, glazed
carrots and dasheen chips.
With its own on-site vegetable garden,
the restaurant can afford to be picky about
its produce; only the choicest ingredients
make it onto the table.
“We’re also very flexible,” Leroy
continues. “We serve almost anything any
time, our meals are continuous and we are
famous for our delicious all-day breakfast.”
Vegetarians won’t be stuck for choice
either, with a plethora of non-carnivorous
options.
Delectable dishes and affable staff aside,
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hen asked what inspired his
culinary career, Leroy Hodge
emits a hearty laugh and pats
his ample midsection. “I just love to eat,” he
grins, “and that’s the honest truth.”
Bay House Restaurant’s head chef
exudes the passion for his work which has
helped carve the Dickenson Bay eatery a
solid reputation as one of the island’s finest
establishments for exquisite and innovative
fare. It’s a devotion he pours into every bite
of Barbudan rock lobster, every sumptuous
soupcon of sirloin steak, and each mouthwatering morsel of blackened mahi mahi.
“I love cooking almost anything,” he says
simply. “I give every dish the same passion.
Most of my creations are international with
a Caribbean influence; I want them to be
recognisable to overseas visitors but also
familiar to locals. I take ordinary things and
fancy them up. I use a lot of local ingredients
like sweet potato, pumpkin, green banana
and plantain.”
Leroy’s favourite plate to make is
Italian stuffed pork tenderloin, one of the
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there’s another reason discerning diners
are drawn to Bay House: the view. Perched
on a hill within the elegant surrounds of
the intimate Trade Winds Resort, the venue
affords exceptional vistas over the leafy
neighbourhood, glorious Dickenson Bay and
the Caribbean Sea beyond.
It’s the ideal spot for tucking into Bay
House’s tantalising tapas too – such as
cassava balls with spicy salsa, mini Thai fish
cakes, and coconut shrimp – served each
day during happy hour.
Whether eating or just enjoying one
of the celebrated signature cocktails at the
bar, few places can boast of such aesthetic
extras.
For Leroy, now in his eighth year there,
it’s a special kind of fringe benefit. Another
is the simple pleasure of hearing how his
incredible comestibles are relished by his
customers.
“I love seeing them happy. When they
tell me how much they enjoyed their meal,
there’s no greater satisfaction.”

Bay House Restaurant is open 7am
to 11pm seven days a week. Happy
hour and tapas, with 40 per cent
off all drinks, is from 5–7pm daily.
Conference facilities are also available.
Call 462-1223.
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Exquisite taste in a vintage setting
flavours but retains all the nutrients making
it healthier too.
“People are blown away by the food;
we have received wonderful feedback,”
she says. “Most of our ingredients are fresh
and locally sourced from farmers’ markets
or local fishermen. Our mixed clientele
includes people from all over the world,
along with both locals and expats from
across the island.
“We get our fair share of celebrities
too,” she continues. “The setting is so
unique; you can’t get that view or charm
anywhere else.”
Pillars’ kitchen is presided over by
Cordon Bleu-trained Chilean executive chef
Juan Gil who boasts a repertoire of culinary
skills as broad as the places he’s called
home. Since joining the team last year he
has further cemented the eatery’s reputation
for delectable dishes.
In season, Pillars is open for breakfast,
lunch and dinner every day. Every Saturday
night, the glorious venue comes alive with
a themed international flavour and live
music. Evenings dedicated to the tastes of
Thailand, Spain, India and the Caribbean
have proved a hit with guests who can
choose from a la carte, a three-course table
d’hote or a sumptuous tasting menu with
wine pairings.
Equally popular is Pillars’ renowned
Sunday roasts with succulent lamb or beef
with traditional Yorkshire pudding and all
the trimmings. Breakfast,
lunch and Sunday
brunch are easygoing
affairs. Lunchtimes
feature a host of burgers
and sandwiches along
with winning specials
like Thai shrimp salad
or green curry mussels,
polished off with
heavenly chocolate
fondant or coconut
bread pudding.
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Pillars is the perfect spot for a laidback lunch
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t may be some time since Lord Nelson
himself graced the winsome surrounds
of Antigua’s eponymously-named
Georgian dockyard. The King of Norway,
on the other hand, is both a recent and a
regular visitor.
The most cursory of glances at this
enchanting hub of living history will reveal
why it remains revered among luminaries.
Original 18th century buildings, flanked
by elegant stone pillars on the water’s edge,
provide an exquisite backdrop for Admiral’s
Inn and its two internationally acclaimed
restaurants. It’s easy to fall in love with the
place before so much as a bite of the food.
Happily for their discriminating
clientele, Pillars’ and Boom’s fare is
innovative, inspired and eminently enticing.
Fit for a king in fact.
While Pillars is characterised by an
ethereal historic charm, suffused with handhewn beams and weathered brickwork,
against an elegant waterfront setting,
its poolside counterpart Boom is more
casual, a tranquil place to while away an
insouciant few hours with light music,
daybeds and sublime dockyard vistas.
What defines them both, says codirector Astrid Deeth, is the cuisine’s
consistently high standards, sous-vide
cooking method and attention to detail.
Sous-vide involves slowly cooking the food
in airtight plastic bags in low temperature
waterbaths, which not only better seals in
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How Admiral’s Inn’s elegant eateries are redefining cuisine

Dining on the waterfront at Pillars
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Boom’s mouth-watering Alaska salad is a chef speciality

Over at Boom’s pool bar and restaurant,
the focus is on delicious light dishes for
lunch or tapas prepared by chef Nickey
Hansen from Denmark. Seafood including
Alaska salad, moules mariniere and
sesame-crusted tuna is his speciality, but
meat lovers won’t be disappointed with the
Gunpowder burger and Parmesan truffle
fries. The new winter tourist season will
see the addition of vegan dishes, evening
barbecues and a juice bar.
Both Pillars and Boom are ideally suited
to a variety of private events, whether it’s
an intimate honeymoon soiree or a large
gala dinner, a fun-filled banquet with roast
suckling pig and live music, or cocktails
and canapés. n

Visit Pillars’ and Boom’s Facebook
pages, www.admiralsinnantigua.com
or call (+268) 460-1027 for details and
reservations.

The Admiral’s Inn & Gunpowder Suites
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Nelson’s Dockyard ~ English Harbour
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A charming historic boutique hotel with a spectacular infinity
edged pool, spa & choice of two exceptional restaurants

INFINITY EDGED POOL & SPA
Relax! Lounge in a sunbed, swim
in the pool, enjoy a massage & sip
a delicious cocktail!

Lu
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PILLARS RESTAURANT
Serving fresh, locally sourced
food on an al fresco,
water front terrace.

BOOM RESTAURANT
Enjoy a scrumptious poolside
lunch with fantastic views
over Nelson’s Dockyard

Available for parties, weddings & other special occasions

+ 1 268 460 1027

reservations@admiralsinnantigua.com ~ www.admiralsinnantigua.com

EAT.

Carlisle Bay Feature

The meat and potatoes of Carlisle Bay’s recipe for success
my friends were out partying I was always
helping my father outside.
“I learned to get my hands dirty and
have a respect for food from watching it
grow. We produced all our own fruit and
veg, we kept rabbits, chickens, ducks too.
We’d make our own crème fraiche, cheese
and yogurt from local cows’ milk and we
even made our own apple cider and wine.”

“

d’Argent.
“Training at a Michelin star restaurant
really teaches you finesse, perfection and a
certain discipline too,” he says.
Since then, he’s taken his skills to a
host of far-flung places including Gambia,
Bora Bora and Saudi Arabia before joining
Carlisle Bay two years ago. The superstylish, family-friendly resort offers a variety
of dining options that each cut the mustard,
from relaxed beachside fare at Indigo, to a
delicious Italian-inspired lunch at Ottimo,
or a romantic dinner for two at East, famed
for its fine Asian cuisine.
Options for those who long to dine
with their toes in the sand include a private
barbecue or a table for two on the water’s
edge. And romance doesn’t get much
sweeter than an intimate candlelit dinner
on the jetty with the Caribbean Sea lapping
gently beneath.
“Guests love the fact our food is always
fresh and there’s a wide variety,” Daniel
continues. “The resort is very open to ideas
– they love to see new creations.
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hefs, like philosophers and
mathematicians, are apparently
big on theories. Amid the gleaming
chrome and flawless surfaces of the
kitchens at Carlisle Bay, where cuisiniers
wax lyrical as they baste, blanch and blend,
four principle notions abound.
One: a chef is only as good as his last
dish. Two: a head chef who acts like a drill
sergeant causes the food under his charge
to taste ‘blocked’. Three: a passion for
cooking from an early age can be sensed
from the flavour. And four: all the best chefs
originate from the countryside.
These, I am informed with unblinking
solemnity, are not hypotheses but facts.
And together they comprise the secret
ingredients of the internationally acclaimed
luxury resort’s recipe for success.
Executive chef Daniel Echasseriau’s
gusto for gastronomy was born in the
pastoral surrounds of Brittany in his native
France.
“I spent most of my younger years in
the garden,” he recalls with a smile. “While
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Philosophy of perfection
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Executive chef Daniel
Echasseriau’s gusto for
gastronomy was born in the
pastoral surrounds of Brittany
in his native France.”
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By the age of 15, Daniel had found
his vocation. And, if online reviews
which declare every Carlisle Bay meal a
feat of culinary éclat are anything to go
by, his lifelong fervour for food is firmly
entrenched in the taste.
It’s 26 years since Daniel’s first job at
Parisian Michelin star restaurant La Tour
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Below: Executive chef Daniel Echasseriau

Sous chef Sebastiaan Seegers
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Daily changing specials allow the
kitchen teams a chance to flex their
culinary muscle and concoct unique
creations. Authentic Antiguan meals like
goat water are modified and infused with
the resort’s je ne sais quoi. Mahi mahi
fillets are roasted and served with citrus
gremolata, cucumber vinaigrette salad
and turmeric mashed potato. Traditional
international dishes are given a twist such
as the free range chicken breast marinated
in pineapple juice, or fish served up on a
banana leaf. All preferences, appetites and
dietary requirements are equally catered for
with ingenuity.

ns

“

Antigua is a beautiful place
to work as a chef. Every new
place means adapting to the
surroundings and what’s
available. Here we are lucky
as the ingredients we have to
import are minimal.”

“One of our most popular dishes is
our Caribbean paella which we cook in a
huge pan in the middle of the restaurant so
people can actually watch their food being
created in front of them,” Daniel says.
With an abundance of produce easily
available, the focus is on seasonal fare.
The mango months spawn a plethora of
mouth-watering jams, salsas and salads.
Tangy passion fruit and creamy papaya add
sapidity to sorbets, tarts and ice creams.
“I live in Swetes – I call it the jungle,”
Daniel laughs. “A lot of farmers live near
me and I often buy fruit and vegetables
from them at 4am as they leave for market.
“We also have our own herb garden at
the resort. We use a lot of tarragon which
is very nice and mild here, plus rosemary,
basil, coriander, thyme, chives, mint and
lemongrass.”
Daniel’s sous chef Sebastiaan Seegers,
from Holland, likes to draw inspiration from
his environment. Formerly based at the
five-star Six Senses in Yao Noi, Thailand, he
joined Carlisle Bay in March 2013.
“I always ask my chefs for ideas for new
dishes,” he says. “One came up with green
plantain and poached red snapper, with
fish-head stock and a tomato and ginger
broth with bok choi. We fine-tuned it a
little and it’s been hugely popular with our
guests.
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“For me it’s all about the product,
learning when and how to get the finest
items in each place I work. These days
there’s more and more concern about
where produce comes from. I love to work
with freshly-picked fruit and vegetables and
just-caught fish, it makes me really happy.”
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imminently opening latter will feature
daily changing salads and grills, and
some interesting wines by the glass. The
recent surge in popularity of Asian cuisine,
heightened by the fame of places like
Tao and Nobu, will see the East menu
revamped with the addition of modish
sharing platters.
With competition in today’s dining
industry greater than ever, Carlisle Bay
chefs know there’s no room to rest on one’s
laurels.
“You have to prove yourself every single
day,” Sebastiaan says. “Your food tastes best
when you put your heart and soul into it.”
Daniel agrees: “It’s about driving
yourself to the max. A chef can never get
complacent. In this business, every day is
Champions League.”
And that’s one more theory that won’t
be disputed. n
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“Antigua is a beautiful place to work as
a chef. Every new place means adapting to
the surroundings and what’s available. Here
we are lucky as the ingredients we have to
import are minimal.”
For Sebastiaan, who has been cooking
for 21 years, the greatest pleasure is
customer satisfaction.
“When making any dish there are
around 20 things that can go wrong and
that’s the main challenge. I like to get
everything right and see my guests happy at
the end of the day.”
With one of the best seasons on record
– and another on the horizon – patrons
at the 10-year-old resort certainly appear
to be just that. In addition to sublime
food, the five-star all-inclusive offers an
array of first-rate facilities. They include
an award-winning spa, nine tennis courts,
watersports, sunset yoga on the jetty, a huge
library, garden and rainforest walks, even
cookery mastery classes.
Visitors not occupying one of the plush
82 suites are welcome to make a dining
reservation or book a day pass.
The upcoming winter season will see
a number of improvements including
a refurbishment to all bedrooms, and a
new beach restaurant, the Jetty Grill. The
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Visit www.campbellgrayhotels.com/
carlisle-bay or call (+268) 484-0000
for more information about dining,
accommodation or day passes.
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Carlisle Bay Feature

Devilishly good dishes at
Abracadabra
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heavenly just-baked bread and perfect pasta
to its delectable, belt-busting desserts.
“We pride ourselves on consistency,”
Paolo continues. “We don’t want to give
a great first visit and then a disappointing
return. Our reputation has always been via
word of mouth – and it still is.”
One of the most popular dishes is
traditional Sardinian ‘porceddu’ – roast
suckling piglet.
“We work with fresh ingredients. Our
pigs are locally farmed, our fish is fresh
from the water, and most of our herbs
and vegetables are from our own organic
garden.
“We are always pretty busy, our food
is made with our hearts and souls – and
served in abundance. Our chef never got
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“They say you are what you eat,” Paolo
Caputo enthuses, “And at Abracadabra, we
try to make sure that what you eat makes
you happy on the inside too.”
As co-owner with brother Angelo and
niece Chiara of one of Antigua’s most
successful and longest-running restaurants,
the affable Italian knows a thing or two
about cuisine.
Since 1985, the thriving English
Harbour eatery has served up its supreme
Southern Italian fare to an adoring audience
of foodies from far and wide.
The key to its longevity lies in three
unfaltering principles: fresh is fundamental,
homemade is habitual and quality is never
compromised. It’s a philosophy that can be
applied to everything from Abracadabra’s

ns

EAT.

into nouvelle cuisine,” he adds, constricting
one airborne hand to exemplify his disgust
at the genre’s tiny portions.
Chef Salvatore ‘Sagie’ Piras is almost as
much of a local legend as Paolo and Angelo
themselves. He has been at the helm of
Abracadabra’s kitchen for the last 15 years,
and in Antigua for 31 helping open and run
the island’s first fine dining Italian back in
1982. Other specialities include handrolled cannelloni, savoury crepes, and
gnocchi with sweet basil tomato sauce.
In addition to first-rate fare,
Abracadabra also holds the heavyweight
title of English Harbour’s prime nightspot.
In season, the venue is a hub of after-dark
action featuring internationally-renowned
DJs and artists. And with this winter
marking the venue’s 30th anniversary
there’s little danger of the party subsiding
anytime soon. n

Abracadabra is open from mid
November through to mid May, plus
the entire month of August. It serves
dinner Monday to Saturday and
occasional Sundays.
Visit www.theabracadabra.com or
call (268) 460-2701.
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Experience living history at the Copper & Lumber
Store Hotel – in the heart of Nelson’s Dockyard
Where laidback charm meets rich culture and romance

Lo

Take a walk in Admiral Nelson’s shoes at this lovingly preserved waterfront 18th century hotel
and restaurant. Contact us for information about our wedding packages – because the most
important day of your life deserves to be magical in every way.

Visit www.copperandlumberhotel.com and www.nationalparksantigua.com or call (+268) 460-1159/60 for information

Seafood Fridays

I
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Perfect recipe for an island institution
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f there’s anything better than dining under
the stars in the heart of a Caribbean
national park, it’s perhaps when
surrounded by enchanting 18th century
purlieus and the hum of friendly chatter.
Whether attracted by the sublime
location, the delectable cuisine or merely
the chance to catch up with pals over a
drink and a bite, Seafood Fridays at the
Copper & Lumber Store Hotel in Nelson’s
Dockyard is something of an island
institution.
And as the tantalising aroma of fresh
lobster, mahi mahi and wahoo wafts across
the waterfront where the cordial crowds
converge it’s easy to see why.
From around 7pm each week –
regardless of the month or the weather
– the lively al fresco shindig draws in a
melting pot of locals and tourists alike.
For most, says food and beverage manager
Laurence Lloyd, it’s all about the ambience.
“It’s a very relaxing atmosphere to meet
up with old friends and make new ones.
It’s a family-friendly meeting place, a social
gathering for wonderful food, with light

background music kept low enough to be
able to talk easily.
“Since it started in February 2011, we
have watched Seafood Fridays grow in
numbers; these days we often get more
than 300 guests.”
All dishes are fresh and cooked to
order. Some, like the popular seafood pasta
in parmesan cream sauce, are prepared
on the spot before your eyes. Other longstanding favourites include fishcakes of
lobster, crab or saltfish, conch chowder,
fish and chips, and fried snapper, all served
with inspired and sumptuous sides.
“Our dishes are infused with delicious
fresh herbs such as thyme, basil, garlic,
seasoned peppers and cilantro to really
bring the flavours alive,” Laurence
continues. “And for anyone who’s not a fan
of seafood, we have a variety of pizzas and
steak dishes too.”
With its cobbled courtyards and
gracious colonial architecture, the Copper
& Lumber Store is a veritable hub of living
history. Happily, for its largely insouciant
guests, it’s entirely lacking in stuffiness.

Convivial staff greet guests like old friends,
while antiques that would, in other parts
of the world, be imperiously carted off and
placed in glass cases gleefully vie for space
amongst the weathered brickwork, handhewn beams and mellow brass.
Whether occupying one of the hotel’s
14 charming suites or not, diners are
welcome for breakfast, with delights like
the acclaimed Copper & Lumber pancakes
on offer from 7.30am to a generous
11.30am every day.
The restaurant, which has free
WiFi, also serves up a smorgasbord of
international fare for lunch, from tuna
sashimi to grilled chicken salad, West
Indian roti to Philly steak sub. Crisp salad
platters are topped off with heavenly
dressings, such as the tangy passion fruit
vinaigrette - the recipes for which are a
closely guarded secret.
Another kept firmly under wraps is the
extra special formula which continues to
maintain Copper & Lumber’s status as one
of Antigua’s most celebrated establishments.
Copper & Lumber is open daily for
breakfast and lunch. Dinner is on request
with 24-hour advance notice.
Call 460-1058 for reservations.
63
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How Pearns Point is piquing the interest of the world’s elite
an architect that appreciates the need
to work with the environment while
delivering homes that cater to the needs
of a demanding property owner. Now, for
the very first time, we can reveal images
from the internationally acclaimed Dutch
designer Piet Boon and Brian D’Ornellas of
OBMI, an international firm with significant
regional expertise.
With arguably the finest location in
the Caribbean, the developers wanted
the project’s composition and style to be
unique. Piet Boon is undoubtedly one of
the biggest and most revered names in the
industry, well known for his incredible
craftsmanship and minimalist contemporary
elegance. At Pearns Point he was tasked
with drawing up a total concept for the
development from structural architecture
to landscaping, fittings and furnishings. His
attention to detail in all aspects of design
and construction is a testament to his
passion and zeal for this project.
Boon, who first lost his heart to the
Caribbean more than three decades ago,
made his inaugural visit to Antigua in spring
2013.
“I loved it straight away,” he said. “The

vegetation is very nice and I have never
seen such beautiful beaches in my life.”
Major factors in Boon’s designs are
durability, longevity, low maintenance
materials and designs, and minimal
ecological impact. Native wood and local
rock will be a strong feature at Pearns Point.
For the purposes of aesthetic cohesion,
all structures will have exterior similarities
although clients who opt to build their own
home will have the freedom to exercise
their own creativity too.
“There are regulations on the way the
structures will look so it all blends together,
but the customer will feel he’s building
his own house. Whether he wants one
bedroom or 10, we can work with that,”
Boon said.
Effective use of natural elements is
paramount, such as making the most of
the island’s pervasive tradewinds to keep
indoor temperatures cool while maximising
views of this tropical paradise.
Boon’s broad experience of the region’s
climate means he’s fully au fait with which
materials work best in hot sun and salty air.
His business partners and creative designers
will be instrumental in creating alluring
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top a pristine peninsula on
Antigua’s winsome west coast –
home to some of the island’s most
celebrated vistas – the country’s most hotly
anticipated development is rapidly taking
shape.
Less than a year since its official launch,
the Pearns Point resort and residential
development has already garnered a
significant amount of sales interest with 20
per cent of the resort now sold.
A paragon of elegance, the 141acre site offers the utmost in luxury and
tranquillity. Little wonder then that among
the first signatures on the dotted line is
the surname of one of the world’s most
discerning and prestigious families.
This impressive development will see
the creation of a 60 to 80-unit boutique
hotel – managed by a leading five-star
brand – plus 60 luxury condos, with 74
magnificent lots for sale.
What sets Pearns Point apart from the
competition is its commitment to luxury
and exclusivity, and designs that work in
harmony with the environment and beauty
of this unspoilt paradise.
A project of this stature requires
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Unparalleled perfection
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“

A paragon of elegance, the 141-acre site is tipped
to offer the utmost in luxury and tranquillity.”
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Pearns Point is exclusively available
through Luxury Locations Estate
Agents and Savills International
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merely a vacation spot for part-time residents.
“It will be good for families and people
who want rest and relaxation without
compromising accessibility,” Mr Hartog
said. “We will offer top quality living with
all the amenities close by, such as the
marina, golf club, shops and restaurants.
St John’s and the airport are easily reached
too.”
Originally from Holland, Mr Hartog is
one of Antigua’s most ardent advocates.
“A good developer will always
make sure that his development fits the
environment and meets the demands of
clients. We are committed to enhancing
the natural beauty of Pearns Point’s seven
beaches and working closely with partners
who are equally committed to the building
of an ecologically balanced development.
We are also committed to working with
local artisans and professionals who
understand our vision and who are also
interested in protecting this unique piece of
Antigua.”
He added: “Antigua has so much more
to offer than just beaches. It’s very tranquil,
cosmopolitan, it has an easy lifestyle, a
great mix of people and a place where I too
feel very much at home.” n
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interiors in the company’s signature neutralcoloured, understated mode.
Since ground was first broken in
2013, interest has flooded in from the
international community. Project manager
Ruud Reinen, who has overseen some of
the largest developments in the region, said
most people are attracted by the unique
setting.
“Waterfront properties are quite rare
these days and becoming more valuable.
These will be truly spectacular homes, a
very high end community blending into
the natural background with fantastic
beaches in front. It will be totally different
to anything else in the Caribbean.”
With a host of enticing optional features
such as private gyms, al fresco showers and
outdoor wood fireplaces - not to mention
the beautiful vistas and seven beaches - it’s
easy to see why Pearns Point is already
promising to be one of the most soughtafter spots in the Caribbean.
Lead investor Albert Hartog and his
partners Ben de Jonge and Rene Boon are
credited with constructing some of the most
esteemed developments worldwide. Their
vision for Pearns Point is for the peninsula
to be a year-round community, rather than
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Unparalleled perfection

Viewings can be arranged through Luxury
Locations Estate Agents. To receive more
information about this unique luxury
residential development, or
to arrange a viewing of the
available lots, please contact
Nadia Dyson;
+1 268 562 8174;
nadia@luxurylocations.com
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P.O. Box 413, St. John’s Antigua, W.I.
tel 268 462 0049 • fax 268 462 9441
email kia-anu@candw.ag • website www.kelsickinsuranceagency.com
St. John’s - The Vineyard, Redcliffe Street
Jolly Harbour - Unit 21 Commercial Centre, Marina Drive

SNAPSHOTS.

Barmy Army hits Antigua
The hotly anticipated One Day International at the Sir Vivian Richards Cricket
Stadium when the mighty West Indies took on their English counterparts. It was
all the more special as 2014 marks the 40th anniversary of the first Antiguan to
play test cricket.
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Who we saw

No Antiguan cricket match would be complete without the country’s legendary
former player Sir Vivian Richards himself. As if the game were not exciting
enough, Sir Viv had the immeasurable joy of seeing a statue of himself unveiled
in tribute. He wasn’t the only sporting star on the green: three fellow cricketing
icons – Richie Richardson, Andy Roberts and Curtly Ambrose - were presented
with well-deserved knighthoods. Oh yes, and Superman also made an
appearance. Wait, that was a costume…

What we loved

Lo

The friendly ribbing levelled at the incoming English team on billboards up and
down the island. Then there was the plethora of kooky costumes from the ever
boisterous and blithesome Barmy Army. But most of all, the festive atmosphere in
the specially created party stands.

Who cared that we didn’t know a bouncer from a
beamer
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No one.
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Where we went
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SNAPSHOTS.

Three sheets to the wind
The 47th edition of Antigua’s world famous Sailing Week. Our omnipresent
photographer Alex Andre Rhodes was on hand to capture the racing, the
rollicks and the revelry which characterise this spirited annual event.

What it’s about
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Held under the tagline ‘where sailing comes first’, the week-long extravaganza
has evolved to become the Caribbean’s premier yachting event, this year
attracting more than 100 entries. It dates back to 1968 and today comprises
an exhilarating blend of expertly-managed races, beach festivities and evening
shindigs with live performers.

Who made headlines

Lo

Leopard 3, the globe’s fastest charter boat, stole the show in the Yachting World
Round Antigua Race (see our superyacht feature on page 15) taking line honours.
And octogenarian Piet Vroon proved age is no barrier when it comes to hitting the
high seas with expertise, emerging as overall champ aboard his Ker 46, Tonnerre de
Breskens 3. Tonnerre scored eight straight wins to claim the Lord Nelson Trophy.

What we loved
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The sporting camaraderie and unforgettable bonhomie.
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Where we went
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Timeless taste
The elegant launch of the exquisite Cartier Tank MC watch at The Inn Hotel in
Freeman’s Bay, English Harbour. Available on island exclusively from Diamonds
International, this masculine wristwear is a new model for a new type of Tank
buyer. Slightly curved to fit the wrist, it features an automatic movement, and is
available only in stainless steel and rose gold – undeniably Cartier.
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What we drank

Only the best of the best was on tap at this event. From champagne to whiskey
– and red wine for those who prefer their tipple full-blooded and bubble-free –
Cartier only served their attendees from the top shelf.

What we loved
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The attention to detail – this night was a luxurious experience from beginning to
end, ensuring each person felt like a star.
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SNAPSHOTS.

Arty party
Where we went

What we saw

ns

From poppy paintings to papier mache, the preview evening at the Sugar
Ridge resort for the latest collection by Michigan-born artist Jane Seagull was
intriguing, inspiring and utterly unique.
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The resort’s Art at the Ridge gallery supports and showcases the creations of
local artists and sculptors. Jane (blue dress), who made Antigua her home more
than two decades ago, says the Caribbean’s rich colours and vibrant scenery
have inspired her to replicate them using a multitude of formats over the years.
Highlights on the night included a huge floral papier mache doll and the
offbeat jungle-themed ‘Tarzan and Jane’ torsos.

What we loved

Jane’s self-confessed inability to focus solely on one medium has spawned
some wonderfully eclectic work. Quirky objet d’arts vied for space among
monochrome animal images, chromatic blooms and stunning seaside scenes.
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What made it extra special
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A generous 10 per cent of total sales was donated to St John’s Hospice.
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Jamaican sensation
Did summer come early or did someone turn up the temperature? Grammy
Award-winning artist Shaggy – aka Mr Boombastic – brought his steamy, showstopping brand of gyrating musical hegemony to Shirley Heights Lookout amid
the high-energy Antigua Sailing Week activities. Support was aptly provided by
the Halcyon Steel Orchestra and homegrown soca star Tian Winter.
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What we ate

Shirley Heights is almost as renowned for its unbeatable barbecues as its
historic environs, uptempo live acts and panoramic vistas. And it didn’t
disappoint with a sundry spread of salads, sauces, chicken, ribs and burgers to
tantalise the tastebuds.

What we drank
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Anything but English Harbour rum – at an event sponsored by the iconic local
tipple, overlooking the magnificent marina which lent it its name – would have
been rude.

What was the highlight?
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They don’t call him Mr Loverman for nothing. Shaggy’s notoriously racy banter,
peppered with innuendos and humour, had female fans in a frenzy. The biggest
crowd-pleasers included smash hits ‘Strength of a Woman’, ‘Oh Carolina’ and
‘It Wasn’t Me’.
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SNAPSHOTS.

Music maestros
Where we went

Who we saw
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The inaugural two-day Nautical Music Festival which kicked off at Abracadabra
in English Harbour and culminated with a thrilling line-up featuring some of
the region’s hottest stars at Splash in Fort James.
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Jamaican songstress Tessanne Chinn’s almighty vocals impressed the judges,
wowed the crowds and cleared a path to stardom on US reality TV singing
contest ‘The Voice’. Islanders seized the chance to see her perform live
in Antigua. Those also taking to the stage included Jamaican reggae stars
Christopher Martin and Barrington Levy, MC Walshy Fire, and Antigua’s own
LogiQ Pryce, Asher Otto and Tian Winter.

What people said

Lo

With 4,000 tickets sold, this was one of the best attended live events of the
year. Organiser Omari Harrigan said the aim was for an “exciting line-up with
great value for money”. He added: “It was absolutely awesome, some said
it was the best party they’d been to in Antigua. We’ve really set the bar and
there’s no doubt that this has to be an annual event. People are already looking
forward to next year.”

What we loved
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Tessanne’s dynamic persona set the stage alight while soca king Tian Winter
and his iCandy dancers dazzled.
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Two men in a (very small) boat
that 11-month voyage that the first fateful
seeds of their unthinkable undertaking were
sown.
Tom, 30, admits, however, that when
the subject was revisited a year and a half
later he could “think of nothing worse”.
But misgivings gave out to the “thrill of the
unknown”, coupled with a desire to test his
endurance skills to the max.

“

day, particularly the stomach muscles to
cope with all the rocking and rolling and
bouncing around,” Mike, from Bridlington
in Yorkshire, said. “We also spent a lot of
time on the boat, which wasn’t easy as I
am from the north-east and Tom lives in
London, but getting the boat a year before
the race helped.
“Neither of us had any rowing
experience but we didn’t really need it. Our
background of time spent on the ocean was
far more valuable; if you’re used to being
on the sea it’s a big plus as you’re used to
big waves and getting very wet.”
Locura’s ‘category zero’ status means
she’s fully equipped to tackle the ocean’s
toughest conditions – handy when feeling
as insignificant as a whitebait in a world
full of whale sharks, entirely at the mercy
of Mother Nature and her notoriously fickle
moods.
After stocking up with 90 days’ worth of
freeze-dried food – safe in the knowledge
that in the event of major disaster the
rescue vessel could be, oooh, several days
away – the pair, along with the 15 other
competing boats, set off on December 2
last year.
“For the first 48 hours it’s not too bad,”
Mike recalls, “Then you go through a
difficult phase because you’re not used to
the routine. Once you get used to that, it’s
reasonably ok.”
With someone perpetually on the oars,
Mike and Tom, who works for TV channel
BT Sport, rowed in two-hour shifts.
“I personally found it quite challenging.
You row for two hours, then have two hours
off for something to eat, grab a quick sleep,
write a blog, fill in the log book, and then
you’re back at it again,” Mike, who has his
own engineering company, continued.
“The weather was fine for the first
couple of days, then we hit very bad seas
with six or seven metre waves. You feel as
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e’ve all met them. Those
seemingly judicious types who
appear quite normal and sane,
until they suddenly announce – perhaps
mid-dinner party or over a quiet beer – an
intention to do something utterly barmy.
Totally harebrained. Like rowing-theAtlantic-kind-of-crazy.
Now, sailing across it is one thing.
By all accounts, no mean feat either. But
rowing. All three thousand abdominalcrunching, wave-crashing, shark-dodging
miles of it. In a boat the size of a modest
garden shed. That’s another entirely.
Little surprise then that when Mike
Burton and Tom Salt announced their plan
to do precisely that, their friends and family
thought they were stark raving mad. Throw
in the fact that neither of them had ever
rowed before and it’s an easy conclusion to
reach.
Turns out they’re not alone. Every two
years, a handful of adventuresome folk take
to the open seas from the Canary Islands
to Antigua for the Talisker Whisky Atlantic
Challenge, dubbed – little surprise here –
the world’s toughest rowing race.
The devil-may-care duo, both from
England, first met aboard another boat
while training for the Clipper Round The
World Yacht Race in 2009. It was during

Lo

I was fast asleep and Tom was
on the oars when I felt a huge
bang crash wallop. I woke
up dazed and it took a few
minutes to realise I was sat on
the cabin roof.”

ry

Undeterred by the fact that more people
have been into space or climbed Mount
Everest with success, Tom and Mike, 54,
began the hunt for a suitable boat. Anyone
who thinks the market for such a vessel
must be rather limited would be correct.
After finally acquiring the 6m by 1.5m
structure, aptly-named Locura (Spanish
for ‘madness’), which would be their
amphibious home for the epic journey, the
next milestone was the intensive physical
training required.
“We trained for around 90 minutes a
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Meet the bodacious Brits who battled seven metre waves, a marlin attack and a capsizing to
win a transatlantic rowing race
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became the first boat by more than a week
to make it to the English Harbour finishing
line.
“We didn’t expect to win and we didn’t
set out to win. Our focus was to be as
prepared as possible and get ourselves as fit
as possible. The primary concern was to get
across, and if we could get a position that
would be fantastic.
“Our boat was a very high tech, new
design. That was a major reason why we
had such a big lead ahead of all the rest.
“It was a very orchestrated entrance,
with lots of journalists and photographers.
Our family and friends had flown out so
they were there too. I felt like a celebrity
– which was the last thing I wanted,” Mike
laughed.
After six weeks of freeze-dried food,
specially constituted to provide the four
to five thousand calories needed every
day, the first thing Mike tucked into was a
“really nice, juicy apple”.
Despite the gruelling schedule, and
the series of marine-themed mishaps, Mike
said he wouldn’t hesitate to do it again.
Another bonus was the US$124,000 raised
for the pair’s chosen charity, the Generous
Hearts Foundation for orphaned children in
Romania.
“I absolutely loved the experience, I
really did find it fantastic,” he added. “It’s
a very simple existence; it really comes
down to the very basics of eating, drinking
and rowing the ocean. It’s a great time to
reflect.” n
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small as a toothpick.
“There is a support boat that tries to
position itself in the middle of the fleet but
within days the fleet was hundreds of miles
apart. If you decide you want to give up, it’s
four or five days away.
“We capsized once. I was fast asleep
and Tom was on the oars when I felt a huge
bang crash wallop. I woke up dazed and it
took a few minutes to realise I was sat on
the cabin roof.
“Tom was in the water; we shouted
to each other to make sure we were both
okay. The boat self-righted and we spent the
next three hours sorting out the carnage.”
Electrics had been shorted, the cabin
flooded, and extra batteries needed for vital
water desalination and sat nav equipment
had been destroyed.
But that wouldn’t be the only calamity.
Mid-interview, almost as an afterthought, Mike throws in: “Oh did I tell you
we were attacked by a marlin?”
Ahem, no.
“It was a big, big marlin. It attacked
the rudder with its dagger-shaped nose but
luckily didn’t damage it. It also put a hole
in the boat which we didn’t know about
for 48 hours. We went down below with
snorkelling gear to do some maintenance
and saw this huge hole. It meant we carried
more water than we wanted but thankfully
nothing worse than that.”
After just over 41 days at sea – the
men a combined 18kg lighter in weight
due to the punishing physical toil – Locura
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Supreme solitude in the hub of the harbour
as the Queen’s official representative to
Antigua. Aside from sentiment and blissful
schoolboy memories, there were a few
more practical considerations to be taken
into account when drafting the blueprint.
First and foremost was the need for
privacy and security.

“
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he Watch House may be one
of Jolly Harbour’s best kept
secrets. Ensconced in the heart
of the fashionable west coast area and
its abundant first-rate amenities, it
simultaneously offers enviable seclusion,
and jaw-dropping panoramic vistas.
Its broad verandahs, teased by soft
trade winds, are prime locations to survey
the purlieus of the marina, the arboreous
mountains to the east and the resplendent
aquamarine waters beyond.
Accessed by a blink-and-you’d-miss-it
gravel road just past the main commercial
centre, the five-bedroom two-storey villa at
the top of the hill feels like a serendipitous
discovery.
In fact it was the cloistered setting
which enticed its current owner to build
here. Former Governor-General Sir James
Carlisle to be precise.
“The land used to be owned by my
relatives,” Sir James says. “They grew cotton
in years gone by – I used to pick the cotton
during my school vacations as a little boy.”
Construction on the house began in the
early 2000s, during Sir James’ 14-year term

It overlooks the vast garden’s
tropical mature trees,
swimming pool and sundeck,
as windchimes provide a
mellifluous soundtrack.”
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“There’s certainly a great deal of
privacy, and it’s within a gated community.
I have always loved the views too,” he
continues, “Not only do we have sea views,
we also have the mountains and the golf
course.”
Born and raised on island, Sir James’
vision was for his new home to be of
authentic Caribbean design. And who
better to create that than eminent architect
and long-term Antigua resident Andrew
Goodenough.
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Jolly’s hidden jewel

“The style is traditional to the region –
we have the wide verandahs and the steep
ceilings to keep it cool. There’s always a
breeze here, you hardly ever need to use
the air-conditioning.”
The final factor was rather more
subjective.
“Because I was in public office we
had to entertain a lot of high officials. We
needed nice spaces for socialising, but not
overly formal. The house will definitely
appeal to someone who likes entertaining,”
he smiles.
The large shaded verandah at the
front of the house is ideal for gatherings.
Exquisitely styled, it’s a vision of distressed
wooden beams, terracotta tiled flooring,
comfy sofas, dining table and chairs for
10. It overlooks the vast garden’s tropical
mature trees, swimming pool and sundeck,
as windchimes provide a mellifluous
soundtrack to the hustle and bustle of the
harbour beneath.
The smaller verandah on the east
side boasts an equally stunning scene of
perfectly manicured grounds, and more
places to lounge, dine and relax.
Built on sheet rock and featuring
original stone, the property is sturdy and
robust enough to withstand stormy weather.
Inside, the ambience is bright and
airy thanks to numerous doors and
windows, all fitted with wooden hurricane
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has its own entrance which opens onto
the pool area. There is a generous double
bedroom, a large bathroom with over-sized
shower cubicle and a spacious family
room. An additional extra room is currently
used for arts and crafts but could be turned
into a kitchenette.
The house occupies a 1.9-acre site.
Included in the sale is almost five acres
of neighbouring land, subdivided into
approximately half-acre plots. Every plot
boasts a stunning view and could be
bought individually or collectively.
After almost a decade in the property
Sir James and wife, Lady Emma, are
preparing to relocate to the south of the
island. For Sir James, there is one aspect of
life at The Watch House that he will miss
the most.
“We get the most glorious sunsets here.
As a little boy I loved to watch the sun
disappear into the horizon.
“At school we learned that the earth goes
around the sun,” he adds with a smile. “But
watching the sun drop over the edge like
that, I was quite sure they were wrong.” n
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shutters, which keep the interior light and
comfortable. There’s an indescribably
homely feel as soon as one sets foot
indoors.
The front door opens into a small
reception area with elegant periodstyle furniture suiting to the traditional
architecture. Shipped in especially from
Puerto Rico it adds tasteful mahogany
accents throughout.
The large kitchen, with stylish distressed
wood units, features modern chrome
appliances, a centre island with four-burner
stove, and a separate built-in oven. The
kitchen leads into a large lounge filled with
intriguing objets d’art. Solid purpleheart
floors, laid over cement, banish any noise
from the rooms underneath.
A long hallway runs the length of this
rectangular shaped villa, giving access to an
elegant master suite with four-poster bed,
his and hers walk-in closets, and a huge
en-suite with bath and shower cubicle.
Also on this floor are two double
rooms, both with en-suites, a single
bedroom, and a guest washroom. A
wonderful study with built-in wood
cabinets is the perfect spot for undisturbed
work.
There are air-conditioning units
throughout the house.
The downstairs area would make an
ideal self-contained apartment and even
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Price on request. For more
information or to arrange a
viewing call Luxury Locations
on (+268) 562-8174.
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The Property Handbook:
the Passion Village venture will see the
creation of almost 30 villas and a fine
dining restaurant in Valley Church. And
over at Tamarind Hills, overlooking famed
Darkwood Beach, work is well under way
on an array of chic townhouses and villas, a
five-star resort and shopping galleria.

“

winter home in a tropical Shangri-la
blessed with radiant climes.
Mrs Dyson continued: “Many people
are attracted to Antigua by the tax benefits –
there’s no inheritance tax for example.”
CEO Sam Dyson agreed, adding: “The
recent introduction of the citizenship by
investment programme is already attracting
a lot of potential development to the island
with some extremely wealthy buyers being
drawn from overseas.
“Right now, the future of the industry is
looking very bright indeed.”
New Yorkers Marc and Stacey Garvey,
who bought a vacation home at the Sugar
Ridge resort last year, chose Antigua on
account of its limited high rises, low crime
rate and amiable islanders.
“We can fly to Antigua easily from
Newark and it’s also much cheaper than
places like the Cayman Islands,” Mr Garvey
said. “It was a good investment at a good
price. At dollar for dollar value, we are
convinced Antigua is the best place in the
region.”
Finance Minister Harold Lovell believes
Antigua & Barbuda is on a path to “strong
and sustainable growth”.
“We feel this will be mainly in the
tourism, construction and real estate
sectors,” he added. “A strong future is
ahead.” n
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reathtaking tropical scenery,
translucent turquoise waters with
sand as soft as silk, and charming,
hospitable people – all on a sun-drenched
island where first-rate facilities don’t
mean sacrificing an authentic Caribbean
experience.
These are just some of the reasons
Antigua & Barbuda welcomes its visitors
back year after year – and seduces
thousands of new ones.
Throw in a plethora of intriguing
historical sites, some high-energy Carnival
festivities and countless top-notch
restaurants and it’s little wonder that more
and more people each year are choosing
Antigua when buying a second home.
Need any more convincing? A regional hub
for air travel, getting to our English-speaking
low crime paradise is as smooth as our
iconic local rum. Direct flights emanate
from London, New York, Miami, Atlanta,
Toronto and Frankfurt to name a few.
A former British colony – where
enchanting Georgian ruins are a beguiling
nod to yesteryear – Antigua still follows
UK law. This has the bonus of making a
property purchase a seamless process.
With a growing economy and prices
still at an all-time low, there’s no better time
than now to start looking for your dream
home in the sun. For the discerning buyer,
Antigua is a great long-term investment
with high demand for short-term rentals.
Further evidence of burgeoning
confidence in our enchanting twin
island nation can be seen in the recent
surge of large-scale projects by foreign
developers. They include the 1,600-acre
Singulari multiple resort development in
the north-west of the island. And then
there’s the exclusive US$250 million
Pearns Point development, comprising 60
luxury condos, a 60 to 80-unit five-star
boutique hotel, and 74 lots of land. A few
miles away from that pristine peninsula,
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Investing in Antigua – why there’s never been a better time

With a growing economy and
prices still at an all-time low,
there’s no better time than
now to start looking for your
dream home in the sun.”
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Six years after the US subprime
mortgage crisis triggered cataclysmic
global events, Luxury Locations has seen a
substantial hike in sales interest with more
enquiries in the last six months than the
preceding five years combined.
Founder Nadia Dyson said: “We have
seen much more investment from Italy,
France and the US, while the UK market
remains very strong too.
“Property prices here fell by 20 to 30
per cent during the financial crisis and
haven’t gone up much since. Now is a great
time to buy; prices are relatively low and
the buyers are back. There’s much more
property changing hands again; people are
less afraid to spend.”
For many, it’s not just the lure of a
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Start the search for your perfect property by logging onto
www.luxurylocations.com. Browse our extensive and diverse portfolio
– and find out more about our acclaimed property management
services and how we can help ensure you receive maximum return on
your investment.
Contact us at info@luxurylocations.com or call +1 268 562 8174.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Scan me to view
our properties...

C

E...
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an endearing quality
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We’re here to help you manage
your new life in paradise.

Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies

Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com

For over 30 years, Global Bank of Commerce, Antigua’s
oldest institution providing international financial services,
has offered its clients the perfect balance of world class
banking, security and convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction since
1981, and is well positioned as a safe haven for the more
discriminating investor, who may also qualify to obtain
citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.
Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Citizenship by Investment Programme
Online Banking
International Banking Solutions

MEET THE LUXURY LOCATIONS TEAM.
of the twin island nation’s most exclusive
properties and developments.

Sam Dyson

3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
‘Glory of Love’ by Peter Cetera.

3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
Conch soup. Or pepperpot.

3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
I would have to say Pinching Bay because
it’s beautiful and so quiet. It’s just off Pearns
Point and is only accessible by boat.
3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
Don’t do to others what you wouldn’t want
done to yourself. Karma will always come
back around!

Gemma Handy

Editor
A professionally
trained British
journalist, Gemma
worked for one of
the UK’s largest daily
newspapers before
swapping the grey skies of England for the
Caribbean in 2006. She spent six years in
the Turks & Caicos Islands and moved to
Antigua two years ago, where she’d been a
happy visitor for almost a decade.
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3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
Around 150ft below sea level, just south of
Cades Reef. It’s where I most like to freedive.
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3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
“One of the most important things to
learn in life is the art of willpower /
self-discipline,” – Adachi Sensei 8th Dan
blackbelt. If you do that, you can achieve
anything you put your mind to.

Nadia Dyson

Founder
Nadia left her native
Britain at the age of
18 and spent the next
six years managing a
restaurant in Majorca
before moving to
the Caribbean. She has lived in Antigua,
working in the local property market, since
2004. A former sales agent for JHR, she
founded Luxury Locations in 2009. Today
the company exclusively represents some
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Rental Manager &
Guest Services
There’s not much
about customer
service and
management that Ita
doesn’t know. A warm
‘people person’, this former online gaming
rep joined Luxury Locations in August 2011
and has become an invaluable member
of our team managing the company’s
extensive portfolio of rental properties.
3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
The gospel song ‘Jesus at the centre’ by
Israel Houghton.

Lo

3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
‘St Elmo’s Fire (Man in Motion)’ by John
Parr.

3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
Definitely our local rum cake.

Ita Crump
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CEO
From working as a startup business consultant
to providing training
in martial arts and
hostile environment
close protection, Sam’s
professional background is as diverse as
the countries he’s called home. He moved
to Antigua from the UK five years ago.
When he’s not working, he’s often found
underwater pursuing his passion for freediving.

in a dispute. She also believed that every
word, every deed, affects the world as a
whole – keep them sweet.
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About Us

3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
‘So glad I’m living’ by Muddy Waters.
3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
I have a very sweet tooth and can’t get
enough sugar cake!
3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
Too many to name. One scene that always
blows me away is the view over English
Harbour from Horsford Hill.
3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
My grandmother encouraged us to always
consider the other person’s point of view

3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
Pepperpot. It’s wholesome and easy, with
everything thrown in together.
3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
I love the rainforest and the feeling of being
surrounded by nature.
3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
It takes a variety of people to make up
society. Sometimes you can feel your own
role is insignificant but it takes each and
every one of us to bring it all together and
make it work.

Linisa George
Accounts Manager
Math may not be
everyone’s cup of tea
but numbers come
naturally to Linisa.
She loves evaluating
financial systems and
devising strategies to help companies run
smoothly and efficiently. Born in Guyana,
she has lived in Antigua since the age of
four and joined the Luxury Locations team
in April 2014. When she’s not at work,

3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
Ducana! I love anything with coconut.
3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
Half Moon Bay. It’s most beautiful at sunrise
when the water is clear as glass and the fish
come around you while you’re swimming.

Roxanne Allum

3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
Fungee with saltfish. The funny thing is, it’s
a dish I never used to eat until a few years
ago. Now I can’t go a week without it.
There’s a cook shop in Liberta that makes it
the best.

Maintenance Manager
An electrician by
trade, Junior joined
Luxury Locations at the
beginning of 2012. He
has been living on the
island for the last nine years after moving
here from his native Guyana. Junior is an
indispensable part of our team, responsible
for all repairs and maintenance to ensure
our properties are kept pristine and looking
as good as new.
3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
I don’t have a favourite but I am a huge
reggae fan. I especially like I-Octane.

3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
Galleon Beach. In summertime especially
it’s so peaceful and quiet and the beach
seems more beautiful than ever.
3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
A fellow photographer once told me, no
matter what, family comes first – but your
clients are of utmost importance too.
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3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
Whatever you do in life, make sure it’s
something that makes you happy. Go to
sleep at night knowing you did your best
and will do so again tomorrow.

Terrence
‘Junior’ Samuel

3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
‘Sail me away’ by Elton John.
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3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
‘Africa’ by Toto. I grew up in a household
where we listened to all kinds of music.

3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
Be positive, do everything to the best of
your ability, and stay true to yourself.
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Linisa likes to exercise her creative gene
writing poetry and plays.

3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
Fungee and chop-up.

3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
Without a doubt, Half Moon Bay.
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Quality Control
Manager
Roxanne is kept
permanently on her
toes making sure all
our properties are in
shipshape condition
for our discerning guests. A former Virgin
Atlantic customer service rep, she joined
us in December 2013 and loves the day
to day challenge of her work. Originally
from Trinidad, it’s more than two decades
since Roxanne made Antigua her home.
In her spare time, she loves to cook, listen
to music or get back to nature among the
island’s stunning scenery.
3 What’s your all-time favourite song?
I have so many; one of them would be
‘One Love’ by Bob Marley.

3 Favourite Antiguan dish?
I love pepperpot because it’s healthy and full of
delicious local veggies like okra and spinach.
3 Do you have a preferred spot in
Antigua?
Darkwood Beach; it’s so relaxing.

3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
Work hard towards your goal. And honesty
is always the best policy.

Alex Andre
Rhodes
Photographer
For talented Antiguaborn photographer
Alex, capturing the
island’s stunning
scenery on camera
has long been a passion and a mode
of relaxation. Alex joined the Luxury
Locations team in spring 2013 and is
the man behind the lens in much of the
magazine’s spectacular imagery. His
professional life also includes his computer
repairs and services business.

Luxury Locations.
The Magazine
Like our Facebook page to
receive special offers from
our advertisers and keep
up to date with what’s
going on in Antigua.
www.facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine
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Bright and beautiful botany
But however much glee and gusto one
pours into the landscaping, without the
right knowledge of the country’s indigenous
vegetation, climate and soil, your hard
work can end up resembling little more
than a horticultural graveyard of drooping
one-hit wonders. Or, worse, a breeding
ground for havoc-wreaking bugs thanks to
an ill-chosen invasive plant.

“
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Tourists to Antigua are
consistently enchanted by the
vibrant flora and fauna that
characterise our twin island
nation.”

Lo

here’s a notion that, come middle
age, one turns to God or gardening.
For Barbara Japal, a homegrown
enthusiast of all things botanical, it was the
latter.
Tucked away on a sequestered Parham
hillside, Barbara’s garden is a vision of
electrifying colours, sharp citrus aromas
and thoughtfully created relaxation spaces
which melt effortlessly into the pastoral
landscape beyond.
A cornucopia of vibrant bromeliads,
dappled caricature plants and seasonal
fruits and herbs, complemented by dainty
pathways, an aviary and koi pond, awaits
the lucky visitor.
Tourists to Antigua are consistently
enchanted by the vibrant flora and fauna
that characterise our twin island nation.
And those who choose to make a home
here are usually keen to emulate nature’s
bounty in their own private garden.
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Creating the ideal island garden
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Patience too is paramount. Barbara’s
flourishing surrounds are the result of 15
years of diligent guardianship, in the face of
countless “trials and tribulations, hurricanes
and droughts”.
“Most people want a variety of things
in their garden. They want colour and they
also want instant size, rather than waiting
for trees and shrubs to mature,” she says.
Unlike some of its Caribbean
neighbours, Antigua has few restrictions on
the importation of foreign plants. But that
should not, as Barbara points out, affect the
need to garden responsibly.
“Many of our palm trees are now
suffering from lethal yellowing which came
as a result of a leafhopper insect. All plants
are supposed to be quality inspected and
sold with a relevant certificate. The problem
is, people don’t really know what to look
for.
“It’s always best to buy from a reputable
local nursery, such as Dawn’s in Fitches
Creek, or Annette’s in Paradise View,
Dickenson Bay.”
Barbara uses nothing but all-natural fish
emulsion to fertilise her plants. And judging
by the thriving array of everything from
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Barbara Japal
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Brazilian Cloak is a fast-growing herbaceous
shrub loved for its large showy flowers

anthuriums to orchids, it’s sufficient.
“We often get droughts in Antigua,” she
continues. “So it’s important to plant things
which can survive without much water, like
bougainvillea which are so beautiful and in
flower almost continually.
“Spider lily is a wonderful plant to keep
your garden green and pretty all year round
with its lovely white flowers. Oleanders
prefer a dry climate too, and have a nice
scent and year-long blooms.
“Ferns are also very easy to grow. And
I think every garden should have banana
trees.”
Other recommendations include
frangipani, which grows wild in the island’s
rocky coastline areas, and national flower
the ‘dagger log’, seen lighting up hillsides
nationwide with its striking yellow petals.
“One thing to be wary of is neem
trees. They are used in bush medicine but
they’re also very invasive and need to be
controlled or they will take over the whole
garden,” Barbara continues.
“It’s important to know the soil in your
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Vibrant plants create an impressive entry to Barbara’s home

selling sustainable plants and trees,
including one of the region’s largest
collections of agave and aloe, it’s set to
open by the end of the year as a prime
tourist attraction.
There will also be a reference library,
gift shop, refreshment bar, and an allimportant hotline manned by experts to
answer callers’ gardening queries.

Lo

area and amend accordingly, for example,
marl soil will be better suited to certain
plants than clay.”
Some years ago, Barbara’s passion
for gardening saw the rejuvenation of the
dormant Antigua Horticultural Society, first
founded in 1986. She has been its president
since 2009.
The society’s efforts are currently
concentrated on the US$400,000
development of the country’s first botanical
garden.
The two-acre site off Friars Hill Road,
on the outskirts of Cedar Valley Golf
Course, is to be named ‘Agave Garden’, the
genus to which the dagger log belongs.
Boasting a vast horticultural centre

The sweet song of lovebirds can be heard in
this tropical paradise

“
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Barbara’s flourishing
surrounds are the result of 15
years of diligent guardianship.”

Relaxation spaces are aplenty

The project has received two major
boosts since works commenced. One in the
form of a US$50,000 grant from the Global
Environment Facility (GEF). The second was
the discovery of an abundance of herbs
used in traditional bush medicine already
growing at the site. The plans have since
been expanded to incorporate a medicinal
garden featuring native herbs like ‘cattle
tongue’, said to reduce fever, ‘no-yo’ for
coughs and colds, and ‘nunu balsam’ to aid
the digestion.
“The Agave Garden will be open to
anyone who wants to come and visit, to sit
in a nice oasis and smell the flowers, buy
local plants and get information about their
care, as well as potting and composting.”
Barbara, who gained much of her
botanical know-how studying in New
York, is today one of Antigua’s most ardent

Bougainvillea and sandpaper vine add flashes of colour
to Barbara’s Parham garden

advocates of protecting and nurturing our
magnificent environment.
“Gardening is the most therapeutic
thing you can do,” she adds. “I just love it;
the way you plant a seed and see it grow,
it’s like ‘wow’.
“On top of everything else, it’s oxygen
for the air we breathe. That’s why I think
every house should have a wonderful
garden or at least plants, not just for beauty
but for nature, to keep it going.” n

Visit www.antiguahorticulture.com for
more information.
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Getting steamy between the sheets?
dehumidifies and filters the air around
you – silently and with no draft. It also
uses up to 80 per cent less energy than
conventional air-conditioning.
James and Amanda Neal, the villas’
owners, say the pioneering technology has
proved a hit with holidaymakers.
“When we first built Villa Kulala we
felt there was no need for air conditioning
as there was always a lovely breeze from
the trade winds on the east of the island,”
Amanda says.

“

It was some time later, when the
couple were poised to begin construction
on Azura, that they learned about the
revolutionary beds being used in a number
of high-end resorts across the globe.
“They’re designed for countries that
have high electricity costs. They have
been installed in many resorts and houses,
particularly in Africa, since they can run
off solar power and generators,” Amanda
continues.
“Ideally the units are incorporated
into the build, as we did in Villa Azura.
However, we were so pleased with the
beds that we decided to fit them into Villa
Kulala too, although this required some
modification to the existing beds.
“We love them because we can sleep
in cooled comfort with the windows
open without air conditioning the whole
bedroom and wasting energy as the
mosquito nets contain the cooled air.”
Research shows that enjoying the right
amount of sleep keeps the immune system
in balance and safeguards physical and
mental wellbeing too.
Temperatures in excess of 24 degrees
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Research shows that enjoying
the right amount of sleep
keeps the immune system
in balance and safeguards
physical and mental wellbeing
too.”
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re you outrageously hot in bed?
Are sweltering climes and humidity
turning you into a demon between
the sheets?
When the only reprieve is a skyhigh air-conditioning bill – and a carbon
footprint of Jurassic proportions – there’s
little chance of alleviating those sleepless
nights.
Antigua & Barbuda’s tropical
temperatures may be a delight by day, but
after dark the calefaction can mean there
ain’t no satisfaction when it comes to
snooze time.
Two of Luxury Locations’ most
exclusive homes now offer an innovative
solution. Their award-winning climate
control beds are the perfect partner for rest
and relaxation, allowing you to keep your
cool in the bedroom and do your bit for the
environment at the same time.
The high-tech Evening Breeze fourposter beds are the latest addition to
luxurious villas Kulala and Azura, a stone’s
throw away from secluded Long Bay Beach
on Antigua’s pristine east coast.
The patented system cools,

ry

“However we then found that a
lot of guests were saying they were
uncomfortable at night, especially during
the summer months when there is less
wind. Knowing the high cost of electricity
on the island we were reluctant to fully air
condition the bedrooms.”
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Two of our exclusive villas can help you keep your cool in the bedroom
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Celsius (75 degrees Fahrenheit) are
generally considered injurious to sleep,
leading to more wake time and lighter
dozing. A cool room is optimum because it
mimics what occurs inside the body when
one’s internal temperature drops during the
night to its lowest level.
The specially-designed canopy beds
mean the area within the mosquito net is
kept air conditioned while still permitting
the louvred windows to be left open.
Amanda adds: “Anyone building a new
house/resort on Antigua should be thinking
about energy costs and eco friendliness
– and we believe our new beds have
delivered both to us.”
The beds are not the only eco-friendly
feature of these two fabulous homes. All
interior walls have also been plastered
using American Clay, a 100% natural and
non-toxic plaster which ‘breathes’ with
changes in temperature and humidity.
Boasting stunning views over local
landmark, Devil’s Bridge, from its al
fresco dining area, four-bedroom Kulala
is a unique retreat for anyone looking for
the utmost in peace and tranquillity, and
close proximity to Antigua’s world-famous
beaches.
Just minutes away from beautiful
Long Bay, where calm, crystal waters
are a haven for sea turtles, Kulala offers
unparalleled luxury spanning almost
two acres. A nature lover’s paradise, it’s
nestled among resplendent gardens with a
charming courtyard and infinity pool afore
an expansive sundeck offering unobstructed
views across the Atlantic Ocean.
The thoughtfully designed interior
features Balinese timber columns, furniture
and artwork, complemented by high
ceilings and wooden floors, adding a
further touch of elegance and style. The
open-plan living area includes a fully fitted
kitchen, large inside dining area and a
games room with pool table.
Also just a short walk from the beach,
Azura has three bedrooms, an infinity
pool, outdoor gazebo-covered dining
area, expansive sundeck and all-weather
sunloungers, ideal for soaking up the rays
or the spectacular scenery.

The vast living room has an abundance
of comfortable seating and French doors
opening onto the covered verandah and
pool with exceptional ocean views. An
adjacent sunken den affords privacy and
seclusion for quiet work or simply relaxing
and watching television.
The dining area, with quality teak
table seating eight, also overlooks a private
walled garden. Horticultural enthusiasts
will love the beautifully-landscaped
surrounds where you can pick fruit directly
from the trees.
Villa Azura, fully staffed with house

manager, housekeeper and gardener, also
has a magnificent private terrace above
the verandah — an idyllic spot for evening
cocktails, sunbathing or stargazing. n

Both Kulala and Azura are
available for holiday rentals and
also for sale. Call our team on
(268) 562-8174 for more details.
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Property Index
Sales
North Coast
P.106 Ponderosa, Crosbies
P.107 Villa W, Hodges Bay
P.109 The Cove Suite, Blue Waters – Exclusive Listing
P.111 Crosbies 18,270 sqft plot
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North East Coast
P.103 Leeward House, Cedar Valley – Exclusive Listing
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East Coast
P.90 Villa Susanna, Nonsuch Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.91 Kulala, Long Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.92 Villa Azura, Long Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.105 August Hill, Half Moon Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.105 Seaviews, Long Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.105 Mandala House, Half Moon Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.107 Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.107 Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay – Exclusive Listing
P.107 Compass Point, Nonsuch Bay – Exclusive Listing
South East Coast
P.98 Crawl Bay 2.37-acre plot – Exclusive Listing
P.108 Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay
P.111 Willoughby Bay 100-acre plot

South Coast
P.96 Villa Babylon, English Harbour area – Exclusive Listing
P.99 Pigeon Point 2.64-acre plot, English Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.105 Pelican House, Turtle Bay
P.106 Moondance, Galleon Beach
P.110 Villa Floriana, English Harbour area
P.111 English Harbour nine-acre plot – Exclusive Listing
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“List with the
best and forget
the rest!”
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– 	David Vaughan,
Savills International London

Head Office, Luxury Locations,
Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxury-locations-magazine.com
www.luxurylocations.com

West Coast
P.93 Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.94 Ocean Seven, Tamarind Hills – Exclusive Listing
P.95 Sea Horse, Tamarind Hills – Exclusive Listing
P.97 Carlisle Bay Apartment – Exclusive Listing
P.97 No 8 Sugar Ridge, Jolly Harbour area
P.100 Villa 244A, Jolly Harbour
P.101 Villa 408A, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.102 Passion Village, Valley Church – Exclusive Listing
P.104 263 Palm Beach, Jolly Harbour
P.105 Beach House Four, Tamarind Hills
P.105 Beach House, Galley Bay Heights
P.106 Blue House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.106 Pearns Point, Jolly Harbour area – Exclusive Listing
P.106 The Grey House, Jolly Harbour area
P.106 Lime House, Valley Church
P.107 Summer Breeze, Jolly Harbour area
P.107 Sea View, Valley Church
P.108 Villa Kirby, Harbour View – Exclusive Listing
P.108 Colibri Court, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.108 Pimento Villa, Harbour View – Exclusive Listing
P.108 The Watch House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.108 Mercers Creek, Willikies area – Exclusive Listing
P.109 Villa 414B, Jolly Harbour
P.109 Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.109 Villa 423E, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.109 Hamilton No 2, St Mary’s
P.109 Hamilton Estate 3, Valley Church
P.110 Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.110 Villa 411A, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.110 The Boat House, Jolly Harbour
P.110 Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive Listing
P.110 Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour
P.111 Harbour Island Plot 47, Jolly Harbour
P.111 Harbour Island Plot 42, Jolly Harbour

if you need it,
let us find it!

paint: 734-2222
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deliveries
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suppliers.
quality
products
only.
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north coast hardware

Hardware department open 7 days per week
Paint department open 6 days per week.
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friars hill rd
st johns, antigua

Don’t delay, get that
weekend project underway!

ns

hardware
garden goods
home goods
luxury goods

PAINT SUPPLIES • ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING • HOME GOODS

facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists
Sales • Service • Parts

• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@candw.ag
www.exelengineering.com

Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.

Authorized Agents for FG Wilson
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Villa Susanna, Nonsuch Bay Stile Contemporaneo
Prezzo su richiesta

Contemporary Style
Price on Request

Crisp, cool lines characterise this uber-stylish four-bedroom home
overlooking tranquil Nonsuch Bay. From the solid mahogany wood doors
to the plethora of designer fittings and fixtures, not a detail has been left
to chance on the property’s interior design. Light and airy, complemented
by high vaulted ceilings, gentle trade winds keep the house cool and
comfortable all year round. Large sliding glass doors open onto a glorious
sundeck and swimming pool, affording magnificent ocean views. Villa
Suzanna is available fully-furnished and benefits further from a grass
tennis court and stand-by electricity generator. Set on 12 acres of land,
the area is ideal for development.

Linee belle e definite caratterizzano questa casa super-elegante con
quattro camere da letto con vista sulla tranquilla Nonsuch Bay. Dalle
porte in legno di mogano massello ai numerosi accessori di design e
arredi, nessun dettaglio del design interno della struttura è stato lasciato
al caso. La casa è luminosa e spaziosa, completata da alti soffitti a volta
e con dei leggeri alisei che soffiano mantenendola fresca e confortevole
tutto l’anno. Le grandi porte scorrevoli in vetro si aprono su una spaziosa
terrazza e piscina, offrendo una magnifica vista sull’oceano. Villa Susanna
è disponibile completamente arredata e beneficia anche di un campo da
tennis in erba e di un generatore di energia elettrica di emergenza. La villa
è situata in un’area di 12 acri, una zona ideale per lo sviluppo.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Kulala, Long Bay

Santuario isolato
Prezzo su richiesta

Secluded Sanctuary
Price on Request

Whether it’s due to the al fresco dining area with views over Devil’s
Bridge, the close proximity to one of Antigua’s finest beaches or the
stunning Balinese timber work, this four-bedroom property is a secluded
gem.
A nature lover’s paradise, the villa is set among verdant gardens with
a charming courtyard, infinity pool and unobstructed Atlantic Ocean
vistas. Balinese timber columns, furniture and artwork complement
an elegant open-plan living area, which opens onto a courtyard and
veranda.

Questa struttura con quattro stanze da letto è un gioiello isolato. È
caratterizzata da una zona pranzo all’aperto con vista su Devil’s Bridge,
dalla vicinanza a una delle più belle spiagge di Antigua e dalla presenza
di arredi in meraviglioso legno balinese.
Un paradiso per gli amanti della natura, la villa sorge tra giardini
verdeggianti con un incantevole cortile, piscina a sfioro e una vista
panoramica senza ostacoli sull’Oceano Atlantico. Le colonne, i mobili e
le opere d’arte in legno balinese completano un’elegante zona soggiorno
aperta, che dà su un cortile e una veranda.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Azura, Long Bay

Un Eden eco-sostenibile
Prezzo su richiesta

Eco-friendly Eden
Price on Request

From the award-winning climate control beds to the environmentallyfriendly wall plaster, Villa Azura allows you to reduce your carbon
footprint - without compromising luxury.
This fabulous three-bedroom home also boasts a stunning infinity
pool, stylishly-designed spacious interior, tropical gardens and
exceptional ocean views. A sunken den affords privacy for quiet work
or relaxation, while each bedroom has its own pergola-covered patio
overlooking the sea, an en-suite bathroom and outdoor walled rain
shower.

Dai pluripremiati letti a controllo climatico, all’intonaco ecologico, Villa
Azura ti permette di ridurre le emissioni di anidride carbonica, senza
compromettere il lusso.
Questa favolosa casa con tre camere da letto vanta anche una
splendida piscina a sfioro, interni spaziosi elegantemente progettati,
giardini tropicali ed un’eccezionale vista sul mare. Una stanza infossata
offre la giusta privacy per lavorare in tranquillità o rilassarsi, mentre ogni
camera ha il proprio patio pergolato coperto con vista sul mare, un bagno
privato e una doccia a pioggia a muro esterna.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
92
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Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour Una posizione privilegiata
Prezzo su richiesta

Prize Location
US$2.9m

Just steps from pristine sandy shores this outstanding four-bedroom home
is filled with natural light and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are
en-suite; the master suite has water views, a walk-in closet and exquisite
bathroom with a beautiful claw-foot tub.
There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art appliances
and granite work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool and
spacious private roof terrace.

A pochi passi dalle spiagge di sabbia incontaminate, questa straordinaria
casa con quattro camere da letto è luminosissima ed è caratterizzata da
interni di lusso. Tutte le camere sono dotate di bagno privato; la master
suite ha una vista sul mare, un armadio e un bagno raffinato con una
bella vasca con piedi a zampa di leone.
C’è una splendida cucina dotata di elettrodomestici all’avanguardia
e piani di lavoro in granito, una stanza familiare/studio versatile, una
piscina a sfioro e una spaziosa terrazza privata sul tetto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
93
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Lusso squisito

Exquisite Luxury

US$2.65m

Lu
xu

Ocean Seven, Tamarind Hills
US$2.65 million

Offering the ultimate in tranquillity and privacy, Tamarind Hills takes
luxury living to new heights. Set within a five-star resort, Ocean Seven
comprises simple, elegant designs with unparalleled comfort, coupled
with jaw-dropping panoramic vistas across the Caribbean Sea.
The spectacular fully-furnished, four bedroom, four bathroom
property has a private infinity pool with sleek, basalt black tiles,
exquisitely finished European kitchens and bathrooms, and spacious
outdoor living areas. Transparent balconies ensure not a single millimetre
of the sweeping views is compromised.

Offrendo il massimo della tranquillità e della privacy, le Tamarind Hills
offrono un’esperienza di vita nel lusso di livello superiore. Situato
all’interno di un resort a cinque stelle, Ocean Seven è caratterizzato da
un design semplice ed elegante con un comfort senza pari, combinato
con sbalorditive viste panoramiche sul Mar dei Caraibi.
Questa spettacolare proprietà, completamente arredata con quattro
camere da letto e quattro bagni, dispone di una piscina a sfioro privata
con eleganti piastrelle nere in basalto, bagni e cucine in stile europeo con
finiture meravigliose e ampie zone abitabili all’aperto. I balconi trasparenti
permettono di non perdersi neanche un millimetro di ciò che lo stupendo
paesaggio ha da offrire. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco,
contattare info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Sea Horse, Tamarind Hills Un panorama tranquillo
US$1.3m

Peaceful Panorama
US$1.3 million

This beautifully presented, fully furnished, three-bedroom townhouse is
set on the water’s edge within the first class Tamarind Hills development.
Split over three levels it provides luxurious living spaces finished to an
extremely high standard. The ground floor features a fully fitted kitchen
with stylish, contemporary appliances and a large open plan living area.
Vast floor-to-ceiling glass doors flood the space with natural light. The
living room leads out onto a glorious sun patio with infinity plunge pool.
The second floor provides two well-sized guest bedrooms, both with ensuites and rainfall showers. The entire upper level of the property houses
a stunning master suite, offset by a beautiful vaulted ceiling.

Questa bella residenza cittadina, completamente arredata e con tre
camere da letto, si trova a ridosso dell’acqua, all’interno del complesso
di lusso delle Tamarind Hills. Suddivisa su tre livelli, questa proprietà
offre spazi abitabili lussuosi rifiniti con standard estremamente elevati.
Il piano terra dispone di una cucina completamente attrezzata con
elettrodomestici moderni ed eleganti e di un ampio soggiorno open space.
Le porte interamente in vetro permettono di illuminare radiosamente
tutto l’ambiente con luce naturale. Il soggiorno si affaccia su una spaziosa
terrazza con piscina a sfioro con trampolino. Il secondo piano dispone
di due camere da letto per gli ospiti di buone dimensioni, entrambe

con bagno privato e docce a pioggia. L’intero piano superiore
della struttura ospita una master suite mozzafiato, completata da
un bellissimo soffitto a volta.Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco,
contattare info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Babylon, English
Harbour area

Punto strategico
US$2,500,000

Vantage Point
US$2,500,000

From its private hillside perch, this attractive four-bedroom villa
commands spectacular views of Freeman’s Bay against the backdrop of
lively English Harbour. The villa’s comfortably furnished living room has
doors opening on three sides to the wrap-around terrace. The latter has
a covered dining area with formal table and chairs for al fresco dining
while enjoying the stunning vistas and the gentle trade winds. Steps lead
down to the decking where there is a pool with small Jacuzzi. All the
bedrooms have air conditioning, and the property has a fully equipped
kitchen and three bathrooms.

Dalla sua posizione collinare privata, questa meravigliosa villa con
quattro camere da letto gode di una vista spettacolare sulla Freeman’s
Bay sullo sfondo del vivace English Harbour. Il soggiorno della villa con
arredamenti confortevoli ha delle porte che si aprono su tre lati del
terrazzo avvolgente. Quest’ultimo ha una zona pranzo coperta con un
tavolo formale e delle sedie per mangiare all’aperto, mentre si ammirano
i panorami mozzafiato e soffiano i leggeri alisei. Una scala porta al
pavimento in legno per esterni dove si trova una piscina con una piccola
vasca idromassaggio. Tutte le camere sono dotate di aria condizionata e
la proprietà dispone di una cucina completamente attrezzata e tre bagni.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare

info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Carlisle Bay apartment

Eleganza sobria
US$1.35m

Understated Elegance
US$1.35m

Here is a rare opportunity to purchase property within the exclusive
Carlisle Bay resort. This two-bedroom beachfront terrace suite has an
expertly styled interior and a private veranda leading off the large master
suite, directly onto the beach.
The second bedroom has twin beds, in-built wardrobes, a coffee
maker and small seating area. There is a kitchenette with four-ring stove,
oven and fridge-freezer, while the generously-proportioned, stylish
bathroom features his and hers sinks, bath-tub, and oversized shower
room. The owner will have full use of all of the resort’s five-star facilities.

Ecco una rara opportunità per acquistare una proprietà all’interno
dell’esclusivo resort Carlisle Bay. Questa suite terrazza sul lungomare con
due camere da letto ha degli interni sapientemente arredati e una veranda
privata che conduce direttamente alla spiaggia dalla spaziosa master
suite.
La seconda camera ha due letti singoli, armadi a muro, macchina per
il caffè e una piccola area salotto. C’è un angolo cottura con fornello a
quattro piastre, forno e frigo-freezer, mentre l’elegante bagno spazioso
è dotato di lavandini per lui e per lei, vasca da bagno e doccia di grandi
dimensioni. Il proprietario potrà usufruire completamente di tutte le
strutture del resort a cinque stelle.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Crawl Bay 2.37-acre plot,
Willoughby Bay

while famous Half Moon Bay and the acclaimed restaurants and
nightlife of English Harbour are just a short drive away.

Viste Invidiabili
Prezzo base: 1,185,000

Enviable Vistas
US$1,185,000

With constant sea breezes keeping this stunning spot cool and
comfortable all year round, this desirably located parcel of land
is ideal for a residential or commercial development. Boasting
sweeping waterfront views of Antigua’s magnificent south coast,
the 2.37-acre site is already surveyed and generously priced at just
under US$12 per square foot. There is additional adjoining land of
up to seven acres also available for purchase.
Crawl Bay benefits further from its peaceful picturesque setting

Con le brezze marine costati che mantengono questo posto meraviglioso
fresco e comodo tutto l’anno, questo pezzo di terra posizionato in modo
desiderabile è ideale per uno sviluppo residenziale o commerciale.
Vantando una vista frontale ampia della magnifica costa meridionale
di Antigua, il sito da 2.37 acri è gia stato vagliato e generosamente
valutato a poco meno di US$12 per piede quadrato. C’è altra terra
aggiuntiva fino a sette acri disponibile per l’acquisto. Crawl Bay ha
oltre alla sua posizione tranquilla e pittoresca la famosa Half Moon
Bay e gli acclamati ristoranti e la vita notturna del Porto inglese sono a
breve distanza di macchina. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.
luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Pigeon Point 2.64-acre plot Investimento ideale
$2.871m

Ideal Investment
US$2.871m

With a prime location on the headland overlooking English Harbour, this
2.64-acre plot will captivate savvy developers and investors alike – along
with anyone looking for a sublime spot to create their dream home.
The site, accessible by a tarmac road, is teased by gentle trade winds
all year round and is just a short walk to cherished Pigeon Point beach.
Draft plans are for a habitable area of 7,151 square feet comprising a
five-bedroom detached villa, with a host of outdoor living spaces and a
swimming pool. The owners would also consider the sale of the land with
planning, a joint venture on the site, or a design and build package.

Con una posizione privilegiata sul promontorio che sovrasta English
Harbour, questo terreno da 2,64 acri è ideale per i costruttori esperti e gli
investitori, e per tutti coloro che cercano un posto sublime per creare la
casa dei loro sogni.
Il sito, accessibile da una strada asfaltata, è caratterizzato da leggeri
alisei che spirano tutto l’anno e si trova a breve distanza a piedi dalla
meravigliosa spiaggia di Pigeon Point.
L’area abitabile prevista è di 664.35m² con la realizzazione di una villa
indipendente con cinque camere da letto, con una serie di spazi all’aperto
e una piscina. I proprietari considererebbero anche la vendita del terreno
con la pianificazione, una joint venture sul sito, o un pacchetto design e
costruzione. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.

com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 244A, Jolly Harbour
Astute Investment
US$495,000

This stunning, newly renovated two-bedroom home benefits further from
its end unit placement in a prime spot in the popular Jolly Harbour gated
community. With central air-conditioning, high-end fixtures and fittings,
this property is an excellent rental investment and already has a longterm tenant.
When you enter, a wonderful large kitchen greets you. Sliding doors
open out from the living room to the outside verandah and large deck,
perfect for relaxing and enjoying the sunset views. This villa also benefits
from extra sea wall. The upstairs bedrooms have the same light and airy
feel to them as the rest of the house, both with en-suite bathrooms.

Investimento astuto
US$495.000
Questo splendida e recentemente rinnovata casa con due stanze
beneficia ancora di più dalla sua collocazione in una posizione
privilegiata, alla fine, nella popolare comunità privata di Jolly Harbour.
Con aria condizionata centralizzata, infissi e arredi di alta qualità, questa
proprietà è un ottimo investimento per gli affitti e ha già un inquilino
a lungo termine. Una splendida cucina di grandi dimensioni vi darà il
benvenuto appena entrati. Le porte scorrevoli del soggiorno si aprono
verso una veranda esterna di un grande patio, ideale per rilassarsi e
godersi la vista del tramonto. Questa villa beneficia anche di una diga
marina aggiuntiva. Le camere da letto al piano superiore hanno la stessa
luce e sono ariose come il resto della casa, entrambe con un bagno
privato. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com

Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 408A, Jolly Harbour
Stylish Simplicity
US$295,000

This end unit two-bedroom property boasts wonderful views across
scenic Jolly Harbour, and is just a short walk away from the area’s
amenities. With three balconies from which to soak up the vistas, and
private decking directly over the water, it’s the ideal spot to turn your
dream of al fresco Caribbean living into a reality.The open plan living,
dining and kitchen area is fully furnished and has glass doors leading
onto the decking. Upstairs is a spacious master bedroom with balcony,
large wardrobe and vanity area, and en-suite with shower. The second
bedroom has twin beds, large wardrobe, en-suite with shower, and a
glass door leading to the third balcony. Villa 408A has air-conditioning
units throughout and electric hurricane shutters.

Elegante Semplicità
US$295.000

Questa unità immobiliare con una sola casa adiacente e con due camere
da letto vanta una splendida vista sul scenico Jolly Harbour e si trova a
pochi passi dalle attrazioni della zona. Con tre balconi da cui godersi la
vista e una terrazza privata direttamente sopra l’acqua, è il luogo ideale
per trasformare il vostro sogno di vivere all’aperto nei Caraibi in realtà. Lo
spazio a pianta aperta che comprende soggiorno, sala da pranzo e cucina
è completamente arredato e dispone di porte in vetro che portano sulla
terrazza. Al piano superiore vi è una spaziosa camera matrimoniale con
balcone, un ampio armadio, una zona vanity, e un bagno con doccia.
La seconda camera ha due letti singoli separati, un armadio spazioso, un
bagno con doccia e una porta a vetri che conduce al terzo balcone.
Villa 408A dispone di unità di condizionamento in tutte le stanze e
tapparelle elettriche anti uragano.Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.
luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Passion Village, Valley Church
Accessible Aspirations
Price from: US$400,000

Charming colonial-style homes occupy a tranquil setting less than a mile
from the hub of Jolly Harbour and a stone’s throw from one of Antigua’s
most spectacular beaches. Passion Village is a dual development,
comprising 11 homes with a large communal swimming pool and fine
dining restaurant, and an additional 16 homes on a neighbouring site.
Nature enthusiasts will be over-awed by the pristine surrounds, a
haven for local flora and fauna. Each home is fully furnished with stylish
top-of-the-range Italian fittings, including porcelain stoneware floors, plus
outdoor shower and veranda.

Aspirazione accessibile
Prezzo da: US$400.000
Alcune affascinanti case in stile coloniale occupano un’area tranquilla
a meno di un miglio dal centro di Jolly Harbour e a due passi da una
delle spiagge più spettacolari di Antigua. Passion Village è un doppio
insediamento, che comprende 11 case con una grande piscina comunale
e un ristorante raffinato e altre 16 case su un sito adiacente. Gli
amanti della natura saranno davvero stupiti dalla bellezza della natura
incontaminata circostante, un paradiso per la flora e la fauna locali.
Ogni casa è completamente arredata con eleganti arredi italiani di prima
qualità, tra cui pavimenti in gres porcellanato, doccia esterna e veranda.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Passione sportiva

Sporting Coup

Prezzo da: US$400.000
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Leeward House, Cedar Valley
US$995,000

Whether a golf enthusiast or simply on the hunt for a dream home or
prize investment, this beautiful three-bedroom property with separate
guest cottage on Cedar Valley Golf Course is a hole in one. From its
hilltop position, it affords panoramic views over the golf course, the leafy
neighbourhoods beneath and the ocean beyond.
A large covered patio with pool table, table tennis equipment
and barbecue leads onto a wonderful sundeck afore a 10,000-gallon
swimming pool and covered outdoor bar. The 800 sq ft one-bedroom,
one-bathroom, air-conditioned guest cottage comes with a strong rental
history.

Se sei un appassionato di golf o semplicemente a caccia di una casa
da sogno o un investimento fruttuoso, questa bella proprietà con tre
camere da letto con cottage separato per gli ospiti sul campo da golf
Cedar Valley è l’ideale. Grazie alla sua posizione collinare, offre una
vista panoramica sul campo da golf, le zone verdeggianti sottostanti
e l’oceano dall’altra parte. Un grande patio coperto con tavolo da
biliardo, tavolo da ping pong e barbecue conduce ad una splendida
terrazza con piscina da 40.000 litri e bar all’aperto coperto. Il
cottage per gli ospiti da 74 m² è dotato di una camera da letto, un
bagno e aria condizionata ed è stato affittato molte volte in passato.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Design Ispirato

Inspired Design

US$3,150,000
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263 Palm Beach, Jolly Harbour
US$3,150,000

As the masterpiece of eminent architect Kerry Werth and his acclaimed
interior designer wife Charmaine, it’s little surprise that this fabulous
home is a showstopper. The four-bedroom property is situated directly
on the breathtaking coral sands of Jolly Harbour’s Palm Beach, with
panoramic views across the Caribbean Sea. The stunning beachfront
exterior boasts a broad expanse of sundeck with an attractive pool as the
centerpiece. To one side is a pretty gazebo with comfortable seating plus
dining table and chairs for al fresco meals.This magnificent property also
features a stunning roof terrace with vibrant tropical plants.

In quanto capolavoro dell’eminente architetto Kerry Werth e
dell’acclamanta designer d’interni Charmaine, non sorprende molto che
questa casa favolosa sia un pezzo che suscuti applausi a scena apert.
La proprietà dalle quattro camere da letto è situata direttamente sulla
spaggia corallina mozzafiato del Jolly Harbour Palm Beach, con vista
panoramica sul Mar dei Caraibi. Il sorprendente lungomare esterno vanta
un grande solarium con un’attraente piscina come pezzo centrale. Su
un lato c’è un gazebo carino con delle sedie comode più un tavolo da
pranzo con delle sedie per pranzi al fresco.Questa magnifica proprietà è
caratterizzata anche da un magnifico terrazzo sul soffitto con vivaci.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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August Hill, Half Moon Bay

Price Guide: US$1,300,000

Price on request

Beautifully presented three-bedroom townhouse with panoramic views
• Vast floor-to-ceiling glass doors • Glorious sun patio with infinity plunge pool
• Fully furnished with stylish contemporary appliances • Close to Jolly Harbour

Spectacular six-bedroom home in prime, very private area
• Close to Nelson’s Dockyard • 10,000 sqft of living space • Two acres of
mature tropical gardens • Magnificent, fully-staffed luxury villa

Guida al prezzo: US$1,300.000

Prezzo su richiesta
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Beach House Four, Tamarind Hills

Spettacolare proprietà con sei camere da letto in una zona privilegiata, molto privata
• Vicina al Nelson’s Dockyard • Spazio abitabile 929 m² • Due acri di giardini
tropicali maturi • Splendida villa di lusso completamente arredata

Sea Views, Long Bay

Pelican House, Turtle Bay

Price Guide: US$595,000

Lo

Favolosa residenza con tre camere da letto con vista panoramica
• Grandi vetrate dal pavimento al soffitto • Spaziosa terrazza con piscina a
sfioro • Completamente arredata con eleganti elettrodomestici moderni
• Vicina al Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$1,999,995

Wonderful hillside two-cottage property
• Spectacular ocean views across Long Bay to Bird Island • Both cottages have
one bedroom and one bathroom • Spacious sundeck and gazebo • Gated
community

Guida al prezzo: US$595.000

Guida al prezzo: US$1.999.995

Proprietà sul lungomare con vista su Falmouth Harbour • Tre camere da letto con
bagni privati con doccia • Vista panoramica • Accesso alla spiaggia • Possibilità
di costruire cottage o di estendere la proprietà
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Meravigliosa proprietà in collina con due cottage
• Vista spettacolare sull’oceano da Long Bay a Bird Island • Entrambi i cottage
dispongono di una camera e un bagno • Terrazza e gazebo spaziosi • Zona
privata con cancello

Beachfront property over looking Falmouth Harbour
• Three bedrooms with en-suite shower rooms • Panoramic views • Beach
access • Opportunity to build extension or cottages

Beach House, Galley Bay Heights

Mandala House, Half Moon Bay

Price Guide: US$2,000,000

Price Guide: US$1,450,000

Stunning three-bedroom waterfront home
• Magnificent views over Deep Bay • Infinity pool with large sundeck •
Accessed by private drive, gated community • Adjoining 0.45acre plot of land

Stunning contemporary two-bedroom luxury villa
• Located within the exclusive Peninsular development • Open-plan interior
with vaulted ceilings • Infinity pool with sweeping bay views • Designed by
leading architect Andrew Goodenough

Guida al prezzo: US$2,000.000

Favolosa proprietà con tre camere da letto sul lungomare
• Splendida vista panoramica sulla Deep Bay • Piscina a sfioro con spaziosa
terrazza • Si accede da viale privato, zona privata con cancello • Adiacente ad
un appezzamento di terreno da 0,45 acri

Guida al prezzo: US$1.450.000

Splendida villa di lusso contemporanea con due camere da letto
• Situata all’interno del complesso esclusivo peninsulare • Interni open space
con soffitti a volta • Piscina a sfioro con vista mozzafiato sulla baia • Progettata
dal famoso architetto Andrew Goodenough

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Blue House, Jolly Harbour

Three-bedroom home with panoramic ocean views

Three-bedroom waterfront villa in desirable area

• Charming Mediterranean-style villa • Swimming pool and shaded sundeck
• Includes self-contained guest apartment • Three bathrooms; master en-suite
has a Jacuzzi

• Peaceful location • Hurricane shutters, back-up generator and dock
• Walking distance to beach • Three bathrooms

Price Guide: US$1,300,000

Guida al prezzo: US$1,300.000

Guida al prezzo: US$1,300.000
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Price Guide: US$1,300.000
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Ponderosa, Crosbies

Villa sul lungomare con tre camere da letto in zona ricercata • Posizione tranquilla
• Tapparelle anti uragano, generatore di corrente di emergenza e molo
• A pochi passi dalla spiaggia • Tre bagni

Pearns Point, Jolly Harbour area

The Grey House, Jolly Harbour area

Price on request

Lo

Villa con tre camere da letto con vista panoramica sull’oceano • Villa incantevole in
stile mediterraneo • Piscina e solarium ombreggiato • Include un appartamento
per gli ospiti indipendente • Tre bagni; la camera principale è dotata di bagno
privato con una vasca idromassaggio

Price Guide: US$995,000

New exclusive development in pristine peninsula location

Well-presented four-bedroom, four-bathroom home

• Luxury resort environment with five-star hotel • Homes designed by eminent
architect Piet Boon • Unique, low density scheme with unrivalled services
• Signature restaurant and bars on site

• Situated in lush hillside of Ffryes Estate • Magnificent views of Darkwood
Beach • High-end appliances, fixtures and fittings throughout • Includes selfcontained ground floor apartment

Prezzo su richiesta

Guida al prezzo: US$995,000
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Nuovo complesso esclusivo in una zona incontaminata della penisola
• Resort di lusso con hotel a cinque stelle • Case progettate dal rinomato
architetto Piet Boon • Schema originale a bassa densità con servizi
impareggiabili • Ristorante tipico e bar in loco

Casa ben curata con quattro camere da letto e quattro bagni
• Situata nella lussureggiante collina di Ffryes Estate • Magnifica vista su
Darkwood Beach • Elettrodomestici di qualità, completamente arredata e
rifinita • Include un appartamento indipendente al piano terra

Lime House, Valley Church

Moondance, Galleon Beach

Attractive four-bedroom hillside home

Beautiful six-bedroom, classic Caribbean-style home

• All bedrooms have en-suites • Direct access from master suite to sundeck and
Jacuzzi • Superb views of landmark ‘Sleeping Indian’ hills • Swimming pool
and patio

• Million dollar views over English Harbour • Expansive sundeck, ample
outdoor living space, and unique design features • Includes three selfcontained guest cottages • Sheltered, matured gardens and direct beach access

Price Guide: US$995.000

Guida al prezzo: US$995.000

Price on request

Prezzo su richiesta

Attraente casa in collina con quattro camere da letto
• Tutte le camere dispongono di bagno privato • Accesso diretto dalla master
suite al solarium e alla vasca idromassaggio • Fantastica vista sulle storiche
colline ‘Sleeping indian’ • Piscina e patio

Stupenda vila classica in stile caraibico con sei camere da letto • Vista impareggiabile
su English Harbour • Ampia terrazza per prendere il sole, ampio spazio
abitabile all’aperto e caratteristiche uniche di design • Include tre cottage
indipendenti • Giardini riparati e completamente sviluppati e accesso diretto
alla spiaggia

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay

Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay
Price Guide: US$975,000

Price Guide: US$725,000

Newly built three-bedroom home within Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Beautifully finished to exceptional standards • Large private garden with pool
• Planning permission to extend • Fully equipped with contemporary high-end
appliances

Chic east coast waterfront home
• Three bedrooms • Garden courtyard • Private pool • Located within the
Nonsuch Bay Resort

Guida al prezzo: US$795.000

Casa chic sul lungomare della costa est
• Tre camere da letto • Cortile con giardino • Piscina privata
• Situata all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort

ca
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Casa di nuova costruzione con tre camere da letto all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Finiture dallo standard elevato • Ampio giardino privato con piscina
• Ampia terrazza • Completamente attrezzata con elettrodomestici
contemporanei di qualità

Price on request

Summer Breeze, Jolly Harbour area

Lo

Villa W, Hodges Bay

Guida al prezzo: US$725.000

Price Guide: US$649,000

Desirably located three-bedroom detached property
• Sea views to Prickly Pear Island • Tropical gardens with palm trees and
vibrant flowers • Bright airy spacious open-plan interior • Glass sliding doors
for maximum natural light

Spacious two-bedroom home on famous ‘Sleeping Indian’ hillside
• Vast shaded balcony overlooking tropical vegetation • Half an acre of land
• 12,000 gallon pool • Fully furnished; includes four-poster beds

Prezzo su richiesta

Spaziosa casa con due camere da letto sulla famosa collina ‘Sleeping indian’
• Ampio balcone ombreggiato con vista sulla vegetazione tropicale • Mezzo
acro di terra • Piscina da 45.400 litri • Completamente arredata; letti a
baldacchino
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Proprietà indipendente in posizione desiderabile con tre camere da letto
• Vista sul mare su Prickly Pear Island • Giardini tropicali con palme e fiori
dai colori sgargianti • Spazio interno open space luminoso e arioso • Porte
scorrevoli in vetro per la massima luce naturale

Guida al prezzo: US$649.000

Sea View, Valley Church

Compass Point, Nonsuch Bay

Price Guide: US$1,995,000

Price on request

Sprawling three-bedroom home with vast two-acre gardens
• Prime hillside location overlooking Caribbean Sea • Accessed by security
gates and private drive • Close proximity to Jolly Harbour’s abundant amenities
• Elegant interior with neutral colours

Wonderful five-bedroom property with hexagonal-shaped rooms
• 180-degree views to Bird and Green islands • Accessed via electric gates and
concrete drive • Terrace and infinity pool with hardwood decking • Spacious
and stylish living/dining

Guida al prezzo: US$1,995,00

Prezzo su richiesta

Casa dalla forma irregolare con tre camere da letto con ampi giardini da due acri
• Posizione collinare privilegiata con vista sul Mar dei Caraibi • Si accede da
un cancello di sicurezza e da un viale privato • Nei pressi di numerosi servizi
presenti a Jolly Harbour • Interni eleganti con colori neutri

Splendida struttura con cinque camere da letto a forma esagonale
• Vista a 180 gradi sulle isole Bird e Green • Accesso tramite cancelli elettrici e
strada asfaltata • Terrazza e piscina a sfioro con piano di calpestio in legno
• Zona soggiorno / pranzo spaziosa ed elegante

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay

Villa Kirby, Harbour View

Price Guide: US$4,500,000

Price Guide: US$549,000

Magnificent six-bedroom beachfront property
• 8,500 sq ft stylish contemporary living space • Floor to ceiling custom-made
hurricane-proof sliding glass panes • Close proximity to Nelson’s Dockyard
• Private beach and custom-built infinity pool

Spacious four-bedroom holiday home
• Three bathrooms • Large decking with gazebo • Private swimming pool
• Fully furnished

Guida al prezzo: US$549.000

Guida al prezzo: US$4.500.000

Straordinaria proprietà fronte mare con sei camere da letto • Unità elegante e
spaziosa di 800 metri quadrati dallo stile contemporaneo • Pannelli in vetro
scorrevole anti-uragano realizzati su misura che si estendono dal pavimento al
soffitto • Nelle immediate vicinanze di Nelson’s Dockyard • Spiaggia privata e
piscina a sfioro realizzata su misura

Lo
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Villa spaziosa con quattro camere da letto
• Tre bagni • Ampio piano di calpestio in legno con gazebo • Piscina privata
• Completamente arredata

Mercers Creek, Willikies area

The Watch House, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$8,250,000

Price on request

Antigua’s only remaining sugarcane plantation house
• Original 17th century buildings • Complete with period furniture and curios
• 26 acres of land with no planning restrictions • Includes Great House,
sugarmill, guest cottage and outbuildings

Splendid Caribbean-style five-bedroom home in gated community
• Stunning hilltop location with panoramic views • Includes almost five acres
of subdivided land • Excellent investment opportunity • Fully furnished stylish
interior

Guida al prezzo: US$8,250,000

Prezzo su richiesta
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L’unica casa rimasta su una piantagione di canna da zucchero di Antigua • Edifici
originali del 17° secolo • Completo di mobili d’epoca e curiosità • 26 acri di
terreno senza vincoli di pianificazione • Include una Great House, mulino per
canna da zucchero, cottage per gli ospiti e fabbricati annessi

Splendida villa in stile caraibico con cinque camere da letto in una proprietà privata con
cancello • Splendida posizione collinare con vista panoramica • Include quasi
cinque acri di terreno suddiviso • Ottima opportunità d’investimento
• Completamente arredata con interni eleganti

Colibri Court, Jolly Harbour

Pimento Villa, Harbour View

Price Guide: US$475,000

Price Guide: US$450,000

Exclusive four-star apartment complex on golf course
• Excellent investment opportunity • Low maintenance luxury living
• Strong rental history • Communal swimming pool

Beautiful Caribbean-style villa close to Antigua’s finest beaches
• 2,000 sqft of interior space • Four tastefully decorated bedrooms
• Generous sundeck and swimming pool • Five-minute walk to Jolly Harbour

Guida al prezzo: US$475,000

Guida al prezzo: US$450,000

Esclusivo complesso di appartamenti a quattro stelle su un campo da golf
• Ottima opportunità d’investimento • Vita di lusso con poca manutenzione
• Affittata con successo per tanto tempo • Piscina comunale

Bella villa in stile caraibico vicino alle meravigliose spiagge di Antigua
• 185.81m² di spazio interno • Quattro camere da letto arredate con gusto
• Terrazza spaziosa e piscina • A cinque minuti a piedi da Jolly Harbour

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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The Cove Suite, Blue Waters
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Villa 414B, North Finger Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$425,000

Price Guide: US$395.000

Luxury one-bedroom resort suite
• Housed within a large villa with infinity pool • Stunning sea views
• Colonial-style elegance meets contemporary facilities • Over-sized bathroom
with free-standing tub

Well-presented south-facing two-bedroom villa
• Extra large decking • 25ft finger pier • Extended master bedroom
• Short walk to beach

Guida al prezzo: US$425.000

Villa ben tenuta orientata a sud con due camere da letto
• Ampio piano di calpestio • Banchina da 7,6 m • Camera da letto matrimoniale
molto spaziosa • A pochi passi dalla spiaggia
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Guida al prezzo: US$395.000

Lo

Suite in resort di lusso con una camera
• Ospitato all’interno di una grande villa con piscina a sfioro • Splendida vista
sul mare • L’eleganza dello stile coloniale si fonde con le strutture moderne
• Bagno molto ampio con vasca rialzata

Villa 423E, Jolly Harbour

Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$245.000

Price Guide: US$235,000

Charming two-bedroom home in gated community
• Generous patio and waterfront sundeck • Open-plan interior with modern
appliances • Ideally located for holiday rentals • Short walk from the beach

Two-bedroom waterfront North Finger villa
• Spectacular balcony views • Large shaded terrace • Close proximity to
amenities • Private master suite balcony

Guida al prezzo: US$245.000

Guida al prezzo: US$235.000
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Affascinante casa di due stanze in una proprietà privata con cancello
• Ampio patio e terrazza sul lungomare • Interni open space con elettrodomestici
moderni • In posizione ideale per essere affittata per le vacanze • A pochi passi
dalla spiaggia

Villa fronte mare con due camere da letto sulla punta nord
• Balcone con vista mozzafiato • Grande terrazza ombreggiata • Nelle
immediate vicinanze di tutti i servizi • Balcone privato con accesso alla suite
principale

Hamilton No 2, St Marys

Hamilton Estate 3, Valley Church

Price Guide: US$285.000

Price Guide: US$275.000

Upper floor garden apartment with superb hillside views
• 2 bedrooms • Large communal pool • Gated community • Good rental
returns

Well-appointed two-bedroom apartment in tranquil location
• Couched in lush natural vegetation • Breezy verandah with outside dining
area • Ideally located for rentals • Excellent investment opportunity

Guida al prezzo: US$285.000

Guida al prezzo: US$275.000

Appartamento al piano superiore con giardino con splendida vista sulla collina
• Due camere da letto • Grande piscina comunale • Proprietà privata con
cancello • Buoni introiti da eventuali affitti

Appartamento ben arredato con due stanze in posizione tranquilla
• Nascosto in una rigogliosa vegetazione naturale • Veranda areata con zona
pranzo esterna • Situato in posizione ideale per gli affitti • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Villa 411A, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$275,000

Price Guide: US$245,000

Waterfront two-bedroom villa on Jolly Harbour’s South Finger
• Retiled throughout, new bathrooms and kitchen • Above-water decking
• Garage transformed into laundry room • Stylish fully-equipped kitchen

Tastefully revamped two-bedroom waterfront villa
• Beautifully maintained end unit • Excellent investment opportunity
• Two and a half bathrooms and two balconies

Guida al prezzo: US$275.000

Guida al prezzo: US$245.000
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Villa ristrutturata con gusto sul lungomare con due camere da letto
• Ultima casa splendidamente mantenuta • Ottima opportunità d’investimento
• Banchina da 9 m • Due bagni e mezzo e due balconi

Villa sul lungomare con due camere da letto nel South Finger di Jolly Harbour
• Completamente ripiastrellata, nuovi bagni e cucina • Ponte sopra il
livello dell’acqua • Garage trasformato in lavanderia • Cucina elegante
completamente attrezzata

Price Guide: US$880,000

Villa Floriana, English Harbour area

Lo

The Boat House, Jolly Harbour

ns

Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$675,000

Tastefully furnished three-bedroom home in gated community
• Three en-suite bathrooms • Spacious 900 sqft sundeck and boat dock
• Large swimming pool • Luxurious contemporary interior

Interesting Caribbean-style property comprising three separate units
• 10,000 sqft plot including mature landscaped gardens • Comprises two twobed apartments, and one-bed cottage • All units finished to high standard
• All bathrooms are large, stylish and very creative

Guida al prezzo: US$880,000

Guida al prezzo: US$675,000
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Casa arredata con gusto con tre camere da letto in una proprietà privata con cancello
• Tre bagni en-suite • Ampio solarium da 83 m² e posto barca • Grande piscina
• Interni contemporanei lussuosi

Interessante proprietà in stile caraibico composta da tre unità separate • 929 m² di terreno, con
giardino completamente sviluppato • Si compone di due appartamenti con due stanze
ciascuno e un cottage ad una stanza per le vacanze • Tutte le unità rifinite secondo standard
elevati • Tutti i bagni sono grandi, eleganti e molto originali

Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour

Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$228,000

Price Guide: US$200,000

Well-maintained two-bedroom home in desirable area
• Fully equipped kitchen • Private balcony from master bedroom
• Air-conditioning • Majestic waterfront views

Beautiful two-bedroom villa overlooking the golf course
• Private master suite balcony • Private plunge pool • Short walk to the beach
• Secluded outdoor terrace with mountain views

Guida al prezzo: US$228.000

Guida al prezzo: US$ 200.000

Casa ben mantenuta con due camere da letto in zona attraente
• Cucina completamente attrezzata • Balcone privato dalla camera da letto
matrimoniale • Aria condizionata • Meravigliosa vista sul lungomare

Bella villa con due camere da letto con vista sul campo da golf
• Master suite privata con balcone • Piscina privata • A pochi passi dalla
spiaggia • Terrazza esterna appartata con vista sulle montagne

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Willoughby Bay land

Price on Request

Price on request

Elevated waterfront 20-acre plot
• Planning in principle • Short drive from airport and St John’s
• Excellent investment opportunity • Spectacular sea views

100 acres of prime south coast land
• Close proximity to historic Nelson’s Dockyard • Excellent investment
opportunity • Perfect for commercial or residential development • Superb view
over magnificent Willoughby Bay

Prezzo su richiesta

ns

Cockle Bay land, North-east Coast

Prezzo su richiesta

Nine-acre plot, English Harbour

Harbour Island Plot 47, Jolly Harbour

Land available in the heart of Nelson’s Dockyard National Park
• Stunning harbour views • One small house already on site • Ideal for
subdivision or development • Close proximity to area’s numerous amenities

Prime development land in the centre of Jolly Harbour marina
• High demand waterfront site • Fully serviced 9,049 sqft parcel
• Approximately 66ft of sea wall • Within gated community with 24-hour
security

Prezzo su richiesta

Guida al prezzo: US$395,000
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Terreno sul lungomare da 20 acri
• Progettazione in fase iniziale • A breve distanza dall’aeroporto e da St John’s
• Ottima opportunità d’investimento • Spettacolare vista sul mare

Lo

Price on request

100 acri di terreno in zona attraente sulla costa sud
• Nei pressi dello storico Nelson’s Dockyard • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento • Perfetto per lo sviluppo commerciale o residenziale • Splendida
vista sulla magnifica Willoughby Bay

Price Guide: US$395,000
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Terreno disponibile nel cuore del Parco nazionale di Nelson Dockyard
• Vista mozzafiato sul porto • Una piccola casa già presente sul posto
• Ideale per la suddivisione o lo sviluppo • Vicino a numerosi servizi presenti
nella zona

Harbour Island Plot 42, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$350,000

Crosbies 18,270 sqft plot
Price Guide: From US$237,510

Prime development land in the centre of Jolly Harbour marina
• High demand waterfront site • Fully serviced 8,000 sqft parcel
• Approximately 66ft of sea wall • Within gated community with 24-hour
security

Guida al prezzo: US$350,000

Terreno in posizione privilegiata nel centro di Jolly Harbour Marina
• Posizione in un sito ad alta domanda sul lungomare • Completamente
assistito 9.049 pacchi piedi quadrati • Lotto interamente attrezzato da 836.13
m² • Proprietà privata con cancello e sorveglianza 24 ore

Terreno in posizione privilegiata nel centro di Jolly Harbour Marina
• Posizione in un sito ad alta domanda sul lungomare • Lotto interamente
attrezzato da 743.22 m² • Circa 20 m di diga marittima • Proprietà privata con
cancello e sorveglianza 24 ore

Desirably located land with convenient road access
• Prime hillside position with sweeping sea views • Excellent investment
opportunity • Conveniently located for airport and St John’s • Pleasant village
community close to acclaimed restaurants

Guida al prezzo: da US$237,510

Terreno in posizione attraente con accesso conveniente tramite strada
• Posizione collinare privilegiata con vista stupenda sul mare • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento • Situato in posizione strategica per l’aeroporto e St John’s
• Piacevole villaggio vicino ai ristoranti acclamati

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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VILLA MANAGEMENT
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With you every
step of the way
Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make
sure that you get exactly what you want, whether it’s a manager to
maintain your property in your absence for peace of mind or full
rental management to maximise your return on investment.

% Call us today on +1 268 562 7814

112

1. Your way
There are a number of different ways we can manage your property. Choose from our
many services to ensure your property is managed the way you want it.

VILLA MANAGEM

2. Maximising rental income

3. Keeping our promise

ns

We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We can tailor your
management package to suit your needs, be it short term or long term rentals, or
accommodating for your holiday.
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We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No matter the issue we want
you to feel you can let us take care of it to give you the peace of mind you want when
leaving your property in our care.

We realise that first impressions count and we want you to get the
most out of your villa. It will always be presented in the way you
would want it to be.
We insist on only using the best and most qualified
maintenance staff for all our properties

www.villa-management-antigua.com
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HOLIDAY LETS.

Coral Beach House, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$600 per night

Price from US$6,500 per week

This beautifully presented and fully-furnished townhouse, located within an
exclusive uber-chic new development, is finished to extremely high standards.
A luxurious three-bedroom home, the property is split over three levels and
boasts stunning ocean views from its hillside location. It has a private infinity
pool with sleek, basalt black tiles, exquisitely finished European kitchen and
bathrooms, and spacious outdoor living areas.

This four-bedroom, five-bathroom villa on breathtaking coral sands boasts
beautiful landscaped gardens with panoramic views of the Caribbean Sea and
the volcanic isle of Montserrat beyond. All bedrooms are air-conditioned. The
property benefits further from its desirable location with close proximity to the
area’s abundant amenities – and a fabulous roof terrace for sunbathing and
stargazing.
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Beach House Five, Tamarind Hills

Villa 238A, Jolly Harbour

Villa 222C, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$875 per week

Price from US$950 per week
Villa 222C is a delightful waterfront home with a large extended deck. The villa
has a bright, spacious open-plan ground floor with a fully equipped kitchen
and dining/living area. The latter extends out onto a covered veranda through
sliding glass doors where you can enjoy wonderful al fresco meals while taking
advantage of the stunning views across the harbour. It also has a large sundeck
built directly over the water.
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Situated within a gated community with 24-hour security, this two-bedroom
villa boasts wonderful views across the marina from its outdoor terrace and
decking, perfect for al fresco dining and enjoying the wonderful Caribbean
sunsets. Downstairs there is an open-plan living, dining and kitchen area.
The property is fully air-conditioned and has two and a half bathrooms and a
balcony from the master suite. It’s close to amenities, bars and restaurants.

Villa 225A, Jolly Harbour

Villa 221B, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$1,000 per week

Price from US$800 per week

This two-bedroom waterfront villa with large extended kitchen is ideal for
families and entertaining. It has been completely refurbished, with an extended
bedroom and en-suite. The second bedroom has twin beds and an en-suite.
The spacious open-plan living and dining area leads out through glass sliding
windows to the patio and large sundeck with loungers, awning and barbecue.

A great two-bedroom waterfront villa for up to five people just a short stroll
from the beach. The excellent accommodation comprises a large master
bedroom with super king-size bed and waterfront balcony, and a second
bedroom with queen-size double and a single bed. Both bedrooms have an ensuite shower room. The open-plan ground floor with fully fitted kitchen, dining
and living area has patio doors leading onto a terrace with sun loungers and
BBQ. There is WiFi and air conditioning.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 403H, Jolly Harbour
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HOLIDAY LETS.

Ixora, Ffryes Estate

Price from US$850 per week

Price from US$875 per week

Ixora is located at Victory Villas, an exclusive holiday hideaway consisting
of five luxurious, two-bedroom, self-contained villas, wonderfully modern
and fully equipped. Set within a tropically landscaped compound with large
swimming pool, it is a secure environment for families and couples to enjoy.
The south-west location provides spectacular views of undulating mountainside
and a beautiful natural pond surrounded by palm trees.
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This two-bedroom waterfront villa has a light and airy open-plan living, dining
and kitchen area with patio doors leading out to a covered terrace with lots of
space for dining, lounging in the sun, or just sitting absorbing the wonderful
views. Upstairs are two good-sized bedrooms each with en-suite shower
rooms. The master bedroom has a four-poster bed and glass doors opening onto
a roomy balcony. This villa has a washing machine plus cable TV and internet.

Mandvilla, Ffryes Estate

Lime Cottage, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$875 per week

Price from US$1,850 per week
This beautiful, three-bedroom waterfront villa is just a two-minute stroll to
stunning South Beach. Lime Cottage has a spacious open-plan living and
dining area with a fully equipped stylish kitchen. From the indoor dining area
there are patio doors leading to an extended split level patio terrace with a
covered area, perfect for al fresco dining, with sun loungers and a BBQ. All
bedrooms are air-conditioned.
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Mandvilla is located at Victory Villas, an exclusive holiday hideaway consisting
of five luxurious, two-bedroom, self-contained villas, wonderfully modern
and fully equipped. Set within a tropically landscaped compound with large
swimming pool, it is a secure environment for families and couples to enjoy.
The south-west location provides spectacular views of undulating mountainside
and a beautiful natural pond surrounded by palm trees.

The White House, Jolly Harbour area

Waterside, Jolly Harbour area

Price from US$1,750 per week

Price from US$1,850 per week

A charming four-bedroom, three-bathroom detached villa, this property is
stylishly furnished and has a private swimming pool. There is a spacious
living area with seating for eight and a dining table for six. The fully equipped
kitchen includes fridge, stove, grill, microwave, freezer, oven and dishwasher.
The master bedroom has a king-size bed and en-suite, bedroom two has
a queen-size bed and en-suite, bedroom three has a queen-size bed and
shares a bathroom with bedroom four which has two single beds. There is air
conditioning throughout.

Waterside is a lovely three-bedroom, two-bathroom waterfront villa in a
peaceful location ideal for families. There is air-conditioning in all rooms, a
fully fitted kitchen, washing machine, internet and cable TV. The villa is light
and airy thanks to the vaulted ceilings and has an attractive living area leading
onto a large deck with a gazebo.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Calabash, Jolly Harbour area
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HOLIDAY LETS.

The Long House, Willikies

Price from US$1,700 per week

Price from US$2,500 per week

Boasting superb Atlantic views, this five-bedroom home has an immense
tropical garden, five bathrooms, courtyard and infinity pool. Tastefully
decorated and designed to be in harmony with the natural environment, there
is a large veranda that extends the length of the house connecting all rooms
and offering the experience of indoor/outdoor living every step of the way.
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Calabash is a four-bedroom, three-bathroom detached villa with its own
swimming pool. Stylishly furnished, this villa is a perfect family retreat.
Calabash is situated in Harbour View, just moments from Jolly Harbour with
its popular bars and restaurants, 18-hole golf course, Olympic size swimming
pool, tennis and squash courts. The property is a short walk from one of the
island’s most spectacular beaches.

Carib House, Falmouth Harbour

Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay

Price from US$8,120 per week

Price from US$1,104 per night
This magnificent six-bedroom beachfront property offers 8,500 sqft of stylish
contemporary living space and close proximity to Nelson’s Dockyard. Designed
with floor to ceiling custom-made hurricane-proof glass panes and sliding
doors, Villa Liene ensures uninterrupted views of the crystal blue waters of
Willoughby Bay. With a private beach, stunning roof terrace and infinity pool,
Villa Liene boasts absolute privacy, exclusivity and security.
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A spacious, colonial-style villa which can easily accommodate groups of up
to 10 people, this is an ideal getaway for a holiday, honeymoon or intimate
wedding reception. There are five generous double bedrooms, all screened
and with ceiling fans, a spacious indoor living room with games area and an
open-plan fully fitted kitchen. There is also a large outdoor seating area with
comfortable wicker furniture overlooking the pool.

Sea Breeze, Nonsuch Bay

Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay

Price from US$3,000 per week

Price from US$3,000 per week

Seduced by the idea of tropical living but have no desire to ditch modern
amenities in the process? This newly built three-bedroom home with a pool,
enveloped in lush vegetation, is in the heart of one of Antigua’s most exclusive
resorts. The living, dining and kitchen areas have been thoughtfully placed
upstairs, benefiting from the sweeping views and high ceilings. Also upstairs is
a guest bedroom with shower. Downstairs, two more spacious bedrooms are
complemented by deluxe supersize en-suite bathrooms.

This newly built well-appointed three-bedroom home, within the exclusive
Nonsuch Bay Resort, has been completed to the highest of standards. The
large open-plan living, dining and kitchen area provides an ideal space
for entertaining and comes fully equipped with contemporary high-end
appliances. The kitchen benefits from direct access onto a spacious shaded
veranda and a perfectly sized pool in the private garden.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Seaglass, Sugar Ridge resort

Price from US$4,500 per week

Price from US$4,200 per week

Set in the exclusive Nonsuch Bay Resort, this exceptional four-bedroom villa
offers the ultimate in luxury living. The interior has been impressively designed
down to the smallest detail, with floors and walls adorned in Italian marble.
However, the focal point has to be its spectacular infinity edge swimming pool,
with breathtaking views across the bay.

Set on a hillside, this recently built, newly furnished residence enjoys gentle
trade winds and breathtaking panoramic views across Jolly Harbour. Built and
finished to an exceedingly high standard, this quintessential Caribbean-style
property with private infinity pool comprises four well-sized bedrooms, all
with stunning vaulted ceilings, ceiling fans, air-conditioning, duvets and luxury
en-suites, and a fully equipped contemporary kitchen with high-end modern
appliances with room for eight or more to dine comfortably.
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Land’s End, Nonsuch Bay

Windmill House, Jolly Harbour

Villa Sunset, Sugar Ridge resort
Price from US$650 per night

Price from US$5,500 per week
A luxurious waterfront villa within the desirable gated community of Jolly
Harbour. The property has three luxurious double bedrooms and a fourth
bedroom with two sets of bunk beds and a single bed. All bedrooms have ensuites. There are two fully fitted kitchens, a beautifully furnished indoor living
area and spectacular outdoor relaxation spaces with private pool, sundeck and
al fresco dining area.
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With its classic Caribbean design, Villa Sunset has been designed to take
advantage of the cooling breeze, finished and furnished to a high specification
with modern interior with glass pocket doors and picture windows to frame the
stunning Sugar Ridge views. Three king-size bedroom suites, each with double
vanities, are linked to the main pavilion by covered terraces. The pavilion
opens onto an outdoor dining and living area with sundeck and pebble-tiled
infinity pool.

Villa Azura, Long Bay

Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$3,500 per week

Price from US$7,525 per week

This fabulous three-bedroom home boasts revolutionary climate control beds,
a stunning infinity pool, stylishly-designed spacious interior, tropical gardens
and exceptional ocean views. A sunken den affords privacy for quiet work or
relaxation, while each bedroom has its own pergola-covered patio overlooking
the sea, an en-suite bathroom and outdoor walled rain shower. Villa Azura is
staffed by a house manager, housekeeper and gardener.

Just steps from pristine sandy shores this outstanding four-bedroom home is
filled with natural light and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are en-suite;
the master suite has water views, a walk-in closet and exquisite bathroom with
a beautiful claw foot tub. There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art
appliances and granite work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool
and spacious private roof terrace.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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LONG TERM RENTALS.

Blue House, Jolly Harbour

Villa 423E, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$3,500 per month

Price from US$850 per month

Blue House is a lovely three bedroom, two-storey waterfront villa in a peaceful
location perfect for families. It has three large bedrooms and two en-suite
bathrooms, a large open kitchen and a spacious open plan living/dining area.
The living area leads onto a large deck and well kept tropical garden. Blue
House has hurricane shutters, a back-up generator and dock.

This charming two-bedroom home is available for long-term rent in the gated
community of Jolly Harbour. Villa 423E has internet and cable TV access, and
air-conditioning units throughout. Both bedrooms have en-suites; the master
has a bathtub while the other features a large shower. There is an additional
guest washroom downstairs. The comfortable open plan lounge and dining area
backs onto a decent-sized kitchen fitted with modern appliances including a
washing machine.
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Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour
Price from US$900 per month

Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour
Price US$850 per month

Fans of the great outdoors will love the fabulous views of the marina from
this charming two-bedroom waterfront villa. The open plan living, dining and
kitchen area has glass doors leading out to a large covered terrace with lots of
space for dining, lounging in the sun, or just relaxing. Upstairs are two decentsized bedrooms, each with en-suite shower rooms. The master bedroom has
large glass doors opening onto a nice roomy balcony affording more scenic
vistas. This villa has a washer/dryer and cable TV.
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A charming two-bedroom waterfront villa with two and a half bathrooms, and a
balcony accessed from the master suite. The property has been revamped with
new bathrooms and a new fully fitted kitchen. The spacious, open-plan living
and dining area has patio doors leading onto the outdoor terrace and decking.
Set in a gated community, the home benefits further from close proximity to
numerous amenities.

Colibri Court, Jolly Harbour

Victory Villas, Ffryes Estate

Price from US$2,500 per month

Price from US$1,200 per month

An exclusive four-star apartment complex of six three-bedroom, beautifully
finished apartments. Overlooking the golf course, they’re within walking
distance of the area’s acclaimed restaurants, bars, international supermarket,
pharmacy, gym and beaches. These properties are decorated in a colonial style,
offering air-conditioned luxury living with a large communal pool with space
for up to 25 sun loungers.

Modern and fully equipped, these luxurious two-bedroom, self-contained
villas are set within a secure and beautiful tropically landscaped compound.
The location provides spectacular views across the island of undulating
mountainside, a natural pond surrounded by palm trees and a swimming pool.
Victory Villas are on the south-west of the island, close to abundant amenities.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 421F, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$2,500 per month

Price from US$1,000 per month

Panoramic views of Antigua give this contemporary four-bedroom, fourbathroom villa its edge. It has four 35ft long galleries, two upstairs and two
downstairs, ensuring that every bedroom has access to the stunning vistas. The
magnificent 55ft living area boasts soft leather sofas and spot lighting. Outside,
a 35ft x 18ft pool is surrounded by a huge greenheart deck, outdoor dining area
and sun loungers.

A well-finished end unit, this villa offers light and spacious accommodation
throughout. The open-plan kitchen leads to a comfortable living area, with patio
doors through to an outdoor patio. There are two well sized bedrooms both
with en-suite bathrooms. This property has cable TV and internet access, and air
conditioning in every room. There is a garage space accessed from the front of the
property.
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Palm Villa, Belmont

Brown’s Bay Estate, Brown’s Bay

Price from US$5,500 per month

Price from US$10,000 per month

Located in a quiet cul-de-sac, Harbourside is a four-bedroom Mediterraneanstyle villa. This beautifully finished home has a large wrap-around deck,
swimming pool, gazebos and outdoor bar. Inside is plenty of living space
including a country-style kitchen with integrated appliances leading onto an
open-plan dining area. Three of the bedrooms benefit from spacious en-suite
bathrooms, and all have air conditioning.

This private bayfront luxury villa comprises three living quarters, interconnected
by natural stone-paved walkways, comfortably sleeping up to eight. There are
four bedrooms and bathrooms, including a charming outdoor bathroom.
The fully-fenced property is entered via electric gates and a private drive. It
borders a tranquil bay with its own dock and private beach with sun loungers
and kayaks. There is regular maid service, Wifi, cable TV in all bedrooms,
international phone line, printer, and gym equipment.
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Harbourside, Jolly Harbour

Paradise View, Dickenson Bay

Villa Nourit, Galley Bay Heights
Price from US$2,500 per month

Price from US$3,500 a month

Situated on half an acre of beautifully landscaped grounds, this extremely
private estate comprises three fully furnished, spacious yet intimate cottages.
The main cottage houses an open-plan living area and a beautiful open-air
contemporary kitchen, which leads into a light and breezy lounge. The kitchen
offers convenient access to a split-level veranda, swimming pool and spacious
sundeck. The two guest cottages each have one bedroom with en-suite and
private garden shower.

This attractive four-bedroom home’s elevated location affords magnificent
scenes over beautiful Dickenson Bay. Accessed via an electric gate, it has a
stylish open-plan interior, polished wooden floors throughout and French doors
opening onto a wide wrap-around balcony. The huge master bedroom has
an en-suite shower room and there is also a generously-proportioned shared
bathroom with a large tub, leading out to a glorious pergola-covered outdoor
shower. Paradise View has a swimming pool with charming sundeck.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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MY ANTIGUA.

A gentleman and a Calypsonian
2 How did you get into music? I think
music is in me. The question is, how it
comes out of me (laughs). I was always
singing when I was a boy, I’d just make up
songs about things I saw. Later, I started
winning the Calypso crown and getting
famous. The key to my longevity is with
assistance from our talented songwriters
like Stanley Humphreys who I have
worked with for more than 30 years and
has written over 100 songs for me, and
Marcus Christopher and Shelly Tobitt. I’m
a political person, I like politics, I always
wanted to express things other people
may not be able to without my podium. I
am glad and happy to sing songs to help
and educate. Quite often it’s got me into
trouble, and made some politicians not like
me! I see things that are not right - people
suffering, people being hungry, or people
misbehaving in public office. Thankfully
we do have free speech in Antigua now but
that wasn’t always the case.
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ong considered the voice of social
conscience, Calypso music is
characterised by its upbeat West
Indian rhythms, punchy lyrics and
harmonic vocals. With roots in 17th
century West Africa, the genre has a proud
history of challenging the powers that be
through satire and stinging censure. And
few performers have earned their stripes
as soundly as McLean Leroy Emanuel, aka
King Short Shirt.
Over the last five decades, the man they
call ‘The Monarch’ has earned the country’s
Calypso Crown 15 times and put the nation
squarely on the world’s musical map. Here
the charismatic septuagenarian discusses his
childhood, his hopes for the dying artform and how to make fungee fit for a king.
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Poverty, pride and patriotism – Calypso legend King Short Shirt’s rise to royalty

2 What’s the future of Calypso? It’s in
danger. I think younger artists can do
more to save it. They really need to keep
it the way we had it with good social
commentary, songs that make you laugh.
The soca people need to bring some
interesting lyrics, not just loose ‘boom
boom boom’ lyrics. Over in St Thomas, my
10-year-old son ‘Prince Short Shirt’ just won
Junior Calypso for the third year running.
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2 First things first, how did you get the
name? Growing up as a boy from a poor
family, my sister ‘Tiny’ used to make all
my shirts. To save on material, they were
always much shorter than the norm. In the
street the other kids used to call me ‘Short
Shirt’ and I took it as a nickname. When
I decided to get involved in Carnival, the
organisers asked me what my Calypso
name was. I said I didn’t have one and
they said, well, what do people call you? I
said, they call me Short Shirt and it stuck. I
would have liked a fancier name, (laughs)
like Lord Kitchener, Obstinate or Mighty
Swallow (Calypso contemporaries) but, out
of lack of finance, came a name.

2 What was it like growing up in Antigua?
I grew up in Point and I now live just
around the corner in Villa. I grew up
in paradise. My father was a very good
fisherman so we were never hungry. In
those days, things were very different to
now. As boys we used to ride on go karts,
shoot birds, or cut out of school and go
down ‘washing basin’ for a swim. That’s
what we used to call it, the area where
Deep Water Harbour in St John’s is now.
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2 What’s your favourite Antiguan dish?
Did you know I am actually a chef too?
From 1963 to 2006 I ran Shorty’s Glass
Bottom Boat tours. I used to do all the
cooking for the trips; local recipes, like
fresh conch curry, red bean rice, served
with fresh mango and pineapple and
Shorty’s famous rum punch. I am a good
fungee and okra man; the secret is a little
nice butter, a little salt, blend it with some
okra, have a little saltfish or ling fish nicely
stewed down with garlic and thyme, and

tomato paste to give it a little colour. That’s
a Sunday morning breakfast right there.
2 What makes you a proud Antiguan?
Why should more people visit? I think it’s
one of the finest places in the Caribbean.
It’s a beautiful country, the layout is nice
and the people are friendly. Our soil is
fantastic and we grow the best fruit and
veg. I am a resident of the United States but
I spend most of my time here. This is home
and there’s no place like home.
I would tell tourists, come and see
paradise, come and enjoy our 365 beaches,
there’s even more to be discovered. Come
and meet people like me and Vivian
Richards and the rest of the superstars here;
you will have no regrets.
2 How would you like to be remembered?
As a wonderful person who really loved
the artform, his kids, wife, friends, fans
and his country. And as one of the greatest
Calypsonians who faced this earth. If I
could give people one piece of advice, I
would tell them to be caring and to look
after their children. They are our future
doctors, politicians and judges. They are
our future, everything is in their hands. n
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Elegance is an attitude
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Simon Baker

Heritage Quay, St. John’s, Antigua
Tel: (268) 481-1880
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CALIBRE DE CARTIER DIVER

cartier.com

MANUFACTURE MOVEMENT 1904 MC

WATER-RESISTANT TO 300 METRES, THE CALIBRE DE CARTIER DIVER WATCH IS AN AUTHENTIC DIVING WATCH.
FITTED WITH THE 1904 MC MOVEMENT, IT COMBINES THE HIGH TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE ISO 6425: 1996
STANDARD WITH THE ASSERTIVE AESTHETICS OF THE CALIBRE DE CARTIER WATCH. ESTABLISHED IN 1847, CARTIER
CREATES EXCEPTIONAL WATCHES THAT COMBINE DARING DESIGN AND WATCHMAKING SAVOIR-FAIRE.
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